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P R E F A C E 

The «oil water tone ia a key zone for the circulation of water in natu
re T*e processes of this tone determine to what degree incoming 
precipiirttion will return to the atmoiphere as transpiration, movn 
horizontally as aurface runoff, or percolate down through the «oil 
profile to recharge the groundwater reaervoir. Much intereit has 
therefore been devoted to the unsaturated sone during the International 
Hydrological Decade 1965-74 {IHD). Such has also been the case with
in the Nordic region both on the regional and national level 

A Nordic working grovp was established by the IHD committees of the 
five Nordic countries Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden 
already in 1966 The task of this working group waa to analyze the 
mos* convenient techniques for soil water measurements as well as 
the possibilities to organize a Nordic soil water network. In many 
of the thirteen representative basins in these countries, soil water 
has been measure», on a monthly basis. The book should be seen as 
the main result of the Nordic IHD cooperation within the field of soil 
water. It intends to give guidance as to both measurement of soil 
water in the point and to the extrapolation of point values to areal 
values of soil water storage. 

The idea that a state of the art report on soil water should be elabo
rated was born in this working group already early during the decade. 
The present book has been produced within this group, and most of 
the authors are members of the group. Editor has been Erik Danfors, 
chairman of the working group. Assistance in the editorial work has 
been given by Mr Lennart Åberg of the Swedish IHD secretariat. 

Stockholm. March 197!» 

Malin Falkenmark 
Executive Secretary 
Swedish National IHD Committee 
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I . INTRODUCTION 

i . l . S o i l w a t e r in the w a t e r c y c l e 
The soil water tone, located in the uppermost Layer of the earth's 
crust, constitutes in fact a hey zone in which incoming precipitation 
water is mrected and partitioned in various ways. Accordingly, the 
nature of this cone will determine the extent of storage, runoff, down
ward percolation to the ground water and Che degree of upward return 
to the atmosphere through eva pot r an spirit ion. Storage within the soil 
water cone is important for plant growth, percolation is important for 
groundwater replenishment and the downward transport of dissolved 
and suspended materials in the soil, whilst runoff produces useful 
surface water. 

The effective input of rainwater into the soil water zone consists of the 
precipitation water subtracted by the amount that leads to immediate 
surface runoff. This net amount has been referred to as soil moistening 
by Lvovich and is the water available for evaporation and ground water 
recharge. Lvovich 1973, in his attempts to map the large scale 
variations of the main water balance elements, presents a map of the 
global distribution of the soil moistening, see figure 1:1. According to 
these estimations the annual soil moistening in Fennoscandia is of the 
order of 350 mm, whereas it exceeds 500 mm in Middle Europe. In 
mofti parts of India it exceeds 800 mm except in the NW deeper area. 
In the semi-arid Sahelian sone of Africa the average annual soil moi
stening exceeds abou: 400 mm. 

The output processes of the soil system are still rather unclear. As to 
the runoff some scientists differentiate between a lateral and a vertical 
output where the former leads to groundwater flow. Different terms 
such as thro ugh How and interflow are often used to characterize the 
lateral component of the runoff process. The significance of the soil 
water zone on runoff is most clearly see» from the poor correlation 
which generally exists between the rainfall intensity and the output 
responses in the form of stream discharge and ground water table 
movement. This can apply even for very closely related hydrological 



Figure 1:1 Total soil moistening (annual reneval) 
according to Lvovich 1973. 
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•ystems. The grea. variability in in* characteristics of the soil cover 
Is the main cause for this poor interrelationship between rainfall and 
runoff, see figure 1:2. 

As to output from the soil water zone in the form of evapotrans pi ration, 
meteorological factors constitute th'.t driving force whilst soil and 
vegetation characteristics modify the actual rat*. The dependence of 
actual ev&potranspiration on soil water deficit is shown in figure 1:3. 

1.2. S o i l w a t e r in the g e o c h e m i c a l c y c l e 
The close connections between bydrological processes and hydrochemical 
characteristics of the passing water, maket the study of the soil water 
cone important also from water quality aspects. In thl'j context efforts 
are being made to discriminate the runoff according to its different 
origins or more correctly according to its main path-ways through the 
soil medium. Different types of runoff are thereby being partitioned and 
related to different hydrochemical characteristics. Obviously such en
deavours constitute important steps on the way to the development of 
water quality models that may forecast chemical changes in water due 
to human activities such as drainage, cultivation, fertilization.etc. 

The bound character of soil water introduces some conceptual diffi
culties due to the gradational mobility that this property inflicts on the 
water body. Thus a large part of the soil water is so tensely bound to 
the soil matrix that it becomes almost immovable, whereas other 
fractions are rather free and can pass through the soil strata fairly 
rapidly. The transit times for various fractious are therefore widely 
varying according to how tfghtly held ihey are. Thuae conditions have 
a major influence on the hydrochemical composition of the soil water, 
since the degree to which uptake of new materials from the surrounding 
soil occurs is dependent on the time the water spends in this surroun
ding. Water of different transit times therefore has different dissolving 
condltioa*. 



i»t I f t IWirtl^J} UH )J—*| t*M JS*Wl|&»t jl*o« | P.X 

Figure 1:2 Rainfall and runoff data from Verkaln, 
Sweden 1967. Note the poor correapondence 
between runoff and rainfall changes 

40 60 
Deficit mm 

Figure 1:3 Reduction in evapotranapiration du» !~~ incr««»ed 
«oil water deficit. From Aalyng 1966. 
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1.3. S o i l w e t i r and h u m a n e o c i c t y 
Action ln ordar a» coontaract negatlve affacta of aoll water daficit 
within agriculture waa ona of the eerlieet human experiences, 
irrigation being the basis for a number of early civilisation». The 
ability to regulate soil water la «all developed today. Excel» of 
water ia Utua removed by drainage manipulations, deficit of water 
ia met with by irrigation. In fact the extant of human modification» 
on acll water is today ao large that it la not often poaaible to etudy 
a really natural water cycle. Instead, moat hydrologically atudied 
areaa reprcaant hybride between natural and modified condition». 

Water balance can be affected and regulated not only by changing the 
capacity of aurface reservoir*, but also through modification of the 
aoll Iteelf and the land aae condition». Thus ploughing, for example, 
has significant effects on the surface depression storage, infiltration 
capacity and permeability o . the soil. The effects o£ this ie especially 
evident in Norden in the spring time during thawing, when runoff ia 
significantly reduced through increased uptake of melt-?ater in the 
surface depressions and in the Increased pore volume of the ploughed 
soil. 

Trafficanillty acroas various land types ia also closely dependent on 
soil.moisture conditions. The relationship between tk? shear strength 
of a mineral soil and it» water content ie shown in figure 1:4. Artificial 
drain»»» through tiling, ditch systems,etc facilitate runoff and reduce 
periode of poor load bearing capacity. 

The «oil water sone ie also involved in the pollution problem. Here 
such question* as to what degree fer t i l i se» introduced into the soil 
water «one "fill be transmitted to the groundwater sone and later 
emitted to the river system that dewatar the area are becoming of 
prominent concern. This problem area is relevant to both agriculture 
and forestry. The sail i s furthermore becominf a disposal system for 
a variety of wastes, where the ability of the upper layer to render the 
waate harmless, is utilised so that contamination of valuable water 
resources is avoided. The crucial status of the soil body within the 
continental, water circulation cycle implies that the soil water sone is 



Shear strength ^t * 

Figure 1:4 The relationship between «hear strength 
(undrained) and water content lor a clay «oil. 
From Brom* 1972. 

involved also in other pollution problems: industrial acidification of 
precipitation and the effects which this might have on the productivity 
of the soil and on the quality of the water leaving a land area a* run
off; the effect of salting roads during winter to reduce iclnees and 
thereby slipperiness; the effects of fallout from chimneys* etc. Also 
in the direct effects of urbanisation on infiltration, soil properties be
come important. The ground ie used as a foundation for buildings. There
fore much damage can result if the bearing canaclty of the ground i« 
reduced due to change* in the water distribution. Such changes frequent
ly result as a consequence of pavements etc being laid on the surface 
and to excessive loss of soil water due to facilitated drainage conditions. 
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The properties of the soil and tho characteristics of the vegetation 
thus affect the hydrologicat cycle. 

The influence of the soil type ia manifested by tack of plant available 
water in some periods of the-growing season. This causes a reduction 
of cessation of the plant's transpiration ability, and may be due to low 
water, holding capacity of the soil and/or shallow root depth. The influ
ence of: the, vegetation is due to differences in the life cycles of the 
different species. For permanently vegetated areas (forests, etc) the 
evaporative demand may be less for deciduous than for non-deciduous 
planta (Wind, 1958). For arable soils the type of crops cultivated, 
and the way they are harvested influences the evapotranapiration. 

L_I I I I I I ! _ l 1 1 L 1 
J F M A H J J Å S 0 N D 

Month 
Figure 2:5, Monthly precipitation (P), potential evapotranapira-
tiori (Ep)'.according to Penman and actual evapot'^ anepiration 
measured from barley (B). long grass (Gj) short grass (G 3 ) and 
sugar beets (S) at Hsjbakkega.ird, Denmark. Averaged for the 
years l?M-i972. 
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of the Arctic Circle there It then 24 hour* of daylight. Norden may be 
divided into five plant geographical regions, namely front north to Mittks 
Arctic-subarctic, Alpine-aubalpine, Boreal coniferous, North European 
mixed foreat and North European deciduous forest regions, see Appen
dix Z. 

Soil water hydrology has in Norden, as in other part* of the world, i e p -
resented a rather neglected area of hydrological research. It has been 
studied primarily within agricultural and forestry research with special 
reference to soil biological aspects, agricultural techniques and water 
regulative activities. Most studies have been of rather local character. 

v. 5 S o m e s o i l w a t e r a c t i v i t i e s d u r i n g t h e IHD 
During the lapse of the JtHD the interest focused on soil water hydrology 
has successively increased. Knowledge of the water availability in the 
soil water sone necessitates measurements of the distribution of the 
water content and water retention properties in time asd «pace. To reach 
this knowledge there ia a need for techniques for evaluating both the flow 
of water passing a given point and the water content at this same point. 
Within IHD, most of the interest has been paid to the problems of mea
suring water content. The nuclear measuring technique for in situ 
measurements based on the interaction between fast neutron» and hydro
gen atoms has bc-'i developed tc the degree of routine: standardisation. 
Within the Internauonat Atomic Energy Agency a mai.iul has bean pre
pared. 

Besides the problem of point measurements ot soil water there i s the 
problem of choosing representative sites for the measurements, and 
the problemet determining are; 1 mean values from the plint data. 
Kutilek 1970 has proposed a method of extrapolation of poii.t value* 
based on an ecological classification, taking into consideration the. 
duration of different water contents in relation to field capacity and 
wilting point. 

In the Nordic region, the IHD study of *oil water has besn approached 
both in a number of national projects within the different countries and 
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by tha work of a joint Nordic working group, in Danmark soil water 
has been atudled aa a factor in plant production with special refer«n<:e 
to asaaasing deficits and irrigation requirements while in Finland 
surplus effects and drainage needs have been a major field of Interest. 
Systematic information has in Sweden been gathered on the water re 
tention properties of agricultural soil* and on the dependence oi re-
tentlon on clay content, see figure 6:5 from a recent study by 
Andersson * Wiklert, >972. The Nordic working group has concentrated 
its efforts on measurement techniques and on means of estimating 
storage changes on a monthly basis as an element s i water balance of 
representativ* basins. The experience of large statistical variations 
of point water content values, has lately led to efforts to develop a 
systematic biogeological soning procedure, based on the expected 
coupling between soil water and la&decap* factors. 

The present book presents the results of the Nordic studies on measure
ment problems. It diseatises the reason* for measuring soil water within 
hydrology and how such measurements might be performed. It starts 
with a description of the soil water sons, how it can be described and 
the terminology used. The publication should be seen as the main re 
sult of the Nordic tHD-cooperation within the soil water field, the 
scope of this Nordic cooperation being primarily to develop guidance 
as to the assessment of soil water in catchment studies. 
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2. CHARACTERIZATION OF WATER IN THE SOIL 

2.1 . D e f i n i n g t h e n a t u r e and e x t e n t o { « o i l w a t e r 

The term "»•>" >nay have different meaning*, depending on the 
connectior. in which it i* used. For agricultural and hydrologies! 
purposes, it i* generally defined a* being t ie too** material that 
cover* the bedrock (Vimb 1971). The «oil may be of mineral or 
organic origin, and thea* material* may be present in mixture* 
and/or in different layer* in the «oil profile. 

The soil ia a very complex system. A given volume of.eofl i* mad* 
up of solid material of varying aize and shape, with intervening pot** 
(the «oil matrix). The pore* may be more or lea* occupied by water. 
The part of the pore* nor occupied by water contain* the *oli air, 
At and below the. ground water level, ail the soil pore» are water 
Hlled. 

The water in the soil i* not pure water, but contain* different kind*. 
of suspended and dissolved materials in varying concentration** 
depending on application of fertilizer and weathering of the primary 
soil particles. In the upper soil layers i also living organisms may. be 
present. 

Soil-water is the part of the hydrosphere where water is held in the 
•oil, either by adhesive forces existing between water and soil mater
ial or by capillary force* caused by the «oil pores and the surface 
tension of the water. Soil water i s generally in a state of tension, i. e, 
the hydrostatic pressure in a body of soil water is les* than the atmo
spheric pressure. 

in the ground water, on the contrary* the hydrostatic pressure is 
greater than the atmospheric pressure. The level whar* the pressure 
in the water embodied in the soil equale the atmospheric pressure is 
then by definition the ground water level (or ground water table). 

According to the definition, all the water held in the foil between the 
soil surface and the ground water level is soil water. This water is 
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alao referred to aa vadoss_ijaur_ (Todd 1966). Since the disnnce 
between the «oil surface and the (round water table may be coce'der-
able in many location», and thus not all the «oil water ia influenced by 
the plant root activity, a subdivision or conin( of the «oil water regime 
may be dealrabte. 

2 .2 . Z o n i n g of « o i l w a t e r r e g i m e 

The sell water regime may be usefully differentiated into 5 main sones 
»« shown in Figur* 2! f. Starting from the soil surface, and moving 
vertically toward the ground water level, the zones may be character
ised as follows: 

The evaporation «one i s the layer of soil material between the »oil_sur-
faee and what may W termed the thjmi»cUne level. Most soils will ex 
hibit a thermqcline level (discontinuity or Sprungschicht layer) which 
is characterised by » dramatic change in the gradient of temperature 
versus soil depth (Bjor 1972). The evaporation sone which lies above 
the thermoeline i s a transition or barrier sone between the atmosphere 
and the soil proper, ft is generally rather thin, and may at timea be 
difficult to define, for example under a dense vegetation and/or under 
very humid conditions. The sone is subject L* occasional drying in ex-
ceea of the ability of the planta, i. e. by direct evaporation to the atmo
sphere. The evaporation sone may consiet of more or lees loosened 
mineral or organic soil, plant residues, different kinds of mulching 
material, or mixtures of these material*. 

The transpiration sone ia the layer of eoil between the thermocline 
level And the maximum root depth level. Th* rnaximum root depth_ie 
the maximum depth from which plants extract wateri- The drying out 
in this sane is mainly caused by the process of plant transpiration. 

Together the evaporation zone and the transpiration zone constitute 

!?!.*. 1991.VJX.: 

The intermediate zone ia the layer of soil between the maximum Toot 
depth level and the capillary level. The caoillaryjtevel >* tht maximum 
height above tho water table to which water can rise by capillary^ . 
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L E V E L S Z O N E S 
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Figure 2:1 Profile zoning of «oil water regime 
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action. Tb* «atar content in thla «on» only varia* dua to «ratar vapour 
diffusion to tha root wn» In dry parioda or due to Infiltration in 
period* with aurplua precipitation. 

The capillary «one ia the layer of aoil .between tha capillary level and 
th» saturation level. The aaturalionjjeval i* the height above the 
ground water level to which all pore* «re filled by capillary action. 

Tha four «one* mentioned together make up the s«ration_*one . which 
i* charaeleraied by having a fraction of »ir-f lilifd pore». 

The capillary fringe none ta the layer of soil between the saturation 
level and the ground water level {Childa 1957). The gr.o.un4 wa.iejr.l.eve.1, 
1» in* level in the «oil in which the hydrostatic pressure equate the 
atmospheric preesure.' Thla level can bé measured wlth'tensiometers 
or pieaometere or by measuring the water «urface level in a auitable 
well. The ground water ievet here defined thue correspond* to the 
phreatic ground water surface. 

The capillary fringe mone together with the four previoualy mentioned 
mone* make» up the »ott_wat«r_*one. In thi* aone the water ia normally 
subject to a hydroatatic preaaure les* than the atmoipheric preaaure 
(in a «tat» of tenaion). It ic only during period* with infiltration that 
the hydroatatic preaaure may temporarily exceed atmospheric press 
ure, thereby giving Tiee to ephemeral or ponded ground water-
In raany textbook» soil water (or aoil moisture) is used to 'raply water 
in the root «one only. We find thl* limitation lee* practical and suggest 
soil water to be uaed for all water above the ground water level. 

The capillary mone and the capillary fringe aone will extend to a dis
tance above the ground water level determined by the por* eime and 
pore alae distribution in the soil. In coarse coll* with relatively large 
pore*, the capillary fringe aone may be very limited in extent or even 
vanish a» may alao the capillary aone. In fine-textured soile the two 
xonet may reach to a coneiderable height above the ground water 
level. The two aone* will fluctuate in height according to the variation 
of the ground water level. When the ground water levt f comes within 



one meter or lesa ot tiw soil surface, the i>.-termedi*t.? sone will 
disappear c.nd the capillary tone will merge directly into the trans» 
piration aone. Under conditions of varying grouipl water level, both 
thi water content and extent of capillary rise will depend on the ver
tical variation of the pore geometry of the soil profile. 

The water content through an imaginary «oil profila ia shewn schemat
ically in figure 2:2, The water occupies «U the pores up to the capill
ary fringe level. Through the capillary sone the water content declines 
to a value corresponding to field capacity (FC). at which it theoretic
ally remains through the intermediate lore. The water content curve 
through the root zone depicts a situation that might occur after a long. 
dry period. At the therawcUn* level the soil water content pa«ie» 
below the wilting point (WPJ. 

Sail doplti 

Figure 2:2, Schematic representation of the distribution of 
soil water content with depth through the unsaturated sone. 
The curve applies to a homogeneous soil profile that has 
been dried from a more or less saturated state without com-
plic»<iioi.j due to infiltration or an undulating groundwater 
level. 
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in conclusion it should be pointed out that the profile zones defined 
above are generally difficult to delineate precisely under field condi
tion», Th* res sone for this a re partly due to: the effects of continuous
ly changing force Helde that seldom allow «oil water distribution to 
t**ch s tate* of equilibrium and part ly due to the heterogeneous s t ruct 
ure of the soil medium that cause non-reversible hysteres is effects. 

The toning that has been presented is important, however, as a model 
for interpreting and understanding the spatiai variability of soil water. 

2 . 3 . S o i l w a t e r a s a n e l e m e n t i n thw h y d r o l o g i c a l 
c y c l e 

A par t of the world 's immense stock of water is at any time participat
ing in a circulation known as the b^droloj^tcaljcycle. Fed by the sun's 

- energy» water is t ransferred from the liquid!or solid phase, to the 
vapour phase, and brought into the atmosphere. In the atmosphere it 
condenses and re turns to the ea r th ' s surface ae precipitation (rain, 
enow. hail , fog» dew). 

The precipitation that reaches the ear th may be intercepted by vegeta-
. Mon and via the vegetation reach the soil surface, o r it will reach the 

soil surface directly, where no vegetation is present. Arriving at the 
soil surface, the liquid precipitation may s t ream away on the surface 
or infiltrate into the soil or both. 

The infiltrated par t of the water res to res the soil water, reservoir in 
the root sone, if this rone is below the field capacity. When the root 
sons water is replenished, the infiltrated water wilt percolate to the 
ground water, causing this to rise» and e- entually promote run-off. 
If the percolation rate is lower than the infiltration < ~te, a ponded 
ground water may be established near the soil surface, and cause a 
sub-suriace or increased surface run-off. 

The hydrological cycle is influenced by the soil by virtue of/the buffer
ing effect of the eoiL This buffering effect ie ra ther smalt for non- : 

vegetated soil (essentially limited to the evaporation zone)» while it 
can be considerable for vegetated soil» where water will be taken from 
the transpiration «one, and via the plants carried to the atmosphere. 
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Figure 2:3 «how» the monthly values of actual and potential avapo-
tranapiration, together with the precipitation. The crops used arc the 
moit common agricultural crop,?. The potential •vapotrantpiraticn i« 
calculatea according to Penman's equation (Penman 1948i Aitlyng 1965X 
The actual evapotranspiration ia calculated as precipitation plua de
crease in the water content in the root rone. Thia water content was 
measured by the neutron scattering method. The measurements were 
made at H*fjbakkegaard, 20 km west of Copenhagen. 

The actual plant water use during the growing season (April-Septembec 
incl.) is given in Table 2:1. The evaporation in the winter period 
(October-March, incl.) amounts to 70-90 mm at hffjbakkegaard. 

Table 2:1. Potential and actual evapotranspiration measured from 
different crops during the growing season, (Aprll<*Oct, incl.), 
Hsjbakkegaard. Denmark. 

Evapotranspiration. mm 

Year 
Potential 
(Penman) Barley 

Sugar 
beeu 

Gras* 
(hay) 

Gras* 
(prasinz) 

1969 491 332 362 345 306 
1970 471 353 362 370 351 
1971 519 339 353 323 -
1972 477 3SS 369 399 356 
Average 489 345 362 360 33» 

The results are for crops grown on a soil with a relatively high amount 
of water available for the plants (about 20 per cent by volume) and 
great root depth (about 150 cm). Therefore the actual evapotranspira-
lion is mainly determined by the need of the crops (active leaf area 
index) and only to a minor extent by tack of available water. 

For crops grown on soils with insufficient available water in the root 
zone (low water holding capacity and/or shallow root depth) the actual 
evapotranspiration would tend to be lesa and the differences between 
the crops tend to be greater than reported above, depending on the 
length and time of dry periods in the growing season. 
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The properties oi the soil and tho characteristics of the vegetation 
thus affect the hydrological cycle. 

The influence of the soil type is manifested by lack of plant available 
w*ter in some periods of the growing season. This came» a reduction 
of cessation of lot plant's transpiration ability, and may be due to low 
water, holding capacity of the soil and/or shallow root depth. The influ-
once o£ the vaaeUtion is due to differences in the life cycles of the 
different species. For permanently vegetated areas {forests, etc) the 
evaporative demand may be less for deciduous than for non-deciduous 
plants (Wind. 1958). For arable soils the type of crops cultivated, 
and the way they are harvested influences th* evapotrenspiration. 

oL-JI I I I I I •• I , I I L I 
J F # A M J J A S O N D 

Month 
Figure 2:3. Monthly precipitation (P), potential evapotranapira-
tiori(Ep) according to Penman and actual evapot inspiration 
measured from barley (B). long grass (Gj) short grass (Ga) and 
sugar beets (S | at Hejbakkega.ird, Denmark, Averaged for the 
years l«o9-i972. 



3. FACTORS AFFECTING SOIL WATFK 

3 . ! . P h y s . i c a l p r o p e r t i e s of the s o i l .-;-;• 

The amount of water which can be retained In a given volume of coil 
depends on the size distribution of the primary particle» bit the soil 
(the soil texture), and the packing together of these particles (the soil 
structure). The soil texture is a primary characteristic of the soil. 
Tt determines to which degreethe soil can develop a structure, and 
th« degree to winch this sail Structure can be created or changed by 
externa! actions of physical or chemical nature. Soil texture and soil 
structure are decisive for moat of the other soil characteristics. 

3 .1 .1 . Soil texture 

The soil texture is an expression of the proportions of the various 
size-groups of mineral particles (the particle-size distribution) and 
of organic «patter (humus) that constitutes the soil. . '"" 

The analysis of particle size distribution is normally based; on a com
bination of sedimentation and siéying techniques. The soil must be pre-
treated physically and chemically, in order to ensure a single-grain 
condition. The finer fractions arc determined by sedimentation accord
ing to Stoke i law, which predicts the relation between particle ;siia 
and sedimentation velocity. 

The sedimentation,analysis may be carried out by extracting a known 
amount oi the suspension at a specified deptti at specified time inter
val*. The aUquot* are dried out and the dry weight less the calculated 
weight of diRperein# agent gives the mass of particles in the samples 
taken. Measurements can'also be wisde by determining the density oi 
the suspension at specified tame intervals. The rjoit commonly used 
method is the one introduced by Bouyoucos (1951). TK/V method uses . 
a float with a long narrow neck. The" neck extends above the surface of 
the suspension, and is graduated to read either the density of the slis-
pvnt isii or the mass of the suspended material in' grams per litre. 

. Speci-* care must be taken in interpreting the readings, because the 
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suspension density, and thereby the depth to which the float sinks, 
depends on the amoui r at fine particles in the specimen analysed and 
the sedimentation time. Methods, precautions and treatments in the 
use of the method are described more in detail In the literature e. g . 
Keen 19)1. Aslyng 1952. Hansen 1961. Day 196S, De Boodt 196T. 

The coarser fractions are ssparated by passing the suspension through 
sisve's with specified, openings, followed by drying and weighing of the 
material retained on each sisve. 

The organic fraction (Humus) can be determined by combustion with 
determination of the loss in weight, or by measuring the amount of 
carbon dioxide produced. Lose in weight may be caused by evaporation 
of crystal water {clay soils) and by carbon dioxide liberation from 
possible l ime in the soil. The latter will also «aus* faults in the 
carbon dioxide liberation method mentioned, Lime must b* removed 
from the «oil, e .g . by treatment «rith acids. The weight-loss method 
can only be used on soils low .In clay, content. Methods for determina
tion of organic matter tn the ooil are described*by e .g . Aslyng I952, 
and Aslyng 1956, 

The «oil texture is characterised i.n «he Nordic region by means of 
various systems of particle ai*e distribution classifications based on 
the content of the particle else fractions that ar* defined by the Inter -

. national Soil Science Society, see Table 3:1. The textural composition 
is expressed as the percentage by weight of each of the f-actlons. 
A soil containing 3 % humus, 15 *• clay, 20 % s i lt . 3D % fine sand and 
22 % coarse sand -may be characterised as follows: 

3Hu, 15CI. 20S1, 30fSa° 22cS* 

For more detail» regarding actual soil textural classifications in use 
in the Nordic Region «3e Appendix J. In this" chapter the general 
prince;!»» involved will he presented. 
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Table 3:1. International soil particle classification. 

Name of 
separate 

Abbrevia
tion 

Diameter 
(range) Unit 

Humus Ku 
• • • -

Clay CI 0 - 2 um 
Silt Si 2 - 20 
Fine sand fSa 20 - 200 
Coarse sand cSa 200 - 2000 

Gravel Cr 2 - 2 0 mm 
Stone St 20 - 200 
Boulders Bo above 200 

Table 3:2. Textural classification of soils of known particle size 
distribution. 

Examples of soil names 
according to: 

Per cent by English 
Textural type weight of clay Nordic usaie literature 
Clay free soils less than 2 Gravels Gravels 

^___ • • Sands Sands 
Slightly clayey 2 - 5 Slightly, clayey Loamy sands 
soils sands and silts 
Clayey soils" 5 - 1 5 - Clayey :sand Sandy loams 

' '' Clayey silt Loams 
Light clays 1 5 - 2 5 Sandy light clay Silt loams 

• SiltY light clay 
Medium clays 2 5 - 4 0 Medium clay Clay loamn 

Heavy clays 4 0 - 6 0 Heavy clay Clays 

Extremely more than 60 Extremely Heavy clays 
heavy clays heavy day 
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Tba textural «oil typ»« mentioned In Table 1:2 can roughly ba «atimated 
on the bail* of coneiatanc* in tha dry auta ( powder inc J») and in tha 
moiat aula (plaeticity). 

Soil» with a clay coatant lata than about 5 "A ara charactariiad by tba 
dominating aand fraction. A aubdiviaion according to tha dominating 
•and fraction therefor* i* deaireable by adding to tba u m t fine or 
c c t r » , 

Clay free «oila: Wat matartal will not form a thread whan rolled. It 
doe» not etick to tha ffngar» when worked. Separation between coaraer 
and finer type* of clay free eoila ia dona on tha baaia of tha appearance 
of tha «ingle graina. 

SHitivtly clayey aolla: Wet material will only with difficulty form a 
thread when rolled. Stick» «lightly to tba fingera when worked. Diviaion 
between coaraer and finer type* of alighUy clayey «oil ia done on the 
baaia of tha appearance of the atngle grain». 

For «clla with mora than 5 per cent clay, the method deacrlbed by 
Vemb 1971 ie auggeated. Water ia added to the «oil until Che aoil 
ia jtiat plaatlc. A aample ia gently rolled with the finger*, to form 
a thread. When the thread atarta to ahow break», tha thickneae of the 
thread ia manured. The claaaificatlon then ia made according to 
Table 3:3. 

Table 3:3. Thicknea* of thread made from different «oil type» 
by rolling wet «oil. 

Approximate thread 
Soil type diameter, mm 

Clayey aoila 3 
Light clay» 2 
Medium claye 1 - 1. S 
Heavy claya 1 
Sxiremely heavy claya lea* than t 

The method ia delicate and require* «orna «kill. Ite advantage ia it» 
quickneaa and that it can be uaed directly in the field. 



If the «oil contains organic matter, a phrase characterising the estim
ated humus content should be added to the soil same. e .g . poor or 
rich in humus, if t w estimated content is below or.above-4 per cent 
by weight. 

Soils having organic matter contents above 30 per-{sent by weight af 3 
characterised a i organic aolia. Depending on tht dagree of decomposi
tion the names peat, mucky peat, peaty muck and muck are used, 

!£ the content of material coarser than 2 mm is. very great (above 20 
per cent) the soil is characterized as gravelly. Stony or blbcky, 
depending on the size-group that dominates. 

In order to characterize a given soil, samples may be required from 
several depths, depending on the layering and homogeneity of the soil. 

3 .1 .2 . Soil structure ' 

The «oil structure refer» to the aggregation of primary soil particles 
which are separated from adjoining aggregates by surface» of weak
ness (U. S.D. A. 1954). An aggregate is a group of two Wiiioi-e 
primary particles which cohere to each other more strongly than to 
Surrounding particles (Kemper it Chepii 1965). 

Soil structure and soil texture are together decisive for physical pro
perties of the soil such as density, porosity, capillarity, hydraulic 
conductivity and water retaining capacity. 

The soil structure may be described by the form, c'iaracter, s is* and 
size-distribution of the aggregates, The aggregates in the upper part 
of the soil will change in time due to climatic and possible «oil tillage 
impacts. The structure below will remain mor* constant, although it 
may be subject to change by chemical and biological effects (fertiliza
tion, root activity, activity of «oil animal») and by physical effects 
(deep tillage, froet action, particle: migration). 

In discussing soil structure both the site-distribution of the aggregate» 
and.the mechanical stability of the aggregate» aire important. The s i s* 
distribution can be found for dry soil by gently sieving, the natural «oil 
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through a l y i l t m of different e ieye-alsss , which ara operated in a fix
ed way, or by wat treatment either by sieving under water, sedimenta
tion or elutriatlon (Kemper k Chepll 1965). The «lability of the aggre-
gatee may in principle he found by varying the intenatty of the treat
ments ueed in (he sise-distrEbution analysis (Kemper 1965). Method* 
tor aggregate distribution and aggregate stability analyses axe given 
by Kemper k Chepil 1965, Kemper 1965, De Boodt 1966 and 
Daviea 1969, The methods «re delicate since the result» are influenc
ed by the history of the aggregates and by the exactness by which the 
different treatmente can be repeated. 

For the more stable type of soil structure, i. e. the structure which 
occurs below the top layer of regular tillage treatment, the structure 
may be described according to appearance, Such a description should 
be based on details which are easy to observe. Classification into four 
main types, as suggested by Nikiforoff 1941, is recommended. 

i. Platy structure: Aggregatee with horisontal axes longer than 
the vertical. 

U. Prismatic structure: Aggregates wit!" ' - -ontal axes shorter 
than the vertical. 

UI. Blockv structure: Aggregates with', horisontal and vertical axes 
more or less ec il. 

IV, Granular structure: Aggregates that are more or less rounded. 

Each of the types of soil structure should be classified according to 
• la*. The classification suggested by USDA Soil Survey Manual i s 
suggested, see Figure 3:1, 

The degree of development may be differentiated as follows:• 

structureless. No aggregation can be observed. When particles 
are coherent the structure is designated a» massive and when non
coherent aa single grain. 



cu«« 
Horizontal axis 
longer than the 
vertical. Plates 
often overlap and 
impair permeability 

Horizontal axe* 
•horter than the 
vertical. Well 
defined faces 
and edgee 

Horizontal and 
vertical axes 
almost equal 

Rounded shape. Not 
filted to adjoining 
aggregates. If rela
tively porous often 
termed crumb 

Thickness of plate Horizontal axi» Axes Diameter 

Very Iln» L e u than 1 mm Leas than 10 mm Less than 5 mm Less than 1 mm 
Fine 1 to 2 mm 10 to 20 mm 5 to 10 mm 1 to 2 mm 
Medium 2 to 5 mm 20 to 50 mm 10 to 20 mm 2 to S mm 
Coarse 5 to 10 mm 50 to 100 mm 20 to 50 mm 5 to 10 ram 
Very coarse More than 10 mm More than 100 mm More than 50 mm More than 10 mm 

Figure 3:1 Types and classes of soil structure 

• * & ! In —if*~V 
a 

' •fisSeS^'* I 
ttuT t 

w 
Maty Prismatic Blocfcy Granular 
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W««k. Aggregate* are poorly formed and only barely observable. 
When disturbed, the (oil break* easily into a mixture of unaggre-
gated malarial and a amall arsount of entire aggregate». 

Moderate. Aggregate* are well-formed and distinct. They are 
moderately durable when soil ic disturbed. 

Stront:. Distinct aggregation. When «oil i* disturbed it breaks 
down mainly into entire aggregatea and forma very little or no tin-
aggregated material. 

Soil bulk den«itv ( OK) it" ratio of the dry'ma** to the volume of 
•oil particle* plu* porea. The volume i s determined.either by 
use of a sampler with known volume (core method) or by excavating 
a sample and determining the volume of the excavation, Especially 
core sampling requires a rather high water content in the eoilf and 
it i* difficult to practice In atony soils. Th* soil bulk density can 
alao b* obtained indirectly by radiometric methods (transmission 
or scattering of gamma, radiation). This method requires, however, 
aimultaneoua measurement of the eoil water content. The methods 
are daacribed by Blake 1965 and Aslyng 1968. 

The total porosity (P) of th* soil can be calculated from the soil 
bulk density and the particle density ( p_). The latter refer* to the 
density of th* soil particle* collectively, and expre**es the ratio of 
the" tout mass of the solid partiel** to their net volume, excluding 
pore «paces between particles. The particle density i s measured by 
mean* of a pyenometer method a* described by * g Blake 1965 and 
Astyng 1968. The porosity is given by 

P i* th* volume fraction of pores in the natural soil. The value of 
* . 1* for normal mineral soil 2 .6 to 2 .7 (g cm ), and for peat 
•oils 1.4 to 1.6 (g c m ' J ) . 

More information about th* soil structure can be achieved by the 
determination of the pore-sis* distribution: 



Current uae of pore-aiae distribution aa a aoil characteriétie depends 
on acceptance ol the capillary model aa representing aoil pore «pace 
(Vomicil I96S). The pore radius can be calculated from the equation 
of capillary riae: 2 . c o . 6 

r = p g h 

r = pore radiua 
h - height of capillary rie», or equivalent auction required to empty 

a water-filled pore of radiua r 
a = aurface teneioh of the liquid 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
6 = contact azigle of liquid to pore wall 
p - density of the liquid (water) 

The unita «hould be kept conaiatent. In the cge-eystem and for ordinary 
water at 20 C, the following conatante apply: 

" -1 -3 2 
« = 73 dyn cm . p = I. 0 g cm , g = 982 cm aec" and coa 9 = i . 0 . 

Introducing theaa conetants, the above equation reducee to: 
. - 0.15 

If an initially water filled aoil ia subject to drainage by stepwise in
crease of h, either by auction or pressure in a suitable apparatus 
(see 3. 2.2) the volume of water liberated by each step la identical to 
the volume of pore* having effective radii between the onea that can be 
calculated according to the capillary equation. Methods are described 
more in detail, by e. f. Richards 1941, Richards 1949. Vomicil 
1965, Aslyng 1968. 

The soil structure can be characterised by the volume of pores ia diff
erent size groupa aa suggested in Table 3:4. The pore radiua ia given 
in vm and h in cm of water column. 

Normally the characterisation is not carried out to more than log h = 
= 4. 2, which generally is considered to be the maximum degree to 
which planta can dry the aoil. Characteriaation in excess of this value 
requires vapour-pressure equilibrium methods and is hardly meaning
ful in terms of pore dimensions. Aa log h approaches and exceed* 
4, 2 aurface adsorption effects determine water retention. 



Table 3:4. Characterization of the (nil porea. 

r, ptn h, cm log h. cm Pore claaa 

Below 0. 01 Above 160000 
0,1 - 1.0 160000-16000 

Above 5.2 
5.2 - 4 .2 

Micro-porea 
Very fine poree 

0. 1 • 1. 0 16000 - 1600 4. 2 • J. 2 
1.0 - 10 1600 - 160 3.2 - 2 . 2 
10 - 100 160 - 16 2 . 2 - 1 . 2 
Above 100 Below 16 Below 1.2 

Fine porea 
Medium porea 
Coarao porea 
Very coarae porea 

For peat aolla a «pedal clarification system baaed on the relative 
occurrence of various peat conatituentc in peat aamplee baa been 
developed (ct Heikuralnen and Hulkari 1952, Heikurainen 1964). 
The peata are uaually divided into three groupa baaed on the 
dominant peat constituent as follows: Sphagnum peata (S peata), 
aedge peata (C peata) and woody peata (L peata). 

In addition to the peat type, the stage of decomposition of the peat 
affects ita atructure. The classification of peata .«'-cording to their 
stage of decompoaition ia uaually carried out ueing the scale pre
sented by von Post (1922). According to this method, the degree 
of humification of peat ia determined by mesne of ocular' atudy 
of peat samples, von Pos t ' s scale Indudea ten c lasses of humi
fication: H 1 refers to fresh uadecompoeed plant material and 
H (0 to fully decomposed peat 

Aa peat decomposes it also becomes denser: its bulk density 
increaaea. The bulk density of peat ia determined from the oven-
dry weight (10S°C) of a core of undisturbed and saturated peat. 
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According to the literature concerning peat, the fcumifi cation 
percentage (Pjavtshenko 1958) and the fiber . >ntent (Farnham 

.id Finney 1965) of peat have also been frequently used to in
dicate the stage of decomposition. 

3.2. P h y s i c a l p r o p e r t i e s o f s o i l 
w a t e r 

3. 2. 1 Soil water content 

The water content (or moisture content) of the soil, can be 
expressed on the basis of mass ( W m ) : 

w _ Weight of wet soil - Weight of dry soil 
m " Weight of dry soil 

By dry soil is understood soil dried in an oven at i05°C, until 
its weight remains constant. 

Knowing the bulk density of the mi ' (n b ) and of the-soil water 
( P W ) > t h e *°*l water content can be expressed on a volume 
basis (W v): 

W = W -jrH v m P w 

The value of p can safely be assumed to be unity. 

The water content (W or W ) may be given as fractions of 1 
as above or (more commonly) in percent by multiplying by 100, 

Finally the soil water content can be expressed in units of: length 
(as for precipitation). Obv'ously the W value expresstd on a 
fraction basis is mm water per mm soil layer, and tn, percent 
as mm water per 10 cm soil layer. 



« 
The aoil water ie confined in tha poraa batwaan the aolid aoil particle». 
Tha maximum water content of the aoil therefore ia W -T. Tha max
imum water contant normally only occur» below and Immediately above 
tha (round watar laval (tha «cm* of eaturation). Only during period» 
with rainfall or enow-melting in exceee of tha percolation ability of 
th* aoil, will Ui« maximum watar content occur in tha other aoil lonei . 

Total drynaaa will hardly occur under natural conditions, but may be 
approached in th« evaporation rone of coaraa textured aoil» during 
period» with Intenaive evaporation. Between the»» two extreme», the 
aoil watar i r found to b* more or laaa inienaively bound'to the aoil 
matrix. 

3.2.2. Soil watar potentit 

Tha aoil water ia in natur»- «ubject to force» originating fr.im the 
preaanca of the aolid aoil material, the diaaolved matter in the aoil 
water and the earth'a gravitational field. Forcea are meaaured in the 
unit dyn ( n u n time» acceleration). When «peaking of aoll water 
autua, the term "potential" ia often uaed. The «oil «"Uer potential ia 
the apecific energy of unit n u n or unit volume of water, i. t , potenti
al * fOTce time* length per unit water = dyn cm g" - erg g* , when 
unit ma»« la uaed. 

Unit inaee i» convenient aince the potential can be mad* to aaaume the 
dimeneion of length by dlviaion by the gravitational conatant. It ia then 
uaually expreaaed aa cm water column. 

Aa the abaolute potential cannot be defined, the potential haa to be re
lated to a apecitied reference niveau. When dealing with «oil water, 
the ground water level ia often a convenient level to uae. (Soil surface 
or aimer defined level can alao be rhoaan. 

The tout potential of the «oil water (r) i» made up of potential» cauaed 
by the «oil matrix (metric potential, T_), the aolutea in the aoil water 
(oemotte prtential, » ,) , the aarth'» gravity (gravitational potential, 
» ) a** a poreiM* potential cauaed by difference» ly> pneumatic preae-
ure (pnaWraitU potential, * J , i. e . : 

m » g p 
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The soil water potential* are defined by I. 3. S. S. (1963) **: v ; 

f_ = the amount of work that must be done per unit quantity of pure 
water in order to transport reversibly and ioothermally an .nf.nit*.um-
al quantity of water from a pool of pure water at the reference Uvel at 
atmospheric pressure to the soil water at the point under considera
tion. 

f - The amount of work that must be done per unit quantity of pure 
water in order to transport reversibly and i»othermally an infinitesim
al quantity of water from a pool containing a solution identical' In com
position to the soil water at tha elevation and the external gas press 
ure of the point under consideration to the soil water. 

* = The amount of work that must be d^r.e per unit quantity of pure 
water in order to transport rever si bly and iso thermally an infinitesim
al quantity of water from a pool of pure water at a specified elevation 
at atmospheric pressure to a pool containing a solution identical in 
composition with the soil water at the point under consideration, but 
in all other respects identical to the reference pool. 

f = The amour.- of work that must be done per unit quantity of pure 
water in order to transport reversibly and isothermally an infinitesim
al quantity of water from a pool containing a solution identical in com
position to the soil water at a specified elevation at atmospheric press 
ure, to a similar pool at the elevation under consideration. 

T = The amount of work that must be done per unit quantity of pure 
water in order to transport reversibly and isothermal.y an infinitesim
al quantity of water from a pool containing a solution identical in com
position to the soil water at atmospheric pressure at the point under 
consideration to a similar solution at a pneumatic pressure,* identical 
to the one of the soil air. 

T was not defined by I, S.S.S. (loc. cit,) The definition given here is 
taken from Jensen (1969). * is of no significance under naturel (field) 
conditions, but in laboratory determinations of soil water retention 
known pneumatic potentials are utilized in the pressure membrane 
apparatus. 
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Th« matric potential i t composed of potentialt caused by adsorp
tion, of water molecules to the surface of the soil material, curved 
mtnieci at tho air-water interface and the interaction of ions and 
sail particle surfaces {Gurdnar IS?68). These potentials cannot easily 
be measured individually and are therefore collectively designated 
as the matric potential. 

Often it is practice) to use special combinations of soil water po
tentials. The sum of matric and gravitational potentials i called 
hydraulic potential. and is often used in description of water trans
port processes in the soil. The osmotic potential generally is of 
minor importance in this process. The sum of matric and osmotic 
potentials is referred 1:0 ..as the water potential, and is of special 
interest in connection with the availability of water to plants. 

The soil water potentials may be positive or negative, depending 
on the nature of the acting forces and the reference level chosen. 
Using the ground water level so reference. a ia positive above and 
negative below, and * is negative above and positive below the 
groundwater table, except in situations with ponded water in the 
toil above the groundwater, 6 , if present, is always negative. A 
sketch of the potentials is given in Figure 3:2. 
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Figure 3:2. Schematic»! courts of toil water potentialt through the different 
soil const (groundwater levsl at ref. 1, The matric potential ( » m ) i t in equi
librium with the gravitational one (•-({note the signs) through the groundwater 
and capillary sones, t m remains lonttant {simplified, through the intermediate 
tone and decline» in the root tone, depending on the dryness of the soV.: The 
total potential • with (kroken Une) and without accompanying osmotic J*jn'ntiat 
(*m»g) are also shown. 



^ The water potential if often'referred "to at the binding force of the «oil 
water (F = h '*• h,) and is generally Ufed on the log - basis (pfV 

h m and h is the height in cm of th<r wAte» column ((>„ * I. 0) in equi
librium with the potential» T and J respectively (Schpfield 1935). 
pF is often (incorrectly) used for h Gatone.F<?r many «oils and situa
tions this can he justified, however* due to the small value of'h . 

T (and pF) can be approximated by' measuring freezing-point depress
ion, the water vapour depression, -or by the equilibration method 
(Richards 1965a, Rose i960. As lyng 1968, Jensen 1969). The relation 
of F to the water vapour depression Is given byv, 

R ~ Gas constant (8. 3 U 10 erg °G~ mol* ) 

T s Absolute teinperature (°K = 273 + °C) 

M = Molecular weight of water (18 g mol~ J 

g - Acceleration due to gravity (= 982 cm sec" ) 

e = Vapour pressure of pure water {ayn cm" ) 

e - Vapour pressure;.of soil water (dyn cm" ) 

h can be measured separately by tensiomet*rs (Richards 6 Gardner 
1936, Richards 1965b) If its numerical value is below the atmospheric 
pressure. 

The relation between h_ and soil wtter content tan be established by 
m * » y ' 

means of suction or pressure plate apparatus (Richards 1949, Richards 
1965a), see Figure 3:3. The apparatus can in principle be used for 
suction (0-1 atrtiosphere) and pneumatic pressure up to the limit of the 
strength of thu apparatus,-' in general not more than about,16 atmo
spheres^ The porous plate (or membrane) must have pores small 
enough to remain water-filled at the maximum pneumatic pressure 
imposed on it. : -
A curve showing the relationship between log h and tail water 
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content is generally referred to as the soil water retention curve (or 
•oil moisture retention curve or retention curve)! Soil water reten
tion'curves for two different soils (sandy loam and clay) are shown in 
Figure'£4U For water retention in peat coils, see Boelter 1969. 
Paivanen «973. 

rr 

Figure i.i Prec '.ure membrane (plate) apparatus. Pressures 
below i atm. can be' established by lowering the water 

•' -' " r 'reservoir. (W). "'Pneumatic pre'Sdure1 by increasing the 
gas pressure in the chamber; above atmospheric prei iure. 
h s inlet for gas, C: porous ceramic plate, R: rubber 
dPaphragmV, Between the diaphragm and the plate i s a 

• sheet of fine wire netting to facilitate water movement to 
the outlet (0). " 5" '"" 

•v* 

waft. Ytt.% 
Figure 3:4 Soil water retention curves for a clay loam (CL) 

and > to^ i v sand (LS). The right-side scale shows 
the corresponding pore radii. The soil water class 
limits as de.ined in Table 3:5 are given 
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The soil water may be classified according to energetic conditions. 
The recommended classification i s given in Table 3:5 Using the terms 
suggested by Kutilek (1971) in the left side, and those generally used 
in agricultural science to the right. The range-limits are in £erme of 
h_ which is also referred to as tension or suction. 

m 
The range limits (constants) are as follows: 

Fult saturation (FS) This implies that all pores are filled with water. 
The water content is equivalent to porosity, h is aero. 

Saturation (S) The point when log h is 1.2. 

Retention capacity (RC) A laboratory substitute for field capacity (FC), 
which is rather difficult to characterise satisfactorily since it depends on 
field variables. RC is the water content at log h equal to 2. 2, 

Point of decreased availability (PDA) represents the moisture content 
at which plant roots experience limitations in the supply of water with 
consequent reduction in growth rate. The suction value may vary for 
different plants, but is here set at a value of log h eq^al to 3. 2. 

Wilting Point (WP) is the point beyond which plant roots are unable to 
extract water from the soil, log h _ i s equal to 4. 2. 

m 
Hygroscopic coefficient (HO corresponds to a soil in equilibrium with 
an atmosphere having a relative humidity of about 89 % (atmosphere 
above a 22 % sulfuric acid solution). Kutilek (1971) uses 95 li relative 
humidity, but for systematic reasons we suggest 89 %, corresponding 
to log h of 5. 2. Cf definition given in Appendix III. w m 

Dry state (Dl implies that the soil has been dried to constant weight at 
a temperature of 105 C, corresponding to log h _ of 7. 0. 



Table 3:5 Clarification of toil water according to energetic condition» 

Soil water Definition» Soil water 

Hang* Cla.sifl-
cation cm 

Equivalent 
radius of 
pores, m 

Clar i f i 
cation 

Rang* 

Full saturation (FS) 
to Saturation (S) 

Saturation (S) to 
Retention capacity (RC) 

Wot 

Humid 

below 1.2 

1. 2 -2 .2 

above IOC 

100 - 10 

Drainable water 
• ; • » * ' 

air capacity {A) 

FS-RC 

Retention capacity (RC) to 
Point o£ decreased 

availability (POA) 

Point of decreased 
availability (POA) 

to Wilting point (WP) 

Semihumid 2. 2- 3.2 

Sarniarii 3. 2 -4 .2 

10 - 1 

.1 - 0.1 

available water 

plant-available 
water capacity (W ( ) 

RC-WP 

Wilting point (WP) to . . 
Hydroscopic coefficient,(HC) • 

Hygroscopic coefficient (HC) 
to Dry <D) Dry 

4. 2 - 5 . 2 0 . 1 - 0 . 0 1 unavailable water 
ox WP-D 

above 5.2 below 0.01 plant-unavailable 
water capacity (W ) 



3. 3 M o v e m e n t o f t o i l w a t e r 

3. 3. i Hydraulic conductivity 
Water in the «oil ia aubject to force» of physical and/or chemical 
nature. The «oil water will tend to move in response to gradient a in 
these force», t e due to difference* in gravity t ma trie and osmotic 
potentials. Under natural conditions water transport, auch as down
ward movement of precipitation or irrigation water and unidirectional 
movement of water to plant roots, drain ti les, etc, the two first men
tioned potentials are of far greater importance. They are, therefore, 
otten referred to as the hydraulic gradients. In terms of cm water 
column the hydraulic head is H » h^j + h„. 

The amount of water that can be transported through a given «oil, can 
be formally expressed by Darcy'a equation: 

H, - H, 
Q =K —=-j i- At 

where 

o = water quantity : <cm 3) v 

K = hydraulic conductivity (cm sec" ) 

V H i = hydraulic head difference (cn>) 
A = cross section area (cm I 
1 = distance over which the hydraulic 

head (H 2 to Hj) is acting. (cm) 
t = time (»ec) 

The soil is characterized by the hydraulic conductivity, which assumes 
the dimension of velocity. 

Other dimensions may be practical depending on the problems involved. 
For further information see e g Childs 1957, Rose 1966, Slatyer 1967, 
Jensen 1970, Hillel 1971. 

The hydraulic conductivity (K) depends strongly on the pore geometry 
of the soil and on the soil water content. As the pore geometry of a 
given soil (subsoil) may remain rather stable, the drainage properties 
of this soil can be ascertained by measuring K at specified water con-
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tent» Generally thie determination is limited to the case where the 
•oil U at full saturation (FS). far which situation the hydraulic con
ductivity is termed K in contrast to K the unsaturated conductivity. 
K depends, however, also on the physical condition» of the water(fluid) 
i e primarily on the temperature, as both the specific density (l>w) and 
the viscosity (n) of the water varies with temperature (K * l t o

w / ' 1 ) 
EtpacUlly the variation in can be important, « g the viscosity for 
water is 0. 0101 centlpoise ( = g cm" sec* ) at 20°C and 0. 0179 at 0°C. 

K eaa be measured in the laboratory or in situ. Care should be taken 
not to disrupt the original soil structure when making the measurements, 
as the value of K depends on the structural conditions of the soil. Methods 
for measuring saturated hydraulic conductivity (K ) are described by s e 
veral author*, e g by Reeve et al. 1957, Klute 1965a, Boerama 1965» 
and. 1965b, Aalyng 1968. Methods for measuring unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity (KJ are described by Klute 1965b and Hillel 1971. The 
saturated hydraulic conductivity (K ) may be classified according to the 
system proposed by Smith It Browning 1946, see Table 3:6. 

Table 3:6. Classification of saturated hydraulic conductivity, K , «) • 
in mineral soils 

Class K , cm per hour 

Extremely elow Below 0.0025 
Very slow 0.0025 - 0.025 
Slow 0.025 - 0.25 
Moderate 0.25 - 2 .5 
Rapid 2 .5 - 25 
Very rapid , Above 25 

"'The hydraulic conductivity of peat soils under saturated condi
tions is strongly affected by the peat type, the degree of huml-
ficatlon, the bulk density, and the sampling depth (Boelter 1965, 
Pi lv lnen 197)). 
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The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K ) depend» ior « j l v i t sott 
on the water content. Ae the water content a l io depend* oa tin* metric 
potential, K u ia a function of h m (K u = f (h_) . Gardner 1951 found 
the following empirical relation: 

: f(J>m)- Gardner 195» 

K. = 
e » m ) n + b 

where a, b and n are constants. The ratio a/b i« Identical to K and 
n depends primarily on the texture of the soil. It i s about Z for fine-
textured soils and about 4 for coarse-textured soils.(Gardner, loc. cU4» 

In Figure 3:5 h m and K u are plotted against volumetric water content 
for a clay loam soil (Philip 1957). K u drops quickly a* water i* re
moved from the soil (note the logarithmic scale) due to reduction in 
the flow area as air enters the pores (the greatest and most effectively 
conducting pores empty first). The great reduction in K as a result 
of moderate decline in the water content of the soil iu ihe primary 
reason why many soils retain water at field capacity (PC) in excess of 
the water content corresponding to the actual ground water level. 

7 3 
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5 • - f 
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Figure 3:5 Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K ) and metric 
potential in cm water column (h j as a function of 
soil water content (After Philip "ft57) 
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In uneaturated soil» water movement also take* place in the vapour 
phis», due to differences in vapour concentrations. Gradient* may be 
caueed by difference* U> metric potential, osmotic potential and 
temperature. Generally the water vapour transport can be deecribed 
by the following expression (Statyer 1967): 

« 2 - c , 
Q„ « - U P - ' i ? t 

where 

Q v » quantity of vapour (s) 
# » tortuosity factor (cm cm" ) 

I - air-filled pore area ( cm 2 ) 

D «diffusion coefficient ( cm 2 see" 1 ) 

C>Yci = difference in vapour concentration (I cm" 3 ) 

I a diatance ( e , to c.) (cm) 

t = time («ec) 

The negative eign indicate» that water vapour move» from high toward 
low concentration». 

Under isothermal condition» the tranaport in the vapour phase i* quite 
email i'. the tranapiration zone of the «oil, «inc» the maximum differ
ence in vapour concentration c (at Z0°C) i» about 0.2 x 10" g c m ' , 
corresponding to difference* in relative humidity from full saturation 
fOO *) to wilting point (9*. 8 %). 

Difference» in temperature can, however, create gradiente of import
ance for water transport. For a temperature difference of i°C 
(19-20 C) a vapour concentration difference of about 1 x 10 g cm 
can be established. 

3. 3 .2. Infiltration and distribution of soil water 

Infiltration is the entry of water through the soil-atmosphere inter
face. A» water continues to move through a wet soil to the ground 
water, the movemeat la termed percolation. The maximum amount of 
water, that under specified conditions (soil surface just covered with 
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water) can infiltrate the soil ia farmed insurability (or Infiltration 
capacity). Tha amount infiltrated per time increment ia called infilt
ration rate (or water intake rate). The infiltrabillty J ia defined aa tha 
maximum amount of water (Q, cm ) that in a given time (t. »*c) can 
infiltrate through a given area (A, cm ). Thus 1, analogous with K, 
a i tumei the dimenaion of velocity. 

Th« maximum amount of water that at any time can enter into the soil 
depend! on I and the hydraulic gradient, and can analogous with the 
Darcy equation be written: 

Q * i _ £ _ _ !_ A t 

If the soil surface is chosen as reference level, the hydraulic head 
difference is H, - H, = h , . + h = h , . + a, where h .• . is the 

2 1 m(s/ g in(a) "H*) 
matric hydraulic head at the depths lo which water has infiltrated. 
The above equation then reduces to: 

Q = I ( - f ^ 1 t 1) At 

When the soil i s saturated down to the ground water (h_( _v*0) only 
the force of gravity ie operative and the gradient approaches unity. 
This is the minimum infiltrability for a soil already saturated to 
field capacity. 

The infiltrability is measured in tha field, either by artificial rair. at 
by use of special infiltrometers, which are devices enclosing a defined 
area (e. g. ring infiltrometers) over which a constant water level can 
be maintained, and the water entry can be measured. Methods for 
determination of infiltrability are described by Bertrand 1965 , De 
BooHt 1967 and Aslyng f 968. 

The path of downward movement of water in soils following application 
of water at the soil surface is described in detail by Bodman V Col-
man 1944 and Colman lc Bodman 1945. Water enters the soil and 
fills up nearly all the air por* apace layer by layer from above, as the 
water snpply proceeds-Situations of water entry intotwo initially dry 
soil* of different waterholding capacities are shown In Figure 3:6 
(after Bodman It Colman 1944). During the process of infiltration svr-
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ptua «atar {relativ* to field capacity) exist» in the previous waited 
part of the soil (the transmission son*). A sharp division between the 
«etted and non-wetted part of the profile appears. Figure 3:6 also 
illustrates the difference in infiltrabUity of the two soila. 

Volt. VOl.% 

Figur* 3:6 Soil water contents and Infiltration time» (in minutes 
indicated by number* at the curves) fo. » coarse (A) 
and fin* (B) textured soil. (After Bodman it Cohuun 1944) 

The infiltrabiltty decreases as the process of infiltration proceeds, 
primarily due to the continuous increase in length of the transmission 
sone, When the whole soil profile 1* saturated» the insurability reach
es its minimum value. 

The change of Intiltrabitity with time i s shown in Figure 3:7 lor three 
different soils (Aslyng 1968). The curves may bi described by an 
empirical relation, as demonstrated by Philip (1964): 

2»T* 
.+•» 

where * and a are constants related ta the sorption capacity of the soil 
and the gravity field respectively. As t (sec , ) increases, the first 
term o* taw right hand side approaches scro, and 1 consequently 
approaches a. 
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Figure 3:7 Change in infiltrability with time for: coarse (C), 

medium (M) and fine (F) textured soils 
(After Aslyng 1968) 

As the infiltrability depends oh initial water content, water distribution 
and pasa of time {Figure 3: 7), it is only practical to characterize the 
infiltrability of a soil by its minimum value (!—;„)• Such m cla""*" 
tion is suggested in Table 3:7. 

Table 3:7. Classes of minimum infiltrability {!_.„) of soils. 

Class I _ , cm per hour 

Extremely slow 
Very slow 
Slow 
Moderate 
Rapid 
Very rapid 

Below 0.0023 
0. 0025 - 0. 025 
0.025 .'- 0.25 
0.25 - 2 .5 
2 .5 - 25 
Above 25 

The classes and criteria are identical to the ones recommended for 
saturated hydraulic conductivity (Table 3:6). 
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i. i E f f a c t a o f v e g e t a t i o n 

Bealdéa aoil factor», vegetation also haa very significant effecta on 
aoil water. Thus, having dealt with the main abiotic factor» affecting 
•oil water in the preceding aection, it will be the purpoie of the pre-
• u l «action to taka up important biotlc aapacta. 

The characteriatic» ot a particular aoil water regime can be regarded 
aa an expression of the c o m b e d ttitcn of «oil, vegetation and cl i 
mate. The Interaction between theee three component» (of the eco-
eyatem) la very d o s e . Planta abaorb energy from the sun and trans
form thia In auch a way- that materiala from both the atmoaphere and 
•oil are accumulated a* organic matter both living and dead on the 
earth aurfaca. Certain parte of the vegetation extend above the eur-
face of the aoil to form a cover which protect» it from the atmoaphere 
and from the effect» of climate. Other parte penetrate the «oil a» a 
kind of network, the root ayatem, which acta to bind together the «oil 
particle», thu» affecting both the «tructure and the permeability of 
the toll. The hydrologlcitl aignificance of vegetation thua become» ob-
vioua. but al io difficult to characterize in eirnple term». Some of the 
more important consequences of vegetation on the aoil water regime 
will be presented in thia aection. Furthermore an attempt will be 
made to «how how (oil vegetation complex»» can be claacified and 
uaed lo delineate varioua type» of aoil water regimes. 

3 .4 .1 Effect» of vegetation on precipitation 

Planta depend on the «oil for their water aupply. Thi» water i» Inter
mittently renewed to the soil by precipitation, but continue aely de
pleted from it during the growing seuaon by transpiration. The re
newal is interfered with through interception of the rainfall by the 
vegetation cover itself Since the extent of the cover greatly varies 
between various vegetation types, a separation will be made in the 
following diacusslon between forests and arable land. 

Foreata 
In foreata a considerable part of the precipitation ia intercepted by 
the tree crowns. The amounta are dependent on the tree epeciea. 
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Figure 3:8 Throughfail during variable rains under an individual 
tree. The points are averages of four s i tes . expressed 
as per.cent'of the gToss precipitation. Curve 1 shows 
average precipitation.at 125 cm and curve Z at 50 cm 
from the trunk. 
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(MITSCHJERUCH, 1971) 
Figure 3:9 Interception» throughfatl and stemflow. 

The dashed lines on the top o£ the diagrams indicate 
the standard error. 

age. density, and the precipitation intensity. Figure 3:8 gives an 
example of the redistribution of rain throughfall under indivividual 
trees of pine, spruce and birch. The variation in interception clear
ly demonstrates that special care must be taken in connection with 
precipitation measurements in forests. The uneven distribution of 
rain on th* soil surface is obviously reflected in the soil water distri
bution pattern (ESCKN'f;;; . ~»67). This creates a problem in achieving 
representative foil o-.:i••?'• ••• vhen jtudylng the soil water regime. 

In Figure 3:9 tht? rrs-ota *J-OI-> interception investigations in Middle-
and Western Europe arc Mitv.-, ed. In coniferous forest between 25 
and 35 per cent of !!•» p-ei ! ."Ution is retained by the crowns. The 



values for the broadleaved species presented vary correspondingly 
between 10 and 20 per cent, calculated AS rough annual values, The 
bottom of the diagrams indicates the rate of stemilow with the lowest 
values for conifers. 

DELF (196?) found the interception tosses of conifers and hardwoods 
in Germany so different that hardwoods were recommended &# water
shed cover. ZINKE (1967) suggest that siseable amounts of intercep -
ted water may'be absorbed into living plant tissue tq jojn the transpi
ration stream, thus further complicating the role of interception. In 
forest stands, even the bottom vegetation and litter;; retain consider
able amounts of water from the crown thraughfall* «eé Table 3:S; 

Table 3:8 (MObCHANØy,. I W ^ 

Interception of precipitation moisture by mps» 
and forest Utter, defending on their thickne»is 

Thickneaa, cm • Moisture intercepted and 
moss litter absorbed, in mm- :• 

6.0 
2.0 

0 
0 

3.5 
0. 5 
0.25 
0. 10 

15.0 
6.7 
2.5 
2 

Arable land 

According to PENMAN i 1963} information concerning interception 
by agricultural crops is acanty. The amount of rainfall intercepted 
varies with plant species, spacing, age and size of plant, and with 
the amount of rainfall. Prevented results reveal an enormous varia
bility under canopy. PENMAN (1963) gives, as an example, the re
sults for different crops from an investigation made by WOJL1.NY in 
1890 (Table 3:9). Similar variations are found in investigations from 
later years, and it is difficult to find results of more general value. 
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Table 3i9 
Interception <%j by agricultural crops-detail) 

- , (Wbllny) : • 

Period 

Rain (mm) 

1-5 
July 

86 

21-25 
Aug. 
53 

11-15 
Aug. 
40 

6-10 
July 
30 

16-20 
July 

15 

16-20 
Aug. 

9 

26-31 
Ailg. 
2-7 

6-10 
Sept 
0-6 

Mai*» <tm'* 4 2 2 86 12 37 7z - 9 100 

Oil» 1 6 m ' 2 
• . ' 4 ; 32 47 10 IS 38 -21 14 

Beans 25m 27 i 22 19 32 6 12 4 57 

Peat 25m" - 1 10 IS 11 4» - -
Clever 
(broadcast) 

44 
• ' " 

26 4,1 46 B6 - -

3. 4 .2 Effect! of vegetation on surface runoff 

Surface runoff ocsuri when rain intensity exceed* the infiltration 
rate. A plint cover' significantly affect» the infiltration rate of the 
«oil • urface and thua reduce» the surface runoff. Of particular In
terest i» the runoff in spring «hen accumulated snow i» melting. 
MOJUCHANOV (1963) give» a broad survey of 'røpearch in thi» field, 
and Table» 3:10 and 3:11 are examples from this publication. 

A plant cover forms a rougher surface and the root systems loosen 
the soil. Decayed roots even leave porous channels into the ground* 
These are all factors which lower the surface runoff. 

3. 4- 3 .Effects of vegetation on evaporation 

The term .evaporation is here used for vapor transfer to the atmos
phere from the soil surface and the plant cover. In the literature, 
the terms: Evaporation, evapolranspiration, and'vaporization can 
be found to be used synonymously. 

In the first place evaporation governed by $he fact that energy is 
needed in the order of 600:cal. per g. water. Furthermore the pro
cess depends on the: transport of water vapor from the evaporation 
surface to thi: surroundingair. Several equations: have been suggested 
to calculate the potential evaporation from meteorological parameters 



Table 3:10 (MOLCHANOV, 1963) 
Possible surface runoff on 5 
of forest and at different slope 

slope, in various types 
exposures (in %) 

Type of forest (and exposure) L e n g t h o f s l o p e , . i n m Type of forest (and exposure) 
2 100 

18 
23 

1,0 
0,5 
5 1 

200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 
Spruce stand on north-eastern 
slope, with disturbed cover 
and very trampled Utter; soil 

Id,, on southern slepe . . . . 
Id. . on northern slope; Utter 

38 
47 

3 
1.0 
86 

100 

18 
23 

1,0 
0,5 
5 1 

16 
21 

0 9 

16 
20 

0,9 

16 
20 

0.9 
0.4 
44 

15 
19 

0,8 
0 .4 
43 

15 15 
19 19 

0,8 0,8 
0,4 0,4 
43 42 

15 
18 

0.8 
0 ,4 
42 

14 
18 

0,8 
0 .4 
41 

14 
18 

0,8 
0 .4 
41 

14 
18 

a. 8 
0 .4 
40 

13 
18 

0,7 
0 ,4 
39 

13 
17 

0,6 
0.4 
38 

13 
17 

0,8 
0 ,4 
37 

Beech stand 

38 
47 

3 
1.0 
86 

100 

18 
23 

1,0 
0,5 
5 1 

0.5 
46 

1 

16 
20 

0.9 
0.4 
44 

15 
19 

0,8 
0 .4 
43 

15 15 
19 19 

0,8 0,8 
0,4 0,4 
43 42 

15 
18 

0.8 
0 ,4 
42 

14 
18 

0,8 
0 .4 
41 

14 
18 

0,8 
0 .4 
41 

14 
18 

a. 8 
0 .4 
40 

13 
18 

0,7 
0 ,4 
39 

13 
17 

0,6 
0.4 
38 

13 
17 

0,8 
0 ,4 
37 

Table 3:11 (M01.CHANOV, 1963) 
Runoff on elementary plots, In mm 

Year 
Autumn Winter Spring Summer Runoff during 

the vear 
Precipi
tation 
m m 

Year 
forest meadow forest meadow forest meadow forest meadow forest meadow 

Precipi
tation 
m m 

1934/35 1 39 - 1 26 98 14 20 37 158 674 

1935/36 2 1 161 1 13 59 7 6 2 1 8 3 251 699 
1936/37 0 4 0 33 55 113 5 2 8 60 178 634 

1937/38 0 12 0 11 38 116 6 37 44 176 634 

Average 6 54 1 14 44 101 7 22 58 191 660 
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and using • standard vegetation cover (PENMAN 1963). 

Figure 3:10 shows a potential evaporation map for Scandinavia. The 
values wilt be found to decrease from 600 mm in the south to less 
than ZOO mm In the north' 

Figure 3T1U. = (WERNER JOHANNESSEN, 1970) 
' The mean annual potential evaporation from graaa 

surface (mm); 7'"" 
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Actual evaporation varies with the type of vegetation, the • tand den
sity and the vegetative height. Water supply imitation» usually re
duce the potential value* of evaporation. Figure 3:l( fivee average 
values for precipitation and actual and potential evaporation in Den
mark. It show* a precipitation deficit during the summer' which it 
reflected in the partition between the curves for potential' and actual 
evaporation. 

Soil water deficits relative to field capacity will arise If the root 
system is extracting more water than can be redistributed either 
by rain or by capillary rise from the groundwater. No infiltration 
to the groundwater will take place until this deficit in the root zone 
is recharged. 

mm 
lOOi • • — — — — — — — 

Figure 3:11. (ASL YNG, 1966} 
Monthly average precipitation (NJ, potential (Ep) 
and actual (E ) evaporation, at K» V. 
Sta. 1955-64. 
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BAUMGARTN£R(1970) ha. ln Figur» 3:12 grooped together the eva
poration rate» (n relation to annual precipitation from different lyai-
meter investigation». It a m ' that there 1* a significant variation 
both within and between different type» of evaporation aurfacee. 

Lawn iwalerlablt miar sur tact) , 

Open Water • 

Forests -—. ' * ".'"" :.: ' 

"'" Grassland •••>•» \ i 

Vegetables » 

Cereals ',"• ' • •• -• 

BareSoil •• ' ' » '" i • 

1-L I I i l l I I 1 I I J 
50 700% 

of annual Pretipiiathn 

Figure 3: it (BAUMGARTNER, 1970) 
Lysimeter values for specific earth surface» and vege
tation covera in the middle latitudes. Evaporation ratea 
are related to the annual precipitation. 

3. 4. 4. Effect» of vegetation on groundwater Level and Streamflow. 
The interception and evaporation effecta of vegetation are difficult 
to measure and are therefore aeldom included in «oil water investi
gation». Valuea of these parameter» can therefore only be obtained 
from the literature a» very rough estimate». 

.The total effect» of vegetative cover on «oil water 1* reflected, how
ever, on the groundwater level variation». Figure 3:13 ihows the 
groundwater level changes during the year before ånd after clear-
cutting of a beech etahd in Denmark. On «mall cutting area» the effect 
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ia very much influenced by soil texture. When the groundwater level 
lie» near the ground surface «a in peat land» drained for forestry both 
thinning, clear cutting and fertilisation have an effect on the water regime 
of the soil (Keikurainen tt P*iv*nen 1970, Paivlnen 1972). 

MOLCHANOV (1963) drawa the following concluetona: "On «and», 
foreat has only a very alight lowering effect on the water table. Whan 
the level of groundwater Ilea deeper than 3. 3 A . there Is no obierv-
able difference in water table between foreat and field. Some varia
tion in the water table level starte wben the groundwater-lis* at a-
depth of 2 m. As the water table becomes shallower, the influence 
of vegetation Increases. When the water table in between 1. 5 and I 
m, one observes the greatest lowering of the groundwater level during 
the growing season. In forest, when the water table is not deeper than 
1.5 m. its level is above that observable on field. The strongest low
ering of the water table is caused by rye; buckwheat is leas effective. 
Under bare fallow the water table is shallower than under sown field." 

Concerning the effect of vegetation on atreamflow. the conclusions 
found in the literature are often contradictory. RAKHMANOV (1966 
says that: "Forests are conducive to higher precipitation, lower eva
poration, and to a greater volume of water within the drainage area. 
Deforestation results in the shoaling of rivera and a general desicca
tion of the locality. " PENMAN (1963) gives the following comment to 
thia: "It is safer to treat Rakhmanov' s statement as a hypothesis 
rather than as a conclusion, and then look at the relevant evidence". 

W , 1.1, , . « , •-... , Kl . . « , . , « . . , i, . . , <•> 

Figure 3; 13 (HOLSTENER-JØRGENSEN, 1967) 

Ground water fluctuation» before and after clear cutting. 
Dotted curve: 1956/7 before clear cutting 
Solid curve: 1957/(1 after clear cutting. 
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Figure J;H show* an example o. • effect of forast on streamflow 
from a famous watershed experiment in Georgia. Ths dependence 
of straimflow on th» fotast stand development from tha first to the 
aecoad ctearcutting i s significant! 

Figure3:14. (HIBBERT, 1967) 
Deviations from ragrassion of annual etraarnflow for 
CowcoU Watershed 13 on «nnual streamflow tor control 
watarshsd calibration (1936-9) and treatment {1939-64} 
periods. , . • ; • • 

A mor» varied presentation of data from various types of vegeta-
tion cover i s presented in Figure 3:15. Tha regression line for 
forest shows the lowest streamflow in relation to precipitation. 
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Figure 3:15 (SHACHORI and MICHAEL, 1965) 
Streamflow from areas with various surface cover. 

3- 4. 5 Vegetation and ecosystem classification 

Various systems have been developed for the classification of plant 
communities and vegetation stands. Since vegetation is closely inter
related with soil water conditions, it should be possible to develop a 
natural system of classification that would allow important predic
tions regarding the soil water status. 

For the analysis of plant communities it is important to look at the 
structure (physiognomy) of the vegetation stand* For this purpose it 
is convenient to recognise four different strata of vegetation above 
the soil surface, see Figure 3:16: 
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1. Tree lava* comprised of high wooded plan» exceeding ca 
J meter» in height. 

2. Shrub, laver ales composed of wooded plant» but leee than 
5 met7»i iiThelght, 

- r i eM layer composed of brueh. herb» and grasses. 
4, jÉoitSS?.!*^4-* made up of very low plant» »uch a» mosses 

i iw Ushers -growing close to the ground surface. 

Some plant communities are composed of all four strata, e. g. deci
duous forest, while others only have one or two strata, e. g. peat 
bog». Mplchanow Hop investigated evaporation from the field layer 
of.a number of pine, spruce, birch and oak forests by using weighable 
"evaporators" and found thjt the field layer accounted for 20-25 % of 
the total evaporation from the forest. 

Figure 3:16. Stratification of a vegetation stand into 
". " ' l a y e r s (Plhlsson 1972) 
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Using the water and nutrient statu* of the soil a* decisive parame
ters in differentiating habitat types and combining this with prevail
ing vegetation structure and composition (florislics). the following 
taxonomy has been developed to classify terrestrial ecosystems: 
A. Marsh or bog 
B. Meadow 
C. Steppe 
D. Heath 

The system in its present form affords a simple type of ecosystem 
hierarchy, which can be applied to fairly large parts of the Nordic 
region. Furthermore it hetpa give some nydrological bearing on 
the significance of vegetation. It is to be hoped that efforts will be 
made by hydrobiologists to develop the classification system through 
intensified vegetation reconnaissance of watersheds. Systematic 
development of vegetation surveys will bring to light many important 
correlations and problem complexes that might otherwise pass un
noticed. The International Biological Programme that has been set 
up in the Nordic region is also presently making efforts to develop a 
more universal type of vegetation classification for mapping purposes 
in Norden (IBP i Norden No 11, 1973). 

Table 3:12 and Figure 3:17 give an outline of the characteristics of 
the four terrestrial ecosystems mentioned. See also Appendix 2. 

Table 3:12 

Ecosystem 
Heath 

Steppe 

Bog 

Characterization of terrestrial ecosystems 

Dominant vegetation .layers Soil characteristics 
Field layer: heather, cran- Podiol 
berry, grasses, some few moir type of humus 
herbs, 
Bottom layer: mosses and' 
lichens 
Field: some brushes, gras- Brown soils - pa ra
se», numerous herbs. rend tina, Often on 
Bottom: specific typfcs of calcareous soils 
mosses and lichens 
Field: numerous grasses Brown forest soils and 
and herbs. No bushes. gray brown podipllc 
Bottom: only mosses: soils. Mull-humus 
Tree and shrub layers spsca Organic soils 
Field: sedge, dwarf shrubs, Extremely wet 
bushes 
Bottom: mosses 
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Figure 3:17 Schematic arrangement of terrestrial ecosystem» 
according to gradients of moisture and nutrients 
(Sjors 1967). 
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4. FIELD MEASURING TECHNIQUES 

4.1 C l a s s i f i c a t i o n of m e t h o d * 

In order to facilitate the following preaentation of methods for measuring 
soil water, some word» must be said concerning the underlying atspect a 
of approach for these methods. First of alt it must be made clear that 
soil water can be characterized both aa regard» concentration and a* 
regards energy status. Concentration is generally measured aa 
percent by weight of the oven dry soil or as percent by volume of the 
soil in its naturai state. The energy status of soil water i s expressed 
a s a potential, that is as a pressure difference of soil water in relation 
to some reference, generally atmospheric pressure. The units Applied 
may be those of energy per unit mass or unit volume of soil water. 
For a given soil media there exists a relationship between the con
centration and potential aspect of the soil water. If this functional 
relationship is known, then it becomes potsihte to derive the magnitude 
of one of these aspects from knowledge of the other. 

Methods of determining soil water may also be differentiated according 
to the principle of detection of the water. When the water is deter
mined by direct extraction from the soil medium, the methods are 
classified as direct methods. Such methods are generally baaed on 
sampling techniques and extraction of water from these by physical 
or chemical means. Methods baaed on properties of the sol) medium 
or on properties of an object put in equilibrium with the soil that are 
dependent on the soil water conditions are classified as indirect 
methods, since it is not the water but some othsr property affected 
by the water that is measured. The direct methods involve such 
techniques as the gravimetric method with oven drying and» less 
commonly in use today, the pyknometer, densimetric. and carbide 
methods. The indirect methods include the neutron, gamma ray. 
electrical resistance and capacitance, tensometric and thermal 
conductivity methods. It is apparent that for stationary point measure
ments of soil moisture the direct methods are less convenient 
because they are elaborate and need s a moling for each 
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moldtuve measurement. As the samples cannot be taken from exactly 
the same place, the observations are influenced by sampling errors, 
tht magnitude of which depends on the non-homogeneous nature of 
the soil. 

The indirect methods otter several advantages, especially for 
stationary point measurements. The measuring devices are permanent
ly built into the soil, or <J?ey are inserted into access tubes. The phys
ical quantities sensitive to moisture changes are measured, and the 
soil moisture is then read from calibration curves. Long-distance 
registration is possible with mosr methods. Some devices age during 
long-term measurement and as a consequence their calibration changes. 
It is therefore necessary to recalibrate them regularly. An the moist
ure U not measured directly, it Is evident that the measured data will 
reflect, ana;; from *l*-s changes in moisture, changes in those soil 
properties which Influence the physical quantises measured by the 
individual methods. The precision of the method then depends on the 
possibility of "either eliminating the influence of these outside factors 
or determining how constant this influence is. Many physical pioper-
ties of soils exhibit a hysteresis curve with reapect to soil moisture 
simitar to the suction moisture relation. Figure 4:1. If hysteresis 
takes place, the history of the soil moisture under measurement should 
be token into account, which makes the method less useful as a stand
ard type of measurement. 

i'igure 4:1 Soil water retention curve for state of sorption 
and desorptiøn with intermediate hysteresis loops. 
(taken from Hillel 1971) 



Apart from the above division, methods may also be divided according 
to the volume of soil for which the measurement if valid, li tha method 
determines the moisture 9 W tus in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
measuring device, the method is designated as a point method. Such 
are the gravimetric method in the usual system of measurement, the 
electrical resistance method, most tensionieter methods, and the 
thermal conductivity and electrical capacitance methods. Some meth
ods determine the average moisture value of it larger volum* of soil 
with a spatial extent of tens or even hundreds of centimetres. Such 
methods may be termed bulk methods and include the radiometric and 
lysimetric methods. 

Regardless of the type of method applied, it is essential in every in
stance to determine the moisture in the soil at many te«t point Ma the 
area under examination, because of the hig'u Lateral iiid depth variabil
ity of the soil medium. A statistical analysis of the variability of the 
soil moisture values observed makes it possible to calculate the error 
of the mean and to find the limits within which the true mean result 
lies, which can be obtained only by an infinite number of determina
tions. This analysis of variance makes it possible to determine the 
number of test points required for solving specific problems, 

4.2, S a m p l i n g t e c h n i q u e s 

Most methods involve making a hole either for the removal of a sample 
or for the insertion of an instrument. In addition, even indirect meth
ods require samples, as they are calibrated with direct methods. Tools 
for these purposes range from trowels to power augers.A good sampler 
will allow uncontaminated samples to be taken as quickly as possible 
from the required depth with minimal damage to the site. Holes made 
should be filled, but damage to plant roots and the introduction of vari
able drainage and infiltration characteristics may be unavoidable. 
Since much replication IB needed to characterize a typical experiment
al site adequately, disturbance is often considerable. These limita
tions do not apply to in situ methods, since inotruments may be install
ed in a few holes before measurements commence. For some projects 
samples may be taken more quickly with power tools, perhaps at the 
expense of more damage to the site. 
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The main purpose of sampling is to obtain a represenutive soil sample 
from th« intended soil layer in as undisturbed a state as possible. How
ever, this involve* numerous difficulties, white the success of the 
sampling naturally has a considerable effect on the reliability of the 
results. The heterogeneity of the soil layer, as well as the moisture 
status and the sampling method, impose such great restrictions that 
ideal conditions can hardly ever be reached in practice. Thus, even 
under the best circumstances, the sample only approximately repres
ents the actual moisture status of the soil and is more or less disturb
ed. Sampling is especially difficult when the foil is very dry or very 
wet and when it contains stones, rocks, and other objects which pre
clude easy cutting using sampling equipment. 

The technique and equipment used for sample collection should be such 
tital the samples ~s net lose or gain moisture, or otherwise become 
altered or contaminated during sampling and transportation. In samp' 
ling through a wet layer into a dry layer, care must be taken to keep 
the sampling equipment as dry as possible and to prevent water from 
running rfown the hoU into the drier material. If there is free water in 
the soil, the measured moisture content will probably be less than the 
correct value because some water wilt run off as the sample ia being 
removed from the ground, or some may be squeezed out by compaction 
during sampling. 

When fine-textured sediment» arc in a dry, hard state, it is 
difficult to drive the core barrels or to rotate the augers. When dry, 
coarse-textured sediments are sampled, the samp!' may slide out of 
the core barrel or auger as it is withdrawn. Moraine soils are very 
difficult to sample, especially volumetrically, owing to the danger of 
hitting stone» with the cutting edges of the equipment, and because the 
representative samples must be large. Soils that contain a consider
able amount of roots and organic matter also present difficulties. In 
soil moisture sampling, it is essential that all sampling operations -
the transfer of samples to moisture cans and the weighing of tre moist 
samples * be done as rapidly as possible to prevent undue moisture 
losses. Many difficulties In the use of sampling equipment, whether 
augers or core, samples, may.be overcome if al} the equipment is kept 
clean, that is , free of moisture, oil, rust, and dirt. 
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Sampling equipment can IM divided into two groups: that which lakes 
disturbed and that which essentially takes undisturbed samples. 
A sampler can take point-like samples of the soil layer or long profile 
samples. The former are taken for determining the soil moisture 
atatus and the latter for studying the vertical moisture distribution. 
Sampling cohesive soils in their natural state is usually not so difficult. 
For instance, very long (10-30 m) undisturbed profile samples can be 
removed from clay with special augers. On the other hand, taking un
disturbed samples from non-cohesive soils is often difficult» as has 
already been shown with regard to moraine soils . 

Different kind* of sampling methods have been treated in detail in 
several soil sampling guide books, for example Statens Ceotekniska 
Inatitut 1970. Tie-ja Vesirakennushallitus 1970, 
K;urausopa* III (Finnish Auger Guidebook) 1972. There is also a re
commendation from the Group on Soil Sampling (IGOSS) of the Inter
national Society of Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering (1SSMFE) 
m 1967. Only a few of the most important views will be presented here 
for consideration when sampling is required for the determination of 
the moisture atatus of the soil. 

4.2. 1. The sampling hole approach 

A sample is best obtained from the surface layers of the soil by digg
ing a sampling hole to the depth required for driving a sharp-edged,, 
thin-waited metal cylinder into the undisturbed ground. The cylinder 
is driven into the soil either by hand or by using levers or, for in
stance, a pneumatic compressor. Use of an external guiding cylinder 
is recommended to help drive the cylinder straight into the ground 
without Lateral displacements. The cylinder should not be struck, for 
the Bample may then be disturbed. After careful insertion the filled 
cylinder is dug up from the soil. Figure 4:2 presents some different 
ways of taking undisturbed samples from a sampling hole. 

The wall thickness of the sampling cylinder is generally 2-4 mm and 
the sharpening angle of the tower edge 46-60°. The walls must be at 
least so thick that the cylinder will retain its circular form during all 
normal handling in the sampling operation. The diameter of the cylinder 
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Figure 4:2 Removal of undisturbed soil sample» 'rom a 
sampling hole (toil pit): 
a) and b) with a direction cylinder, 
c) and d) by carving or moulding out a «ample 
that •« impregnated before removal to jar, 
e) by using a jar into which :• «oil «ample U moulded, 
f) by mean» of a pneumatic compressor 

must be at least 10 cm; The height of the «ample depend* on the type 
of «oil. Cylinder» that are 15-7.0 cm high can bu uied in clay or «lit 
•oil. In coarse-textured «oils the r>atio,of height to'-diameter must be 
smaller than the measurement* given above* and 'thus the height of the 
cylinder may only be 5-10 cm. 



4.I.Z. Sampling with pl * ton drill» 

Sampling from layers at great depths beneath the surface is best don* 
using different kinds of piston drills, which can produce volumetric 
samples for calculating moisture content on a volume hasi*. The «amp-
ling team generally consists of Z or 3 men. Depths of down to 20 m can 
be sampled. The piston sampler is very useful, especially in sampling 
through loose or wet materials that tend to slough into the hole. 

The piston drill is composed of a piston shaft and a sampler at the 
base of the shaft. The sampler has an open sampling cylinder with a 
moving drill. The piston's shaft i* composed of a tube (case) as a 
continuation of the cylinde •, and a rod as ? continuation of the piston. 
The operating principle of the piston drill, see Figure 4:3, is that the 
sampler is driven into the grourd to the desired depth with the piston 
in the lower position (at the base of the cylinder) so that it acts at the 
point of the drilling system. The piston is then kept in place with the 
aid of the drill rods, while the cylinder is pressed down. The cylinder 
then fills with soil from below the piston. When the drill is raised, 
the soil sample remains in the cylinder because of the friction between 
the inner surface of the cylinder and t>_e sample and the vacuum between 
the piston and the sample. During thj raising, the piston is locked in 
the upper position and the drill can be raised mechanically with a lift
ing jack or a tripod. After the cylinder has been emptied and cleaned, 
the procedure can be repeated to ^ greater depth. The case can be ex
tended if desired with a metre long pipe and the piston, in turn, with 
a drill rod of the same length, so that longer samples can be taken. 

The piston drill models generally used in the Nordic countries are 
standard piston drills St I and St II, Norwegian piston drill MN 54 and 
the foil piston drill. Figure 4:4 shows the piston drills in question. 

St I type piston drill (Figure 4:4 a) works in exactly the manner just 
described. The St I! type piston drill (Figure 4:4 b) differs from the 
principle of the St 1 in that no casing pipe is used. Instead, the samp
ler is driven into the ground with a simple handle, for instance with a 
rammer drill rod. The sampler is composed of two cylinders, one in
side the other, the outermost of these acting as the protective cover. 
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Figure 4:3 Operating principle» of the piston drill (TVH 1970) 
a) drill driven into the «oil 
b) filling the drill 

Figure 4:4 Different type* 
of piston drill» 
(Kairauaop»» II 
1970) 
a) St I type 
b) St II type 
c) Norwegian type 
d) foil piston drill 



The actual a amp i ing process differ* from sampling with the St I in 
that th« inner cylinder is driven into the ground by turning the drill 
rods, while the outer cylinder and the piston remain in place. With 
both of the St drills the «oil sample la driven straight Sato the sample 
jars that are contained in the cylinder, measuring 50 n»:. in diameter 
and 85 or i 70 mm in length. 

The Norwegian type of piston sampler (Figaro 4:4 c) differ» from the 
Swedish types in that its sample jar consists of only one sample pipe 
in which the piston moves and which after sampling is removed com
pletely from the sampler. The sample pipe is an unseamed stainless 
steel pipe, usually 80 cm long and about 50 mm in diameter. The 
sampler is driven into the ground from a casing pipe. The casing pipe 
contains rods as extensions of the piston, just as in the St 1 type drill. 

With the above type of ordinary piston drill only relatively short « I m | 
samples can usually be taken. For longer sample lengths the friction 
between the sample and the sample cylinder becomes so large that the 
sample is disturbed. For procuring longer uniform soil samples the 
foil piston drill (Figure 4:4 d) can instead be used. Here the friction 
between the sample and the cylinder is eliminated by use of metal 
sheets between the sample and the cylinder, The metal sheets are 
attached to the locking system at the bottom of the drill in the form 
of wounded rolls that surround the base of the drill. In sampling, the pis
ton ic kept motionless in relation to the soil surface while the piston 
itself i s driven onwards. In this way the sample is pushed into the 
pipe and at the same time the rolled sheets unwind and surround the 
sample. When the drill is operated there is no movement between the 
sheets and the sample. Movement only occurs between the sheets and 
the interior of the sample cylinder. When the desired sample it in the 
pipe, the vhole drill is raised from (he ground and set down in a 
horisontal position. The sample is push et' out of the pipe with the 
piston. Even during extraction, the only friction is between the sheets 
and the interior of the pipe. 
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4 . 2 . } . Other method» 

In addition to sampling from sample bote* and with piston drills, there 
•r« several other methods which c*n be used. With the exception of 
sampling from surface layers, they five disturbed samples which can 
only five values of water content expressed on a weight basis. 

In sampling from surface layers different kind* of cylinder-like core 
sampler* are usually employed. In Finland, for example, a core drill 
measuring SO mm in diameter with a removable hard metal point ha* 
been used in inorganic soi ls . When the drill i s driven into the ground, 
the soil sample should fill either the bare cylinder or plastic o- fibre-
glass jars in the cylinder. A metal sampler made of two steel profiles 
is used for taking profile samples. One of the profiles is a U-profile 
and the other a sheet blade made of spring steel which with the U-pro-
rite form* a case measuring 30 mm x 40 mm x 100 cm (or x £00 cm 
depending on the length of the profile desired). The U-profile is first 
driven or struck into the ground to about 3/4 of its length and then the 
sheet blade with the sharp point firat it driven to the fame depth along 
the open edge* of the U-profile. The samplers are then lifted up and 
with them the profile «ample, which i* usually fairly disturbed in rough 
inorganic soil, but lefts disturbed in clay or silt soils. 

For sampling from deeper layer* of soil, hand augers attached to 
weight drill rods are the simplest equipment. The samples thus taken 
are always disturbed, however. Suitable samplers are, for instance, 
post-hole, helical and spoon-tipped augers. None of these are suitable 
for sampling in soft or miry layers or under the ground water level. 
The tube-tike sampling auger of the miniature piston drill, on the 
other hand, is also suitable for sampling in soft soi ls . Especially suit
able for use in wet and miry soils Is the can auger, which is composed 
of a cylinder-like sampler with handles attached to it. The handles are 
attached with a special coupling which allows the drill to rotate both 
clockwise and counter-clock-wise. Samples can also be taken using 
vibrating, monkey, or spoon type samplers, air pressure and diamond 
drills and/or by using water and air pressure washing techniques. 



4 .2 .4 . Sampling from peat 

Sampling from peat poses special problems because of the structure of 
the peat. For this reason a completely satisfactory sampler is very 
difficult to develop. Larger samples must be taken from peat 
than from mineral toils , because of ita inhomogen city and fibro*ity. 
The large water binding ability of peat and its large water perme
ability have the same effect. Above all, sampling requires effective 
cutting of the sample from its surrounding soil, because peat fibres 
can be fairly tough and can easily get packed Into the sampler. In this 
case the sample is apt to be under pressure and its water content will 
decrease. The water content also changes very easily during other 
phases of sampling. 

Usually, special cylindrical core samplers are used for sampling in peat. 
For instance, z, pclycthclcnc pipe 200 mm :n character is uaed in Fin
land, ft has a metal cutting blade with a wavy edge which can be tight
ened with screws at the lower end and a turning handle attached with 
wing nuts at the upper end. 

A special drill has also been developed especially for peat soils made 
of a thin-walled cloven steel pipe 120 cm long, with an Inside diameter 
of 94 mm (Figure 4:5). When using the drill, one side is driven into 
the ground first. When the second side is driven in, the welded guide 
strips direct it as it presses against the other side. In addition, the 
blade, which leans inward, helps the two sides to press closely to
gether. This kind of sampling is suitable only for highly decomposed 
peat, because the point edge of the sampler cuts rather badly since 
the sampler cannot be turned. 

In the newest type of peat sampler» special attention has been paid to 
the construction of the cutting point and to the dimensions of the samp
ler, as well as to the friction between the peat and the sampler, 
(Helenelund It Lindqvist It Sundman 1972). Special types of round and 
square samplers have been developed with various cutting point con
structions {Figure 4:6). The round cylinder samplers are 125 cm and 
135 cm long,and 150 mm and 250 mm in inside diameter, The square 
cylinder sampler is 140 cm long and 150 x 150 mm wide. The material 
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Figure 4:fc Different type* of cutting edge» and pneumatic 
piatona for tisin>watlcd tamptari «Mil in 
n»mptlng teats In fibrous past 
(H*l«i«tuiiil ti L!ndqvi»t <> Sundman 1972) 
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usually used is chrome steel 1,5 to 2.5 mm thick. The cylinder's cutting 
edge is usually narrowed 5 cm so that the outer diameter of the opening U 
the same as the interior diameter of the upper part of the cylinder. This 
construction is intended to decrease the friction between the sample and 
the cylinder Covering the inner surface with plastic film or a lubricant 
is also used to decrease friction. 

Samples are taken by driving the cylinder evenly into the peat and turning 
it at the same time to improve the cutting. When the sampler is at the 
desired depth, a pneumatic piston (Figure 4;6 b,c) is attached to its upper 
part. The piston is pressed closely against the cylinder'* interior surface, 
using air pressure. The sampler Is then raised and the sample with it as 
a result of the friction and vacuum caused by the piston. 

Good results have also been obtained by cutting samples of peat as col
umns with a long bladed power saw. The columns are cut at the bottom 
and raised with a special lifting board. Thus a prism.shaped profile sam
ple, which is only very slightly disturbed, is obtained. 

4. 3 W a t e r c o n t e n t 

4 3 1 Gravimetric methods , 
The gravimetric method is the classic method generally used to calibrate 
also other methods. (Gardner 1965, Cope fc Trickett 1965). Samples are 
taken and placed in tarred containers. These should be weighed as soon as 
possible, but careful scaling and cool storage will reduce errors to a mini
mum. The moisture content i s determined by drying the samples at 105 C 
to a constant weight in a thermostaticaUy controlled oven. Somewhat lower 
temperatures are used in drying peat samples. The weight of the water 
lost is expressed as a percentage of the dry soil weight. Sometimes the 
moisture content is expressed as a percentage of the colume of the original 
soil sample. The drying and weighing procedures are slow bu', they may 
be speeded up by using infra-red or vacuum drying techniques and an auto
matic balance. Apart from such expensive modification*, the method 
has the advantage of requiring simple equipment that i s commonly available. 
It is valid for the sample used and, with adequate replication, for the 
site chosen, The chief disadvantages are those implicit in taking 
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and handling the samples, and the procet* is particularly tedious when 
correction must be made for the variable content of «tone» and gravel 
in the sample». The method often involves difficult!»! connected with 
foUowing the moisture changes with time and in space. It demands 
much work and time. Complete drying requires about 24 hours. It is 
further known that some ^Uy minerals can adsorptively retain water 
even at temperatures exceeding 105°C. 

Other methods have been developed whereby even simpler pieces of 
apparatus have been used than oven drying and gravimetry in order to 
speed up operation*. Of these, pyknometry and gravimetry based on 
drying by burning alcohol have been used to some extent. In the pykno-
xnetric method oven drying is eliminated by shaking a weighed sample 
in a flask to remove the air and then weighing the flask in water. The 
moisture content is calculated by assuming a mean valij« f<»r the speci
fic gravity of the soil, thus permitting simultaneous determination of 
the bulk density. On the other band, the water content of the soil can 
be determined with an air pyknometer. In tbi* method the soil sample 
i* enclosed in a vessel of known size and the air volume of the sample 
determined by the combined use of pressure measurements and know
ledge of the dry weight of the sample and the specific weight of the 
grains. Now the volume of water in the sample can be calculated and 
expressed on mas* or volume basic. Water content can be determined 
with an air pyknometer in all type* of sail, although the method is 
slightly i e i* useful with solid «lay*, the pores of which are not ea»ily 
penetrated by compressed air. The method is not very exact. 

4. 3. 2. Nuclear radiation methods 

Radiation consisting of neutron particles or gamma energy-quanta can 
be utilized for the determination of the water content of soil. The main 
element* required for such a determination are a radiation source and 
a detector that is aenr' .ve to the radiation used. The flow of signals 
from the detector is determined with a counting device, i. e. a scaler 
or a rate meter, see Figure 4:7. A suitable voltage supply, a pulse 
amplifier and a pulse-height discriminator are other devices that are 
often needed. The necessary radiation shield and radiation monitoring 
must also be suitably arranged. An advantage of the radiometric methods 
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is that the measurement i> performed without direct contact between 
the measuring probe and the «oil. Radiometric gauges art relatively 
expensive but also fairly durable; spare parts and maintenance service 
are important requisites. 

4. 3. 2. 1. Counting rate statistics 

The number of pulses obtained with a detector in a certain time inter
val is a random quantity. When one repeats exactly the tame measure
ment, the number of pulses obtained will vary. Let us m u m e that the 
activity of the radiating sources is constant; the random quantity, num
ber of pulses is then Poisson-distributed. The number N of pulses for a 
certain measurement time deviates from its mean value by more than Zffi, 
consideringa probability of 5 %. The counting rate R - N/t for the same 
probability has a value outside of error limits given by the expression: 

AR * £ 2 J R / ? 

where 
t = T, when a scaler is used; T is the time of the measurement, and 
t = 2T when a rate meter is used; T is the time constant of the meter. 

4. 3. 2. 2. The neutron method 

The neutron method is based on the exceptional ability of the hydrogen 
nucleus to slow down fast neutrons. Other elements existing in the 
boil merely hinder the outward diffusion of neutrons. Thus the density 
of the slow-neutron cloud around the fast neutron source mainly 
depends on the concentration of hydrogen nuclei. In many soils water 
is the only significant hydrogen compound, so that the concentration of 
slow neutrons that arise around the fast neutron source will be a func
tion of the water content of the soil. 

The radiation shield or some other hydrogenous body can serve as a 
standard medium on the basis of which a reference counting rate is 
measured. The ratio of the counting rate In the soil to the counting 
rate in the standard (or less preferably the counting rate in the soil 
alone) is related to the water content of soil by means of calibration. 
See Technical Reports from IAEA 1968-71 and Danfors It Skoglund 1971. 
Figure 4:7 illustrates a gauge (probe and Indication unit) for subsur
face measurement, and Figure 4:8 some calibration functions. 
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Figure 4:? A typical subsurface gauge for neutron or 
gamma measurement u«ing a scintillation 
detector. Some particle tracks are ihown 

Figure 4:8 Measured counting rate versus moisture content 
curves (solid curves and experimental points} 
for three different Danish soils as compared 
with the gauge manufacturer's calibration curve 
(broken curve), from 0l§aard 1969 

Figure 4:9 A typical surface probe for neutron measure
ment of moisture using He- or BF,-gas tube 
detectors. (The probe can include a nigh voltage 
supply and more electronic operations). Some 
neutron tracks are shown 
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4. 3. 2. 3. Different types ol neutron gauges 

For many hydrological investigations measurements of water content 
profiles in soil deposits are required. The subsurface neut.on moist
ure gauge (Figure 4:7) is a reliable device for this purpose. Its d is
advantages are poor resolution (4. 3. 2. 8), difficulties of making meas 
urements near the soil surface (4. 3. 2. 9), deformation of the soil mat 
rix and influence on the water profile caused by the access tube installa
tion (4. 3. 2. 7), and its relatively high price. The surface neutron gauge 
(Figure 4:9) is deviced to be set directly on the surface of the soil. 

Both the subsurface and surface neutron gauges have the property that 
the influence of the moisture content on gauge readings diminishes 
rapidly with distance from the probe, Kristensen 1971. 

In one type of gauge the distance between a strong-activity source and 
a neutron detector is over 30 cm. The source and detector can then be 
placed in separate tubes, see IAEA Technical Report No 126. 

4, 3. 2. 4. Neutron gauge components 

Thorough tests of performance have been made on most of the common

ly available commercial gauges, see IAEA Technical Report No 130. 

Danfors & Skoglund 1971 have described the design features of subsur

face meters and their use in the Nordic countries. 

The californium -252 spontaneous fission source, which, in spite of its 

short half life (2. 6 y), is an important future neutron source for moist

ure measurements because of its low mean energy (2. 35 MeV), and 

low (and decreasing) pr ice , Corey et al 1970. Tri t ium-target deuteri

um bombarded neutron (14 MeV) generators are adequate for large-

volume single or dual-tube measurements , IAEA Technical Report 

No 126. A non-operating generator poses no great hazard. 

A proportional counter filled with helium-3 or boron- 10-trifluoridc gas. 

or a scintillation counter, a re mostly used for detection. The Uetøer-

counter is cheapest, but the detector using a Geiger-counter can be too in

effective, IAEA Technical Report No 130. When the detector of therm

al neutrons is completely covered by a thin cadmium foil, only epi-

thcrroal neutrons are detected. 
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ln a good gauge the repeated number of pulses (e .g. in the standard) 
varies according w the Poisson distribution (4. 3. 2. 1), Danfors & 
Skoglund 19? t, Kristensen 1-971; in a weak gauge it varies more. 

The effect of temperature on the electronics of the gauge is signific
ant in many devices and the instabilities of some devices under ex
treme temperature conditions can make the measurements futile, 
IAEA Technical Report No 130. Repeated counting may reveal such 
instabilities. 

In recent years relatively light and small electronic units have been 
offered for sate. High voltage supply and many electronic operations 
have also been incorporated in the probe to improve field use, Dan-
fors li Skoglund 1971. 

The shield can serve as a standard, or another standard sufficiently 
large can, to insure the appropriate temperature conditions, be in
serted in the soil near the measuring site. 

4. 3. 2. 5. Soil matrix effect» 

For mineral soil* «specially, the following measurement aspects can 
be distinguished: 

i) Since the effect of hydrogen in the soil matrix ts similar to that of 
hydrogen in water, the hydrogen content of the dry soil matrix should 
be determined in the soil profile. This will improve calibration pre
cision. 

2) In many soils the effect of other elements, apart from hydrogen, 
can be summarized as the effect of dry density (Kasi 1971). Since the 
soil matrix can often be considered a* etable, one measurement of 
the dry density profile combined with some control measurements is 
all that is required. A gamma gauge is generally used for the density 
measurement (see 4. 3. 2. 11), The dry density is determined by mak
ing simultaneous measurements of density by gamma radiation and of 
moisture by the neutron method. 

3) Absorbert of thermal neutrons, elements such as boron, gadotin-



iujn, samarium, etc. can strongly affect the measurement of thermal 
neutrons, Ølgaard 1969, Kasi 1971. Their effect 1» eliminated in «pi-
thermal measurements, IAEA Technical Report No 112, Kasi 1971. 

All Kinds of moisture measurements are affected by the heterogeneity 
of the soil medium (variety of matrix, stones, holes, etc:). 

4. 3- 2. 6. Measurement of moisture changes 

For the measurement of moisture changes the effects of factors such 
as bulk density, matrix hydrogen content, etc. can be neglected and 
it becomes sufficient for the calibration curve to have the form: 

w * f{R) + fl {X) 

provided that the disturbances only appear in the value of the constant 
B, (and f(R) is a monotone function); w is the moisture content, and 
R is the counting rate. The range in which the calibration functions 
obey (!) has not been very thoroughly investigated. The form (1) may 
be violated especially by the occurence of low mineral densities or 
high organic matter densities m the sail matrix, as can be the case 
when measuring peat and snow {Figure 4:8), IAEA Technical Report 
No 91, Kasi I973, or by the occurence of Urge concentrations of 
elements that strongly absorb thermal neutrons. Qllpaard 1969, 

4. 3- 2. 7. Access tube, probe lowering 

For full instrumental sensitivity and accuracy, the access lube dia
meter and soil disturbance from the tube installation must be reduced 
to a minimum. The counting rate variee inversely with the diameter 
of the access tube and in eases in which the tube diameter is much 
wider than probe diameter the counting rate is also influenced by the 
position of the probe in the tube due to possible variability in the 
measurement geometry. Thin-walled aluminium tubes are ideal, but 
unfortunately lack sufficient strength and durability in many situa
tions. 

Stainless steel tubes and galvanised iron tubes are commonly used. 
(Corrosion of the iron tubes may be extensive and hence obstructive.) 
They are inserted into the soil by simultaneous augering, or knocked 
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Into the soil with a vibration hammer machine. IAEA Technical 
Report No 126, Myhre et at 1969. The Danish, manufacturer recom
mends the use of 44. 5/42, 0 mm aluminium tubes with a conical 
metal head, which are driven into an augered hole in the soil by 
means of a steel rod that fits into the access tube with a sleeve 
support at the open end. A motoriced portable auger is used for mak
ing the hole prior to tube installation. Distortion effects on soil 
structure are probably greatest for the vibration hammer method, 
but on the other hand this method Is fairly reproducible and the com
pression, etc. caused may not be so serious in the case of studies 
involving changes in soil moisture. 

Some difficulties can be encountered in the field in defining the corr
ect depth of measurement, partly due to the lack of distinctness in 
the reference plane (the soil surface has a complex micro topography) 
and partly due to the difficulties involved in adjusting the correct 
probe depth. The important point to remember here is not to over
look the reproducibility of the depth adjustment. A definite reference 
level should be assigned to each measurement station. 

4. 3. 2. 8. Measured volume and resolution ability 

Haahr & Ølgaard (IAEA Technical Report No 112) have introduced 
the concept of the aphere of importance, which signifies the volume 
of coil required to give 95 % at the counting rate value obtained if the 
same soil is present in an infinite amount arounH the probe. The 
radius of the sphere of importance of the subsurface probe ranges 
from about 110 cm at zero water content to about 20 cm for 0. 50 g 
H^O/crn . The large measurement volume of the neutron probe 
naturally reduces its piwcr of resolution - i. e. its ability to resolve 
changes in water content with depth. Experience has shown that lay
ers thinner than 30 cm can hardly be distinguished correctly and that 
water content profiles cannot be obtained with a better accuracy than 
that given by measurements at intervals of 15 cm, IAEA Report 
No 112. However, although the water content profile obtained with 
the neutron probe Is very much smoothed out, the integrated water 
content over the entire profile is fairly correctly ii Jicated. 
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For surface measurement, the depth corresponding to the radius of 
the sphere of importance in the subsurface measurement ia shorter 
than the latter because of neutron leakage into the air. IAEA Raport 
No 112. 

4. 3. 2.9. Measurements near the soil surface 

For measurements of moisture just under the soil surface the sur
face probe has been developed. Measurements with the subsurface 
probe in the top 0-30 cm layer involves many difficulties due to the 
interference of the atmosphere. A reflector can be used to reduce 
this interference, IAEA Report No 112. Also a special calibration 
function can be derived for the uppermost soil layers, Kristensen 
1971; in some cases soil sampling may be used in the top 0-20 cm. 

Both surface and subsurface neutron measurement have a rather 
poor resolution ability. A gamma method is presented in 4. 3. 2. 13. 
which can achieve a resolution of 0. 5 cm. 

4. 3. 2. 10. Calibration procedures 

Factors which affect the counting rate v. water content relationship 
are as earlier discussed due to certain matrix effects, the nature of 
the access tube and 'he probe itself. 

The best method to evaluate measurements from mineral soils is to 
use calibration curves for non hydrogen soil. The water equivalent 
of the hydrogen content in the soil n.-urix is determined and subtract
ed from the measurement result to give the right moisture content, 
IAEA Report No 112, Kasi 1971. 

Special calibrations are required, especially for organic soil matter, 
(e.g. humus, peat, etc) and for snow, Figure 4:8, Kasi 1973. 

Commonly, usera of the neutron probe arrive at adequate calibration 
functions on the basis of three experimental types of information; 

a) the manufacturer's calibration curvc(s) 
b) their own laboratory measurements in drums with known materials 
c) their own field calibration, which involves soil sampling. 
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Computer prograrrmes have been developed to give theoretically 
correct calibration functions for different soils, IAEA Report No 11% 
Kasi 1913. The input data for these theoretical calibrations include 
elemental composition, bulk density, probe characteristics, and 
access tube dimensions and material. However, game experimental 
results are needed for the absolute values of the counting rates. 
A relatively good establishment of an experimental calibration func
tion is then necessary, whilst computer progra.nmes can be used to 
present and to set down for consideration the effects of hydrogen 
content, bulk density, absorbing elements, etc. More details on the 
calibration procedures are found in IAEA Report No 112. 

4 .3 .2 .11 . The gamma-ray method 

Nuclear gamma radiation has long been used for measurement of bulk 
density and for density correction in the neutron moisture measure
ment. However, in many soils the bulk density changes are due to 
moisture changes, so that density gauges can be used for direct 
moisture measurement. The most usual gamma sources are given 
in Table 4:1. 

T ible 4:1. Some sources of gamma radiation. 

Main energies Half life Coefficient L 
of gamma-quanta (years) r e m m 2 

( _ _ _ ) 

». 17. 1.13 MoV 5. it, I, 35 

662 keV 30 0. 33 

1620 0. S3 

60 keV 458 0. 0025 

6 0 C c , 

2 i 6 R a 
2 4 J A m 

The detector is generally a Geiger-tube or a scintillator. 



4. 3.2. 12. The convention»! type of single-well density gauge 
This type of gaugr> has the name principle construction as the neut
ron gauge, Figure 4:7. it is not used much før moisture measure-
ment, bit is used more for determining the density correction in 
connection with neutron measurement of moisture content. This 
measurement has approximately the same resolution ability as the 
neutron measurement of moisture, 4. 3. 2. 8. The effect of the 
access tube on the calibration curves for mineral soils is presented 
in Figure 4:10. The character of the gamma measurement is very 
similar to that of neutron measurement in the determination of peat 
moisture, Kasi 1973, 

4. 3. 2. 13, Dual-tube arrangement 

An interesting and important device for measurement of water cont
ent profiles is a special type of meter based on the gamma-ray 
attenuation between two tubes, de Vries 1969, Giesel et at 1970» 
Figure 4:11. Cesium-137 is a suitable emitter of gamma radiation. 
The lower discriminating voltage level (L. D- L. in Figure 4:12) for 

pulses from the scintillation detector must be just below the voltage 
137 level of the Cs single gamma-peak at the energy of 662 keV. Only 

gamma-rays «re counted which have not been scattered or been very 
little changed in their direction via scatterings)- The collimators in 
Figure 4:1J are not always necessary* but they can improve the 
resolution ability, especially near the soil surface, da Vries 1969. 

The counting rat** produced by gamma radiation is given by: 

R = ( R o e ' % ' V W »w» <2) 

«here o ii the dry bulk deniity, w il me water content in g/cm and 
u g and ti are the corresponding male attenuation coefficient! 
dependent on the energiei of gamma-raya and on the collimation-
counting l y i t im uied. RQ I» the radiation Intensity whin there i> no 
medium betweun the lubei x ie (he (finance between the tuba watli. 
In order to obtain a good accuracy o' measurement, x ihould be 
•elected according to: 

I !(<•»„» w vv)x) i (!) 
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The value» of u and y are around 0. OS cm /g for gamma radia-

tionof l i ' G s . 

The accurate measurement of the water content profile presupposes 
that ø remains cons"ant» Giesel et al t9?0 achieved an accuracy of 
approximately 0. 0015 g/cm by using a strong louxce of 50 mCi. 
A resolution of the order of 0. 5 cm can b< irhieved. The tubes must 
be installed in the soil M9 parallel as posaio . , and ihm source and 
the detector must be lowered steadily to exactly the same depth. 
The serious source of errors in this measurement is the fluctuation 
and drift of the puUe amplitude caused by temperature variations, 
etc. , Oiesel et al I970. This effect can be controlled with a standard 
measurement procedure, in which temperature conditions in the 
standard is made to correspond to those of the soil measurement. 
Reference measurements can also be made below the water table. 
Standard measurements slightly increase the approximate upper 
limit. 3, in formula (3). The temperature effects can also be corr
ected by means of an extra source of light or gamma radiation being 
used to directly affect the photocathode or the scintillation crystal, 
thereby achieving electronic compensation. 

4. 3. 3. J4. Measurements near the surface 

The gamma-ray device described in 4. 3. 2. 13. can be used for 
measurements just below the turface of the soil, especially when 
collimators are used. Figure 4:11. Another cornrnercial transmis
sion device has the source of gamma-rays at the snd of a thin rod 
inserted in the toil and the detector placed at the surface of the soil. 
The rod can be inserted into the soil to different depths. Measure 
merits can be made without much disturbance to the soil. 

4. 3.2. 15 Safety 

iAtJA Reports No 112 and 126 include considerations of radiation 
safety. The dose is the dole rate multiplied by the time of exposure 
IAEA Safety series No 9 gives maximum permissible doses for pro
fessional workers 
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Figure 4:10 Some typical 
calibration curves of gamma 
backscatter as affected by the 
density of a mineral soil and by 
use of different aluminium and 
iron tubes 
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Figure 4: It Dual-tube gamma trans
mission measurement. Field gamma 
beam positioning system and geometry 
of source, detector and their colli
mators wilh respect to undlstrubed soil, 
from de Vries 1%9 
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1 37 figure 4:12 Pulse height • pectrum of Ci, from dc VrUi l a 6 9 
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The gamma dose rate obtained in air from a point source is given 

D u « UA/r* 

where 
D g r gamma dose rate, (rem - 10 m r w u m r ) 

A = activity of gamma radiation source 
r * distance from the source 
1~ = coefficient for the isotope emitting gamma-rays. Table 4:1 

The neutron dose rate D (mrem/h) from an isotope point source in 
air is correspondingly obtained from: 

D n = I. 15 x lO' 6 S / r Z (5) 

where S is the source strength (n/s) , and r ia the distance from the 
source (in units m). 

The gamma and neutron doses from an Am-Bo source are rather 
equal in air. The dose rate can be considerably diminished with a 
material shield, such as lead or other metal shielding against gam
ma radiation, and a hydrogenous material such as paraffin, wax, 
etc. , against neutron radiation. As seen in the formulae above, a 
large distance from the source acts as a shield. 

The manufacturer should give information on the maximum dose 
rate and the dose rate distribution on the surface of the meter, and 
of the attenuation of the dose rate. The operator of a gauge should 
be most careful when handling the probe, even when it is situated in 
the shield. The hasard Is generally much below the permissible 
doses, when operations are carried out in a proper way. 

4. J. 3. Other methods 

For certain purposes, penetration and chemical methods have been 
used to establish the water content of so** tayers (Cope V Trickett 
196», Ceary 1971). Many ol these are rapid, single-structure meth
ods, but their accuracy is fairly low and they have not been used 
extensively in hydrological studies. 
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4.4. P o t e n t i a l of s o i l w a t e r 

4 . 4 . 1 . Tensometric methods 

A tensiometer consists of a water-filled porous cup buried in the 
soil and connected to a manometer in a vacuum gxuge, Figure 4:13. 
The water in the cup reaches pfessure equilibrium with the soil. 
und this becomes a measure of the matric suction. Before equilibri
um is reached, water in the tensiometer flows out into the surround-
ing soil and thus the column of mercury in the attached manometer 
sinks. The drier the soil, the stronger the resulting pressure reduc
tion. With equilibrium, water no longer flows away from the tensio
meter and the suction remains constant. Tensiometers can be used 
to measure a maximum suction corresponding to one atmosphere. 
If this value is exceeded air will enter the porous cup and the in
strument can no longer be used. The tensiometer cannot detect 
osmotic potential as the cup is permeable to solutes. For most 
soils in the Nordic region osmotic potential can be neglected. 

Fine-textured soils may clog the porous cup, but this can be delay
ed by setting the tenstometer in sand. Diurnal variations in temper
ature will affect exposed uninsulated parts. This can be remedied 
in different ways, e.g. by using plastic non-conducting materials, 
by installing the instruments completely below the soil surface or 
by r-ading each instrument at the same time each day. 

Tenaiometere are cheap and easy to construct, calibrate, and in* 
stall and they permit adequate replication, Matric suction, which 
is a most useful measurement in field experiments» Is recorded 
dircrtly in situ and requires no mathematical transformations. 
The translation of matric suction into soil moisture content In
volves individual calibration for each soil and is not recommended. 

4. 4 Z. Electrical methods 

Electrical resistance units, see Figure 4:14, are uisd to measure 
the noil moisture status tn situ, (Gardner 1965, Cope 4 Tricfcelt 
1'K.S. Aslyng l'H.H. WMO 19b». Geary 1971). The resistance of 
absorbent blocks th.tt <*rc tn moisture equilibrium with the soil is a 
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function of Che moisture content of the block, and can be used as a 
measure of also soil suction by moans of suitable calibration. 

The resistance of the units must be measured with an m, c. Whsat-
•tone bridge (about 1000 cycles/second) because electrolysis and 
polarisation occur if direct curv*nt is used. The resistance units 
are made of various materials, but usually consist of two carefully 
spaced electrodes surrounded by water-absorbent material. The 
materials most widely used are gypsum, nylon *.nd fibrsgUss, 
either alone or in various combinations. Such units will measure 
suctions within the pF-range of 2 to 4 .2 . The measuring runge of 
gypsum blocks alone, however, is considerably smaller, see Fig
ure 4:15. 

Ait resistance blocks must have very low geometric tolerance. 
values and printed circuits have therefore been used; even so, 
individual calibration is necessary for each unit. Calibration for 
each scii type is also necessary and may be done in the field or in 
the laboratory. It is usually on the drying curve that blocks display 
marked hysteresis, and th* resulting curves do not necessarily be- , 
come stable with time. Changes due to possible dissolution of the • 
calcium sulphate (applies to gypsum blocks) cannot be checked once 
the block is installed. However, this does give some degree of 
buffering against the effect of soluble salts - a major disadvantage 
of the method. Many blocks are temperature-sensitive, and correc
tions must be made either manually or from built-in thermocouples. 

The resistance block method has a number of advantages for in situ 
measurements. Blocks are cheap, and a number can be installed in 
the field and read at intervals without disturbance to the site. The 
leads may be led to a central point, and the method lends itself to 
automatic recording. Blocks and measuring bridges for field use 
are commercially available. However, the method is still lacking 
in reliability and precision and will require considerable refine
ment in block-manufacture and in calibration techniques, before it 
receives wide acceptance. 
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For aoil moiature detsrmioations, the change in the capacitance of 
a condenaor unit that ia buried In the eoil ha* alao beaa tried,(Gard-
ner 1965. Cope It T \f\ 1965. Geary 1971)- Multiple-«eneln» 
head» are needed wit Aa capacitance method, a» with the resist-
ance block. The former i* more expensive, since acreened cabta» 
of stable ahunt capacitance are needed. Temperatur* and hyaler»»-
i> effecta a» well aa power loa» that occur» in a wet medium add to 
ih* complicatione involved. 

A micro-wave meter, comprised of an oscillator, receiver, and a 
calibrated attentuator, i» commercially available for determining 
the moUture content of aample»,(Cope It Trickett 1965, Geary i<>n\ 
The aample ia placed between the receiving and the. transmitting 
antennae.Tha advantage of the method lie» in the speed of the.read
ing. The heterogenous nature of soil» i» the .biggest limitation to .in 
situ u»« of the micro- or radio-wave method». On* method based 
on the infrared abaorption of water has the disadvantage that the 
penetration of the raya in the »oit i s (hallow, but it i s useful «spec
ially for aereal measurement» of large tract» of bare »oil. 

4. 4. 3. Thermal methods 

Attempts have bean made to exploit th* thermal conductivity of the 
soil or that of moiature absorbent thermal blocks in cloaa contact 
with the acil to determine aoil moisture in »itu (Cope lc Trickett 
1965, Geary 1971). Thermal conductivity i» independent of salt 
content and this gives the method an advantage over the resistance 
block method, particularly for «aline soil». Direct measurement» 
depend on very close cornet between the «oil and the probe, which 
ig hard to achieve. 

The heat source is an electrically heated wire in a needle-shaped 
probe 13 cm long. A thermo-Junction near the centre of th* Heated 
wire gives a continuous measurement of the temperature change. 
Under laboratory conditions soil samplea can be heated by a 300-
watt lamp mounted above the aamples. Measurements are mad* -
with a metal plate on top of the soil and thermo-couples located at 
various, relatively shallow depths. 
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The temperature dependence ol resistance baa alto baan uaad, a f one 
arm of a wheatetone bridge la made of enamelled capper wlra wound 
around f taaa tubing tkat la a t t in tba foil to fellow mol • tur a chin» ee in 
aity. Tba other three bridge resistance ualta ara mada of mangenin (tem
perature Independent^ [a one method a mercury thermometer with half 
•the bulb wound round with electrically heated wire ia aat in the «oil. The 
tinte required to «Mala a comUM temperature rlae la aaid to be depend
ant on the aoll moleture content. 

4. 4.4. Method» used jo the laboratory 

When «oil water potential ia measured in laboratory itudiea, pressure 
methoda are usually used, moat often the alr-pzeaaure membrane 
apparatua, but sometimes alao vapour-pressure methoda,Theae meth-
ode can be uaed to measure the uptake and releaae of moisture from 
samples of aoil over a wide fange of auction value», in addition temper
ature maaauremanta of free sing-point depreaaion have been ueed for 
determination of soil water potential (A»lyng 1968). 

4.5. C o n c l u s i o n s 

1» determining \h» aoit moisture status, the goal i» to get aa undisturb
ed a simple aa possible and alao to keep the «oil at the measuring «pot 
aa undiststrbad »« possible, in hydrology, eepeeially, non-disturbance 
is considered important, because the aoil water content!* usually 
stated «« volume percent water. Undisturbed simples can usually beat 
be obtained f rom sampling holes or with various hinda of piston dri l ls . 
Whsn undisturbed iampUs cannot b*> obtained other sampling methods 
can be used, which means that the water content usually has to be ex
pressed aa percentage weigh:». Different kinds of sampling methods' 
are treated more in detail in aoil sampling guidebooks. 

All the praaant methods of soil moiature measurement have different 
ranges of applicability^ 

t) Measurement of water content per volume unit 

Gravimetric determination of moisture ia the natural chotce for «mall 
research taekeand for calibration of othar methoda. However, for 
large acale projecta it often becomes more rational to invest in math-



ods with greater msasursmunt capacities, such aa the neutron method. 
The neutron mathod ia recommended for long I n » in situ measure
ments. The neutron method i» the best nuclear mathod (or mineral 
•olle, but for pure paste gamma mathod» may- be ae applicable. With 
the dual tube gamma method a very good depth resolution ia obtained 
and therefore a l io «oil layer» juat bslow the loil surface can be meas-
ured aa well. The aingle tube probe may be uaed for meaaurement» 
below 15 cm depth; 

2) Meaaurfementa of soil water potential 

The ^measurement o.t «oil water potential in the wet range will often 
supplement, but not replace* that' of water content measurement». 
For in aitu measurements the tensiometer, with adequate replication 
to overcome ita lac»; of precision, i s usually con»fderad beat suited 
for the purpose of meaeuricg water potential. 

Resistance and capacitance blocka provide rather imprecise measure
ments over a wide range, providing the site is not too wet or saline. 
Blocks are cheap, but hot long-lived, and must be well' replicated. 
These methods are also applicable for in situ measurements OV»T the 
dry range in the topsoil. Figure 4:15 shows the possible uses of the 
ten,siometer and certain gypsum blocks in different soil moisture 
ranges. 
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5. DESIGN OF MEASUREMENTS AND PROCESSING OF DATA 

5.1 P u r p o e * o< a o l l w a t e r s t u d i e a w i t h i n t h e I H D -
p r o g r a m m # 

According to resolutions and auggeationa made by the Co-ordinating 
Council oi the UNESCO IHJD programme, aoil water studies are con-
aidered Important in many phasea of the DID. Studiea on thla reser
voir parameter are expected to be concentrated within representative 
and experimental basine with objectives: 

to eatabliah laws governing increaaea and decreaaes in «oil water 
- to determine ite influence on changes in the water balance 

to produce data necessary for calculating runoff due to thaw and 
rain water 

to evaluate economic aspects of water available for crops and for 
ertabliahing irrigation and drainage requirements, etc. 

• * 
Suggestions have also bean made concerning supplementary observa
tions that should be made where applicable, such at: depth of water 
tablu, precipitation, fråssing and thawing in the soil, evaporation, 
water equivalent of enow packs, type and stage of development of 
vegetation. These observationa should be made at the same orne and 
at the same location aa routine soil water measurements are made 
for water balance purposes. Soil water values should be expressed in a 
form compatible with other hydrological data on precipitation, eva
poration, etc, that i s in mm or inches depth of water, Furthermore 
it is suggested that also the following aoil hydrological properties be 
determined for each depth increment of soil that ia studied: 

minimum moisture capacity (field capacity) 

capillary moisture capacity (the Soil water content at various dis
tances above the water table to the top of the capillary fringe. 
This will vary with changing depth of the water table in the soil) 
maximum water capacity (aoil wator content at different depths 
whan the water table is at the ground surface) 
wilting point 
bulk density or volume weight of soil. 
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Recommendations regarding soil water measurements during the tHO 
are thui comprehensive and ambitious. Data existing before the IHD 
is generally scarce, of short term character and usually inadequate 
for calculations of the water storage of even fairly limited areas. The 
extremely high variability of soil water has created an awareness of 
the need for extensive sampling and processing techniques to be used 
during the IHD. Proper design of measurements to satisfy adequate 
coverage in time and space has also been r«cogtJsed as important. 

5-2 D e s i g n and a s s e s s m e n t of s o i l w a t e r n e t w o r k s in 
N o r d e n 

The purpose of the soil water networks in the Nordic representative 
basins -s essentially twofold - water balance studies and research on 
more specified processes. Here only the former objective will be dis
cussed. It it concerned with quantitative estimates of the soil water 
changes within well defined catchment areaa. The measurement 
techniques and network designs that have been evolved have been re 
viewed by Danfors 1972, see also figure 5:1 and table 5:1. 

The design of the networks has hardly been scientific* but rather prag
matic in nature. Desire for geographical spread, measurement accessi
bility, labour acopsmy. administrative convenience, etc have been the 
main factors governing the network development. In many cases the 
stations have been limited to one or two small sub-basins within a rep
resentative basin. The station density is generally sparse, with but 
1-15 station» per 100 square kilometers, see table 5:1. 

The neutron moisture gauge was early recognised ae the basic equip
ment for data acquisition in representative basins. One man can handle 
this equipment and scan a.", access tube to a depth of 2-3 meters in less 
than 30 minutes. Taking: Into account also the transport and equipment 
handling time that is involved it becomes clear th?u one man can cover 
only about 10-20 tuber per day, depending on the density and access i 
bility of the access tubes across the basin. Since water balance cal
culations are recommended on a monthly basis, measurements should 
preferably be made on the very last day of the month and at any rate 
no Longer than a day or so on either side of the transition between 



Tablå 5:1. Daacription of Station Networka in Nordan (1971) 

Code Basin name. 
Area in km 

Total name ' Network Average Year pf Measurement intensity Network design Basin name. 
Area in km ber of eta- density, 

.atria/kin . 
profila installa Time inter* Depth in baaed on 

tiona 
density, 

.atria/kin . depth cm tion val. day* terval, em 

Kp Karup tp) 
514 ton' 

7 0.01 870 1966 and 30 20 Topographic-Karup tp) 
514 ton' 1968 geometric 

«pacing 
St Stcvna <D'| 

Z95 k m z 
6 0.02 150 1968 7 summer 10 - " -Stcvna <D'| 

Z95 k m z 30 winter 
P* FMJarvi (F) 

244 k m 2 
4 0,02 200 1969-70 30 10 - " -

Fl Filefjell (N) 
155 k m 2 

3 0.02 100 1968-70 irregular 10-20 Transport a s 
pects and «oil 
conditions 

Ro Romerike (N) 
200 k m 2 

8 0.04 225 1967-71 7-30 20-25 Soil, topography 
and vegetation 
aupects. Certain 
combination* with 
agricultural ex
periments 

La Lapptrgsket (S] 
1008 k m 2 

1 M 0.01 i t s 1968 30 summer 
? winter 

to Transport and 
«oil aepecta 

Ka Kaasjoln (S) 
160 k m ' 

10 0.06 155 1968 14 for 5 lubes 10 - •' -Kaasjoln (S) 
160 k m ' Irregular in 

other tub. 
Va Valen (S) 

« kra 2 

7 0.15 170 1966-67 7 for 3 tub. 10 - " -Valen (S) 
« kra 2 and 1971 30 "11 «' 

90 " 12 " 
Va Verkaan (S) 

117 k m 2 

8 0.07 300 1967-69 30 10 Topographic, 
aoll and vegeta
tion aspects, 
Limited coverage 

V* Vgrplnge (S) 4 1.23 250 1970 14-21 10-20 Central location 
3 k m 2 
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month*. Moat representative basins lack the resource* to cop* with 
more than 1-3 man day* per month to collect aoil water data aad so 
the network* become naturally maximised to 10-40 tube*. The need 
for replication* will then further reduce the number of actual aits* 
(aonea) Involved to lama S-20. Tola 1* the explanation for the Inherently 
low denaity of the Nordic network* presented in table 5:1. 

The moat common neutron moUture gauge in u*e in Norden ia the 
Daniah BASC meter, the manufacturer of «hlch haa established certain 
maintenance facilities for the benefit of MD-sclentists (gauge substi-
tute* in caaea of emergency, individualiaed calibration procedure*, 
etc), aee figure 6:4. Primary measurement value* are obtained a* 
time reading* corresponding to the accumulation of a preaet count 
number (10-3,0 000 count*). Shallowest reading* are made at 10 cm 
below the surface for which special correction* are made. Considera
tion 1* otherwise taken to the bulk density and In certain case* also to 
the chemical composition of the soil when reading* are evaluated. Ca
librations are made either theoretically on the basis of soil analyses 
(the manufacturer has applied the model of <?lg**rd (967) or by field 
and laboratory trials using gravimetric techniques to establish the 
"true" water content. Bulk density determination is made by means 
of soil sampling or by means of a special gamma probe unit that la 
attached to the end of the neutn m probe. The moat common type of 
access tube used is the 1 1/2 in:h galvanised iron tube. These tube* 
are made water tight at the bottom end by means of a pointed steel 
cap. The tube* are installed by hammering with or without pritaugering 
of the soil. 

A typical soil water station consist* of 1-3 access tubes located within 
a radius of l e s s than 20 meters. The total depth of the tubes varies 
between 1-3 meters, the measurement interval between 10-20 cm in 
depth and 7-30 days in time. The establishment of the stations'ha* 
generally occured 1967/68, which mean* that record* of 7-8 years 
langth exist at present (1975). Auxilllary background information con
cerning the geology texture, .loroeity, water retention, groundwater 
and plant root depth characterist ic 1* rather lacking» but in process 
of investigation. 
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In an endeavour to teat the precision of aoit water data collected from 
Swedish representative basins, Eriksson 1970 later followed by Berg-
strBm 1971 and Rydin 1974 carrisd out analysis of variance. TJ>» ana
lysis was mada primarily on data from ths Veten baain and involved 
monthly valuss oi (he soil water changes from six to seven stations 
that ara fairly evenly distributed across thu basin. Ths soil depth 
chossn for analysis was 100 cm, the number of intervals for each yea. 
was about 10 with rathor wide differences in length (from 7-40 days). 
The total area of the basin is 45 km , the soil and vegetation cover 
at the chosen stations i s glacial till respectively coniferous forest, 
and broadly speaking the basin may be regarded aa fairly uniform (for 
location aee figure 5:1). 

The statistical model used assumee that there la no interaction between 
any special station and time interval. The standard deviation m?.y be 
divided into three parts - one dependent on the variance between sta
tions, another on the variance between intervals and the third on res i 
dual variance. Here ths residual variance may be interpreted as ex
pressing the uncertainty that i s attached to a single soli water change 
value. Results for 1968 are given in table 5:2. 

Table 5:2. Analysis of variance of changes in soil water content. 

Th», Veien basin, 1968. From Bergstrøm, 1971. 

Sources of variance Sum of 
". squares 

Degrees 
freedom 

of Variance 

Between stations 
Between Intervals 
Residual 

144, 5 
39 089,1 
20 817,8 

6 
10 

50 

24,1 
3 908,9 

416.4 

Total 60 048,4 66 909,8 

The results show that the variance between station* is much smaller 
than that of the residual, indicating that the stations react differently 
with regard to water changes during the year even though the mean 
reaction, i s fairly constant. The variance between intervals is high, 
indicating significant differences between these. Bergstrom was able 
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Fif ure 5:1 Soil water network» 
in Norden. Symbqli' 

K'fjk. 7 where: 
•ev - eoil -water etation aymbol 
Kp = abbreviated name ol baein 

(here Karup, See table 5:1) 
= number ol station) 
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to reduce this variance by omitting intervals of extreme length in a 
renewed analysis* indicating that the choice of interval length U a 
critical factor. The uncertainty attached to a single water r. hange 
estimate from a particular station can be found by taking the square 
root of the variance of the residual (i. e. 416,4 = 20,4 mm). 

The uncertainty involved in an estimate of the mean soil water change 
for all seven stations can then similarly be found to be 20,4 7 = 7,7 mm. 
If the number of stations is doubled (I,«. to 14 stations), the error will 
be 7,7 2 = - 5,4 mm. If it is desired to reduce the error of month
ly estimates to around 2 mm, which essentially applies to rainfall 
estimates, then the number of stations would have to be increased to 
satisfy the equation: 20,4 n - 2, that i s to n = 104 stations. Such 
a large increase in station number is hardly possible or practicable, 
see figure 5:2. 

The application of analysis of variation to small series of soil watar 
data is questionable since it assumes complete randomness of soil 
water conditions, it does, however, throw some light on the probltmi 
of judging representativeness of individual values and of optimizing 
the design of networks and measurement programmes. 

5,3 D i s c u s s i o n of n e t w o r k d e s i g n p r o c e d u r e s 
It is apparent that soil water is a most difficult storage term to evaluate. 
Not only is it highly dispersed in a pore complex, but also its boun» 
daries to ground and surface water are diffuse and continuously 
changing. Its very existence is in fact dependent an the extent of these 
other two storage entities. Thus, during wet periods, when the ground 
water table ria us, the «one of toil water will decrease in extent, 
whilst in dry periods ic will increase, quite oppositely to what io 
expected {rom a water balance point of view. Thus soil water ic aot an 
Independent but an open residual type of storage term. Hysteresis 
caused by the irregularities of the porous system of this water zone, 
will furthermore make every distribution of soil water an unique 
and irr «pro duc i ble one. Such eruditions obviously inflict special 
measurement and data handling problems. It i t evident from what has 
earlier been said concerning the measurement capacity of one man 
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0. ?9 0. 95 0. 90 0. 80 0. 70 0. 68 0. 50 
Confidence 'limits 

Figure 5:2 Error in mean «oil water change estimation Iri the Veten 
basin as a fuuctlop of the confidence limits and number of 
stations (n) used. From Bergstrøm 1971, 
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uslag tha neutron moisture (auga, that aoU «ratar Inventories must be 
cerefully planned, If collected dau la le hava validity tor water balance 
calculation*. 

Tba international literature on procedures far (oil water etodiea I-
catchment hydrology la vary limited and general. Kodde 1969 bar 
given a review of tha etatue ol hydrolog leal networks with coasidera-
tlona regarding poealhle Improvements in proceduree. Katilek 1971 
bee propoaed » icheme fer aoll water assessment breed on an ecolo
gical claeeUlcation of (oil water domaina In a catchment. The rep-
resentlvity of measured point value a U determined through the inter-
pretation of aereal photo* combined with certain field control». The 
method la believed to make posaibla aatieCactory areal aeeeaemeate of 
eoil water storage from * limited number of point value*. Mo teat 
r e i u l u are preaented, however. WMO 19?Z give* a review on work 
concerning hydrological network design practice, but the treatment of 
(oil water involver here but one paper, that by Kovaal 1972, which 
concern* the error of distributed point values a* a function of the num
ber of measurement points. 

If the basin that i s studied ie completely uniform with a homogeneous 
aoil and vegetation cover, then statistical randomisation of measure
ment aitea will obvioualy give the beet design and beet check of varia
bility through ordinary analyal* of variance. If, however, the baaia 
i s heterogeneous, which ia commonly the case, tfcen some form of 
systematic siting of measurement points will undoubtedly provide a 
better design and produce a better estimate of mean areal storage. 
Precision will be more difficult to judge, however, since analyaie of 
variance will tend, to underestimate the error. In the case where the 
baeln consKts of a mixture'of fairly homogeneous strata, a combina
tion of •systematic and random station siting will be expected to give 
the moet appropriate daeign of the measurement network. 

Important features to consider in stratifying a basin into more homo-
geneoae Soil water regimes are altitude, (lope, aoll type, soil depth, 
vegetation (land use) and drainage. For each landscape type it becomes 
neceaeary to find a suitable ranking ayatem lo emphasise the reUtive 
Importance of me various factors involved. Gustafsaon i°D» has demon-
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• tr,»ted how topography affacta drainage flow for completely saturated 
conditiona and how a drainage baain can be («panted into Inflow and 
outflow areaa on a topograph!.-, baaia. Holtan et al 1970 la developing 
a waterahed model alao differentiate between uplanda, hillsides aad 
bottomland*. Theae categories form elevation and hydroloflc sequences, 
which influence the dynamics of the baain, aee figure 5; J. Following . 
up theae thought* it would teem expedient to baa a aoil water inventorlea 
on a diviaion of the baain into inflow, outflow and transition area*. 

Th- inflow area* are located on the upland*, where the (oil cover In 
Norden due to glaciatibn ia relatively thin and coarae textured. The 
vegetation ia generally foreat with well developed root systems. The 
drainage potential ia high aa alao la evaporation due to the favorable 
height and expoaure location. Soil water condition» will here be charac-
terlced by rapid and wide change» in concentration which will neceesl-
tate intenae measurement Input to achieve the a u n t precision in 
aeseaimeht aa for the outflow area», which are more «table and homo
geneous. The outflow area* are located in the bottom lands, where 
the soil cover ia deeper and much finer textured. The Vegetation here 

AfMAlKM 
itm 

s>"^Ai)ii /an 

Figure 5:3 Drainage baiin characteristics with emphasis on 
runoff dynamics. In the upland sone ihtté in through-
flow, on the hillside* interflow and ephemeral streatn-
flow and in the bottom lands perennial streamilow. 
From Gregory and Welting 1973. 
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gaaarally caaalata al Ura» crap» wkieh kava «xpoauri and dralaag* 
conditio** that »r« paorar thaa La LRS^W araa*. The «altera of Ularal Dow 
of thaaa araaa ia oaa ol caavargaaca -a agaiaat divargaat rypa ol flow 
Impoaad by inflow araaa. Sail wetar oaadtUoiu toad la ba mack mora 
•UbU and bemogaaaoaa éaa to tba komagaaity af tka aolti and tk* laaa ar 
lafluanca ol dralaaga and avaperatioa. Tala laada to radacad maaaara-
mant raaulramaata aad a baala tor a mora raadomiaad typa of natwerk 
datlgn pa turn. 

Tha tranaition araaaara locatad along tka kiluida» wkara draisaga la 
favouraMa and tka aoila ara varlaala 1» ckaractar doa to graatar aro-
•ion aubeapelbUltjr, aaa figur» 5:4. 

Skoglund Ir Danfon 1971 nave atudiad tha variability ol aoll watar 
dUtribution ln a baaia in Cantral Swadan and found aaaaoaal and apaeUl 
variation» that rather wall (It tha kind of sonlag Juat daplctad, **t 

tab lå 5:3.' • • i' 

INHOW MCAS 

il 
tlUNtinOHMUt 

M 

Figure 5:4 Diagrammatric rapraaantttion of flow araaa of a dralnaf,« 
baain. P ia precipitation, E avapotrsna piration and 
R runoff or intarflow. 



Table 5:3 Meaaured characteristic! o( flow zonea at Ultuna balin. Swedan. From Skoglund It Danfor* 1971 

Meaaure- Typo of 
flow area 

Sit l characterlet ica Soil wate characteristic* oi upper 100 cm 
ment l ite 

Typo of 
flow area Height above 

•aa level 
m 

Depth to 
groundwater 

m 

Vegetation Soil Poroalty 
texture 

mm 

Field" 
capacity 

mm 

Wilting Max, water 
point' content change 

mm |range), vnm 

Ultuna outflow 
(bottom
land) 

10 « 3 {arm 
cropa 

heavy 
clay 

1050 840 600 65 

Ulleriker transition 
(hillalde) 

20 > 2 .0 conifaroua 
foreat 

clay with 
•and 
U n t i l 

950 740 420 130 

Hammar
by 

Inflow 
(upland) 

25 ri deciduous 
Coreat 

•and-
loam 

890 700 2«0 270 | 

¥ 
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Tb* Hoy typ» BOM* jvat daicrlbod conatftuttf a baaia far deaigaiag 
aatworfce. Tb» iaftuaacaa oi atmoapbarlc pracaaea», particalarly 
precipitation, «bow a mac* | r u u t variation ia tbM tfaaa do tboee 
dua to groundwater {lov, Tb» territorial variation* la Mil n u r 
coatåat therefore docraaa*, aa on* goae fram iaOaw via transition 
to outflow «roaa. To raeaiva tba u n a amoaat of lafermatioa i s all 
a r » » , tba atatioa «enaity aboaM tharélure dacreaae ia accordant» 
with tba aaqueaca etated. 

A baaia may ba primarily differantiated Uto tba three flow area» de-
acrib«d by raeaaa of air photo interpretation of tba topography and v»-
getatio» cov»r dapictad. Aftar «oma fl»W check» tfca tsundarie* of 
tba sona* •bould bo fairly wall aatabllahed. Figur» 5:5 abow» a s idea-
ltaad drainage twain divided into tba 3 different flow typa area». Out
flow ar»*» oadat ia tba valley* occasionally in aaddla lolata and de-
préaalon» of tba gndulating landacape. Transition araaa ara wide-
*pr»ad along tba billaida alopaa, over high aaddla typa plain» and in 
«nuotbly inclinod forested araaa,; Inflow araaa ara tonad along tba rld-
f»t ; ov»r o?»n Ugh plataaue and ov«r th» mountain alopaa o t waathc-
red rock». 

Figure S: 5 Pattara of inflow, transition an<i outflow «r»aa in an 
ideallaed dralnaga baain. 



Håving completed this flrat ordar type of division of tke huia» the 
next step ia to consider the uaaftilnaaa of farther sub-divi.ilons baaad 
on suitable lower ordar parameter*. One such parameter la that 
suggested by Kutilafc 1371. It ia baaed oa various duration characteris
tics of defined moisture Uvele in the soil («at, moist aad dry states 
etc. see table 3:5). The strata thus obtained have ecological signifi
cance and can be identified through interpretation of the vegetation and 
soil from suitably taken aereal photographs. Unfortunately this schema 
presupposes a considerable knowledge of the Uonydrotegy of the 
region, which is often lacking in Norden, see Appendix ,2. 

In conclusion it should be clear that some type of bio-gao-hydrologlcal 
zoning ia necessary for proper distribution of measurement points. 
Having achieved this, a stratified network is designed to give a basic 
coverage of the basin. More detailed and more precise data can. then 
possibly be achieved by introducing auxilliary network».which.are 
managed on a rotation basis, whereby labour economy can still be 
achieved. As experience is gained of the complexity of the basin, the 
bas : Mork is improved through suitable adjustments. The aim is 
to 1 ..d the interrelationships which exist between natural landscape 
parameters and soil water so that representivicy of stations can be 
found and thereby correct interpolations made between point values 
for calculations of valid mean areal values, 

5.4 A u t o m a t i c p r o c e s s i n g of s o i l w a t e r d a t a 
A remarkable development of techniques and methodr for the collection 
and processing of data has occurrsd in the last decade or ao in moat 
fields of science. As concerns soil water hydrology, varioua types'of 
radiometric technique.1) (neutron scattering, gamma absorption, infra 
red radiation, etc) have created very sophisticated ways of collecting 
mass information concerning soil water conditions in time and space 
and under both natural and artificial conditions. Mechanical and e lec
tronic devices for data processing are also in a state of accelerated 
development, whereby new yet unimagined possibilities of handling 
data are being'created. Examples of* such new developments in pro
gress are the automatic weather atation and the autoprobe that have 
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bees constructed at the Institute of Hydrology, Britain. Their use
fulness i* especially forthcoming in remote end difficultly acc***ible 
aTeai, 

The trend i* toward* achievement of a comprehensive integrated 
hydrologtcal measurement and recording *y*tetn, where not only 
water content of the eoll, but also many other related event* (preci
pitation, moieture fttuc, etc) are measured simultaneously. The data 
may be «Sored in variou* way* - punch card*, paper tape, magnetic 
tape or microfilm depending on facilities and conditions at hand. The 
processing involve* both routine and long-term developmental endeav
ours, where basic value* are plotted in various way* and check* are 
made of precision, varlabiliUet <n time and apace, interrelationships 
with other factors, etc, «ee Institute of Hydrology 1967-74. 

A computer programme for processing raw data from soil water mea
surement* with the neutron gauge was first presented in Norden by 
Danfor* It Thuiivik. 1969, The programme formed a basi» for later 
modification* En the other Nordic countries. The programme trans
form* primary gauge reading* Into water values expressed in volume 
percentage» and millimeter* and displays these in tables and figure* 
«bowing distribution» in time and epace (chrono- and topoicopleths, 
vertical and horisontal profile*, etc), see Thunvik et al £972, 

Johansson 1974 has developed a model for estimating And displaying 
the «oil water regime in various agricultural systems - cultivated 
field* with different crop* and farming practice». The model i s based 
on standard meteorological observation* and i* computerized to give 
symbol lines for each growing sxtson as shown in figure 5-4. The 
year is divided into 5 day period* (pentad*) and three h". • sal dashes 
implies non-vegetation period, a star (asterix) means that at least 3 
of the 5 days in the pentad have soil water contents above field capacity, 
a sero sign is similarly used to show that at least 3 days of the pentad 
have been below the willing point and a single dash implies that the 
water content ha* been in between wilting point and 33,3 % of the field 
capacity. No s'.gn means that the pentad has had soil water conditions 
between 33, 3 % of field capacity and full saturation. Similar display* 



could be applied for characterising mor* spec, ile ally water balance 
condition» bated an hydrotogical significance. 

Modeling work is developing rapidly. The effort is toward* expressing 
watershed hydrology a* a contour*. And to finding a predictable pattern 
of physical probabilities that will account (or the dispersion of water 
and its subsequent collection in aquifers and channel systems. A 
foundation will then be l*id for safe end proper hydrologleal xnanipula-
tions in fields cf engineering and community planning» see Koltan It 
Lopes 1970. 
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Figure 5:6 Soil water balance for a clay soil at Uppsala, during 
Vegetation season, Upper part shows degree of satura
tion by means of symbols whereby H years can be 
compared. .Lower part gives anexampleof what the 
symbols imply as regards pl*"t root availability 
of the soil water. 
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6. SOIL WATER STUDIES IN THE NORDIC REGION 

0. I H y d r o l o g i c c o o p e r a t i o n b e t w e e n t h e 
N o r d i c c o o a l r l i i 

Already at the »l»rt of the IHD -programme it became natural that the 
5 Nordic countriea, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden 
established cooperation. A Joint Nordic coordinating panel, called 
NUTSAM, waa aat up to link together the fffD-wor!* in Nordeo. The pa
nel waa composed of die tacratariea of Ute 5 national .THD-commltteca 
and waa given the taak of planning Nordic hydrologic meetings of coordi
nating activities of the Nordic working groupa that were eet up In varioua 
facets of the IHD-pragramme and to promote policies of all Nordic inte-
ifeat. It waa conaidered expedient to treat Norden aa a natural region 
especially aa regards lhe global aapecta of the IHD-programme and to 
pool available resources for obtaining optimum information and ressarcu 
results. 

Among the Nordic working groupa that were eatabliahed, one w t i de
signated 16 soil water (NAC 2). Ita mandate waa to handle WD problema 
concerned with the uneaturated «one and to elucidate the general hydro -

. togic rot* of soil water, Its primary task* were to find the moat con
venient techniques to obtain representative value a of the areal monthly 
mean* of eoil water change» In representative basin* and to study the 
possibilities of establishing a Nordic soil water, network for regional 

v coverage. The group wa* competed of two spil water specialists from 
. each country- and haa met regularly about once a ye jr. The activitiea 

oi the gvoup during 1966-73 may be summarised ae fallows: 

1, Recommendation* regarding soil water meaauremente in represen
tative basin.. ~ t̂.v« been formulated in the report* from the working group. 
These recommendation* Include various particulara regarding the use 
of the n a s j o n method auch aa choice oi access tube material, method , 
of Inatallation of acceaa tubes, number and distance between replicate 
tuber* procedure of measurement with the depth meter, measurement 
intensity with respect I» time and depth, method of reporting and pro
cessing of the primary data, varioua ways of checking and calibrating 
the neuron gauge etc. 
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Since the BAJC combined moisture/density gauge Is the most common
ly used equipment for soil water measurements in representative bavins 
in Norden, a special service agreement has been negotiated with the 
Danish manufacturer to guarantee measurement functions in cases of 
emergency. 

2. Exchange of information and ideas have been promoted through spe
cial meetings and seminars - a course on soil water measurement was 
arranged in Denmark 1970, a symposium on soil water wai held in Nor
way 1971 and a field meeting on special problems of soil water observa
tions in representative basins was organised in Finland 197i. Through 
questionnaires the development and status of soil water studies in the 
Nordic countries has been reviewed. A list of about 330 soil water terms 
has been compiled for inclusion in Che Nordic Glossary on Hydrology. 

3. The hydrologic significance of soil water has received much atten
tion. According to an agreement made at the start of the SHD work,a* 
concerns water balance studies in representative basins, Denmark was 
to concentrate on the hydrology of arable land. Norway on mountainous 
land, Finland and Sweden on forests and Iceland was to deal with glaciers. 
This diversification in the IHD effort has helped broaden the regional 
outlook, but also led to certain difficulties In collaboration on specific 
problems and goals of the working group. Thus the group has had diffi
culties in establishing a regional soil water network and in making up 
general directions for evaluating areal monthly means of soil water 
changes. On the other hand the group' e promotion of coil water measure
ments in the representative basins has led to very valuable and unique 
long term series of disinformation, now successively being published 
in the Nordic publication, "HydrologiesL Data - Norden". Prior to the 
IHD, there existed veryfew such records of soil water measur i. 

6.2 S o i l w a t e r s t u d i a * i n t h e N o r d i c 
c o u n t r i e s 

A short summary will now follow on the separate activities and develop
ments in soil water hydrology of the 5 Nordic countries a s a consequence 
of the 1HD-programme. The presentation will be of a very general nature 
and the IHD projects in progress in Norden will be dealt with only in a 
very concise tabular form at the end of the chapter, see table 6. 1. 
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Nevertheless it is hoped that the presentation will suffice to five an ade
quate «tat* of tha art Impression and that th« reader will excuse even
tual emissions and simplifications, keeping in mind the difficulties in
volved in property appraising acientliic achievement* in review* of the 
kind attempted her*. 

6. 2. I Denmark 
Prominence in agriculture probably made Denmark the beat prepared 
of the Nordic countries to take on aoil water studie* within the IHD-pro-
gramme In 1965. Water balance studies of the type intended by UNESCO 
were in many reapect* already in progreaa here and much effort bad al
ready been made to invaatigate the hydrbiogical characteristics of va
rious agricultural region» of the country. 

What the IHD-programme essentially ha a achieved in Denmark ii better 
coordination of hydrological endeavour* and a broader outlook on water 
problem* of mor* general type - urban aa well a* rural. Many different 
organisation» have become engaged in IHD-work and taken on measure
ment and service taeka to fulfil let goal*, f a c i a l efforts have been nude 
to establish and to concentrate studie* to two representative basins -
Karup and Stevne. Other noticeable development* of interest for soil 
water hydrology are thoae that have taken place in hydrochemletry and 
geohydrology, Thue routine chemical analyses are now belag made in 
many areas on rainfall and on surface, soil and ground waters. Roughly 
100 groundwater meaauring sites have been set up in each of the repre
sentative basins and at aome of these also soil water is determined to 
considerable depths. Radiometric and tracer type tet r.niquea have been 
developed and here mention should be made of the BASC combined moisture 
and density gauge, which is the most widely used gauge in the Nordic re 
gion for registering soil water changes, see Figure 6. 1. The Daniah 
leotope center, which has developed the BASC gauge has also contributed 
with 'many important developmente in the application of tracer techniques 
to hydrological problems. 

Denmark is endowed with a fairly medium and leas variable rainfall than 
the other Nordic countries. The "average runoff Is 5-13 l / s and km . The 
interaction between aurface watc- and groundwater is complicated and A 
key problem In Danish hydrology. The Danfah Meteorological Institute 
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Figure 6:1 The BASC Depth Moisture Gauge, deiigned and manu
factured ilt Denmark and used extensively for «oil water 
measurement! in the Nordic representative tjaåih». The 
equipment consists o i a scaler ( i ) , a neutron moisture 
probe (2) which i s housed :ih a "shield and depth measure
ment device (3), a gamina density extension unit (4) 
with special housing {5). 7 n e complete neutrpnrgamma 
(moisture-density} probe is seen at the centre (6). 
Photo by courtesy of the/manufacturerr-.Nfta-ljindberg 
A/S, Denmark. 
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is responsible for the national network of precipitation stations, the 
Geological Survey for groundwater studies and the Danish Heath Society 
maintains the national network of streamflow stations. Routine soil water 
measurements are tarried out fay the Danish State Experiments anci Re
search in Plant Culture, by the Hydrotechnical Laboratory of the Vete
rinary and Agricultural College and by the Danish Geological Survey. 
The IHD-programrne has led to a coordinated effort between the above 
named organisations in establishing the % representative basins - Karup 
and. Stevns, where Karup represents the extrarnarginal areas of We at 
Jutland and Stevns a moraine plain landscape typical of eastern Denmark. 

Amongst research activities of interest in soil water hydrology, men
tion should be made of the study in progress at the Agricultural Expert-
mental Station at St. Jyndevad in southern Denmark on actual evapo-
transpiration and the interaction between soil moisture status and crop 
growth. The atudiw are correlated with observations on precipitation, 
air temperature, wind velocity and radiation, making possible extrapo
lations to other areas through meteorological comparisons. Similar 
studies are also being made by the Hydro technical Laboratory at Hffj-
bakkegard near Copenhagen, where there is available an advanced scheme 
of lysimeters and evapotranspirometer*. As regards evaporation studies 
these have attained a far more advanced state of development in Denmark 
than in any of the other Nordic countries. 

Other studies which have arouses interest in Norden are the geohydrolo-
gical studies made by the Geological Survey in Karup, where the depth 
of the unsaturated sone in some places exceeds 20 jr 2nd is composed of 
fairly homogeneous santjy soil. Here it has been found possible to eva
luate and. separate the velocities of wetting fronts and individual water 
molecules by means of combined neutron scattering and tritium content 
measurements. The wetting front has been found to move at the rate of 
2-3 meters per month whereas corresponding water molecules have b' en 
found to move at only about 2-3 meters per year. Thus where the depth* 
of the unsaturated zone is around 20 meters there is a lag time between 
the annual precipitation maximum and the groundwater level maximum 
of 10-12 months, while for depths of the unsaturated sone around 1-2 
meters the corresponding lag time is but one month in the investigated 
area. 
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b Z. 2 Finland 

IHD-work ii. Finland began as .a spontaneous; voluntary effort betwew» 
different organisations Involved In wate*prablslits Although stimulating 
in the start, the work wa» soon found to beearlouslynandkapped by 
lack of external lund* to fulfil ambitions In accordance «lth'th* WD-
programme The number of project* that could be initiated were there
fore iewer than in other tfordic cuuntried 

Only one repreaentative basin, PMjgrvi, ha* been act up and here «oil 
water measurement» are made in only 3 place» to a depth of Z m and with 
a measurement interval of 30 day». The station* ware installed in 1969/70 
and data record* from S970 are reported in the Nordic publication on 
Hydrological Data The measurement* are made by the Hydrological 
Office 

tn the latter part or the decade some reorganisation* have taken place 
Newly reorganized is the National Board of Water*, which among other 
activities ha* commenced an intensified regional aludy of groundwater 

> resources and recharge conditions throughout F'nland. Soil water station» 
are being set up in coordination with these investigation» and very »oon 
Finland will have a rather exteneive network of hydrologtcal base station* 
with potentialitie* of resolving important elements of the water cycle in 
different hydrolog'cal districts 

Soil water investigation» are being made by 3 institutions within the IHD-
p.'ogramme. namely Department of Peatland Forestry of the University 
of Helsinki, Department of C.vil Engineering of the Technical University 
at Otanieim and the Hydrological Office. Also agricultural scientists have 
carried on' soil water studies concerning soil water retention character
istic» and uptake of water by different crop* The Dept of Peatland 
Forestry has been engaged in interesting studies on the basic hydrological 
properties of peat soils and the interaction of the**, with forest growth 
and drainage techniques The Finnish research on peat aoil* ha* a leading 
position in Norden and considering the lar^e pr"£ortlun of organic soils 
covering this region, it i* understandable that development* *n Finland 
are closely followed and highly u t H m u The research programme of 
the Dept of Featland Forestry also incK-'e» studies on evapotranspiration 
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from weadUada grewiag oa peat. Tka meaaerameata ara b u e d on a 
• • • d a l matkad that kaa heea developed aaé wktck involve* diurnal varla-
tloM ia groea! »ator lava» aa a aaaaaa oi evaluating evaporatioa loaaaa. 
EMarta are aleo being mada la develep adeeaaie mataeda o l ckaracter-
ieleg ana differentiating organic aoUa. See flgara *:2. 

r 
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Figure 6:2 Rectilinear correlation between depth of groundwater 
tablå and water content of different peat layer» in 
drained fcreet awarap* in Finland. A 1» a top layer 
(0-1 b i (n) , B i» a middle layer (15-25 cm) and C a 

. bottom layer (25-40 cm) •pbai^ium peal, where the 
degree of humification of the y*at increaees with depth. 
From Heikurainen et ai 1944. 
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The Departments of Civil Engineering and Technical Physic* of Helsinki 
University of Technology have been engaged in refinement.of basic in
struments in soil physics for sampling, for density, water retention and 
water flow measurements. Basic studies have besn mad* on the prin
ciples and functions of the nertron and gamma, methods. Cor determining 
density and moisture of soils A statistical study of regional character 
ha a also been performed -n the effect of weather factors on water econo
my and crop yields. Variations in crop growth have been correlated with 
various available expreos.ons for depicting air temperature, humidity» 
rainfall, cloudiness, hours of sunshine and radiation. It has not been 
until the last decade or so and more especially during the IHD, that 
regular observations have been made in Finland on soil temperature 
and soil water content and on pertinent quantities governing evaporstion. 
Much of this is rapidly changing now, due to She present rapid develop
ment of hydrology in Finland. A substantial investment has recently 
been made in the construction of a modern lysimcter field,, see figure 6r3. 

6. 2. 3 Iceland 

Long term soil water measurements were first initiated in Iceland in 
1964 when the Meteorological Institute established an agro-meteorologi
cal survey. Four measuring sites were ret up, of which three were lo
cated at state research stations. The rieasurement* are based on samp
ling of soil cores at 10 cm levels to a depth of 60 cm. The water content 
is determined by the gravimetric method. The work is limited to the non-
frost period of the year. 

Iceland has only recently se tup a representative basin(Ellidaa asar Rey
kjavik) and therefore lacks records of soil water measurements in this 
connection.. Interesting results of regional character have! been obtained, 
however, from deuterium studies. Thus by comparing deuterium contents 
of "young" water from snow and rain with "older" water* from springs 
and glacier», it has been possible to elucidate the origin of water in va
rious types of groundwaters. For example water from a borehole near 
Reykjavik has been found to originate from a glacier 100 km away (Lang-
jOkuU glacier). The technique also allows estimations of the annual snow 
precipitation that is stored in the glaciers and will also be of significance 
for studies of the soil water regime. 
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Figure 6:3 New lyslraeter field at the Helsinki University of Tech
nology. Tba field constat of li concrete lyeimetera 
arranged in t row», sea lower Croat «action. The sur
face area of each lyaimeter la 10 m aad Ota depth i. 5 
m. f i v e different «olla ara tasted, some lysimaters 
have grass vegetation, othrrs are bare. The surface and 
groundwater runoff and the eeil temperetoree at 6 level» 
ara registered automatically as alas are meteorological 
elementa such ss precipitation, wind speed and direction, 
air temperature and humidity, etc. From Kaitera 1970. 
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6. 2. 4 Norway 

According to an early Nordic HiO agreement. Norway waa give* r a y o n -
•ibility for water balance etudiea ic mountainoua are**. Such area* afford 
very apecial problem» of study -,ait* different from those confronting the 
other Nordic eountriee, and thie ha* given Norway a considerable chal
lenge within th* IHD-programme. Three representative basins aa*e been 
organized - Romerike, Fi'efjtU and Sagelva. Soil water U studied only 
in the former two baain*, 

The average runoff for Norway a a a whole i t about 40 1/a, while in M I M 
wreterly region* the average runoff may amount to S tiroea thi* amount, 
depending on rainfall» of about 6000 mm/year. The groundwater resources 
are small. Studie* of surface water, river, ice and glacier» are mad* by 
the Norwegian Water Resource» and Electricity Board, whereat major 
geohydrological activities are c r r led out by the Geological Survey of 
Norway, 

Responsibility for eoil water meaturementa in Roirerlk* and Filefjell 
ia held by the Department of Agricultural Hydrotechnique of the Agricul
tural College of Norway. Measurements were started in 1968 using the 
Danish neutron gauge with intervals ranging from 7-30 days in Romerike 
and more irregularly and limited to the Summer season in Filefjoll. Re
sults from two areas within and one area just outside Romerike are re
ported in Hydrological Data - Norden, In contrast to roost other represen
tative baeins in Norden, application of tenslometer measurernente have 
been made and the Department of Agricultural Hydrotechnique has designed 
its own equipment. Results from the studies are in progress of analyss». 

Norway excells in snow pack, studies and has gained much insight into 
thawing processes Pnd runoff phenomena. Also erosion studies are lively. 
In one area in Romerike studies are being mad* of the chemical changes 
occurring during infiltration and percolation of rain water through Che un
saturated, «one. A considerable change hat been found to occur in the che
mical composition of the rain water ih the upper 20 cm layer with a very . 
evident exclusion of anions and cations at about 10 cm depth. The pH of 
the rain is just below 5 and remain» low in the upper soil layer. Below 
20 cm depth the pH reaches 6 and the chemical composition remains 
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Figure 6:4 Moisture oscillationa in the surface layer (a) of a forest 
soil as a consequence of high temperature changes in 
an open clear cut foreat area in Norway. The vegetation 
cover is lichens and mosses which have a amall water 
consumption from the hume» (a) and mineral soli (b). 
The arrow» show the direction of water diffusion into 
and out of layer a, which has a thickness of about 20 
mm and maintain» a water content around tS "«.From 
Bjor 1965. 
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and climate of the are». A special study has been started to determine 
the effective porosity of till* using radiometric and direct measurement 
techniques. 

At the Dept of Land Improvement and Drainage of the Institute of Techno
logy, Stockholm, systematic studies have been made on the use of the 
neutron gauge for soil water assessment- A computer programme has 
been developed to handle field data. This programme hae been adopted 
by some other neutron gauge users in Norden and provides transforma
tion of count rate values into equivalent water contents taking into account 
particulars regarding the differences in soil type and soil density. The 
results are displayed in a series of table* and graph*, which give informa
tion on soil water distribution with time and in space and on statistical 
parameters such as means, standard deviations, maximums and mini
mum*, etc. Studies have also been made on the geoxnorphological depen
dence of soil water contents and changes. These studies have permitted 
stratification of hydrotoglcal areas into more defined soil water regime*. 

The Swedish Meteorological ana Kydrological Institute carries out soi l 
water measurements in three representative basins, Yeten, Kassjolnaad 
JLapptrasket and ha* applied the data to monthly water budget calculations. 
Results show that soil water changes occur very abruptly especially during 
thawing in spring and that they can exceed, precipitation values manifold 
for certain drier months of the year. There is generally much difficulty 
in deriving reliable mean monthly areal changes due to th* large hetero* 
geneity of the soil cover and its environment. Statistical analyses of the 
present network has shown that the error in the area! mean estimation of 
the monthly soil water change* is around 10 nun, which i* too high for a 
satisfactory evaluation of the actual monthly evaporation. 

For the top meter of soil cover the annual amplitude in soil water content 
is about SO mm for a normal year, the field capacity i s about 290 mm, the 
wilting point 150 mm, effective porosity 2-5 % and the groundwater level 
about i meter in depth. Some improvement in the reduction of tha varia» 
bility of soil water valuta baa been obtained by! expressing water contents 
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W a* saturation deficit! eo called Et-value*, where 

R . W - W w ° 
W f c " W w p 

and W ia the witting point and W, the field capacity content. Estlma-
tion of mean areal value* can therefor* be improved by using Jl-valuts 
instead of W e i å baeia for estimation. 

A study has been made at the Soils Dept of the College of Agriculture 
regarding the movement and storage of soil water in the root lone. Tri
tium has been used as a tracer in irrigation water applied ia various 

2 
amounts to riots about 6 m area and located in various types: of land 
(pine blueberry forest, deciduous forest, arable land, la fallow and in 
grass pasture). The avorage rat* of downward movement of percolating 
water (wetting front) was 1-3 mm per day giving a groundwater recharge 
corresponding to 0. 3-1.7 mm per day. The diesipation of applied tritium 
water could be divided into, a biologically governed phase, involving eva-
potranapiration, and a hydrophysical phase, involving percolation and 
groundwater recharge. Loaeca of water through evaporation and transpi
ration were vary rapid immediately aft«r irrigation and the general trend 
in the dynamics of the biological phase Was one of exponential decay with 
a duration of about 100 days. The hydrophysical phase w i s governed by 
the intensity of irrigation. Results have yet to be published. 

Considerable basic work has also been done at the Soils Department on 
the phyaical structure of arable soil». These investigation* Involve soil* 
from all parts of Sweden and most physical parameters. Varioaa instru
menta have been designed to permit routine measurements of aggregate 
size distribution, water retention characteristics, water, air ami heat 
movement, etc. Also chemical studies have been made on rain, soil 
and drainage waters in certain agricultural regions to give information 
on pollution effects and on the mobility and transformation of various 
nutrient* and elements of interest in both agriculture and nature conser
vation, see figure 6:5. 
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Wtter content. Vol % 

Figure 6: 5 Wile r retention curvea tor Swedlah arable 
«oil* with clay contenta from 0-4S % clay 
(numbered J-10 rain). From Anderaaon 

- .• k Wiklert 1972. • 
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Table 6. IHD -project* in soil water hydrology 196S-M 

BASIC DATA 
SOIL MOISTURE STATIONS (1) 
Icelandic Meteorological Ser-

Regular measurement» of «oil water at 
Z location*, Reykjavik in south-western 
and Akureyri in northern Iceland 

SOIL MOISTURE STATIONS (S) A network la being le t up baaed on 

Swedi.h Meteorological and ^ f f ' * " " • B D W " ' 
Hydrological Institute tentative ba.in* 

REPRESENTATIVE AND EXPERIMENTAL BASINS 

SOIL WATER INVENTORIES 
Karup (D) Geologic Survey of 
Denmark and Hydrotechnical 
Laboratory of Royal Veterinary 
and Agricultural College 
Stevne (D) Hydrotechnical La
boratory of Royal Veterinary 
and Agricultural College 

P a W r v i (F) Hydrological 
Office 
Filefjell (N) In*t. of Ajricul-

tu.al Hydro tech
nique of Agricul
tural College 

Romerike (N) - " -
Lapptracket (S) Swedish Meteo

rological and 
Hydrological 
Institute 

Kassjoan (S) - " -
V e l e n ( S ) -'•••' -

Verkaan (S) Dept of Land Im
provement and Drainage of in
stitute of Technology 
Varpinge (S) Dept of Hydraulic», 
Lund IoaUtute of Technology 

3. RESEARCH PROJECTS 
RUNOFF FROM SMALL 
BASINS (F) • 
National Board of Water* 

Nordic coordination ha*, led to the «elec
tion of II representative basin», covering 
widely varying terr aia and climatic con
dition*. In 9 of the*e basins soil water 
measurement* are collected on essen-
tially a monthly ba«i*. Measurement* 
are aUe made in an experimental basin 
inSweden. Varpinge 

Mea»ur*mant protramma «ummariatd 

Measurement technique: Combined -
density/moisture gauge lowered in 
metal acce»* tube* vertically installed 
at the measurement sites 

Time interval: 7 = 30 day» 

Depth interval: 10 - 20 cm to a total 
depth of 100 - 300 cm 

Station density: 0 . 0 1 - 1 station/km 

Study åt several small basin* of water 
balance with regard to meteorological, 
hydrological and physiographic factors 
of the baain* 
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INFILTRATION AND WATER 
BALANCE IN SMALL CATCH
MENTS OF VARYING StOPS(N) 

lost, of Agriculture Hydro tech
nique of Agricultural College, 
f loret jUn Wittr Resource* and 
Electricity Board, 
MEASUREiMENT OF ACTUAL 
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION FROM 
VARIOUS FARM CORPS (D) 
3t. Jyndevad station of the 
Danish State Experiment* and 
Research in Plant Culture 

ENERGY EXCHANGE BETWEEN 
SOIL AND ATMOSPHERE (F) 
Finnish Meteorological Inst, 

LY5IMETRIG MEASUREMENTS 
OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION {F) 
Lab of Water resources .Engin
eering of Helelnkl Univareity of 
Technology, Otantemi 
EVAPORATION OF TREE 
STANDS (F) 
Dept of Peatiarid Fore*try of 
Univeriity cf Heleinki 

MOVEMENT OF MOISTURE IN 
THE UNSATitt ATED ZONE (D) 
Geological Survey of Danmark 

Water bålane* atudia» In 2 email area» 
within Romarllrt representative baain 
with special eKfl,«haal* on infiltration 
and «roaion a* affactod by elope, aoii 
typ* and vegetation cover 

Actual evxpotranapiration ie studied 
by following changes in «oil water 
content of the root, «on* of varioua farm 
crop* with a neutron jauge. Correla
tion* are mad* with meteorological 
factor f ( w h a* temperatura, satura
tion deficit and wind apaad of the air 
and radiation parameters 

Mlcroraeteorological observations are 
mad* of various parameters to deter
mine evaporation baaed or. enargy and 
vapour flux calculation* 
Lyeimater studies Is determine effect 
of different soil types and groundwater 
levels on water balance of surface 
layer of soil - ; 

Study of evapotrantpiration of different 
tree stand* baaed on method of diurnal 
fluctuation of groundwater level 

VARIATIONS OF SOIL MOIST
URE IN SMALL BASINS {T) 
Hydrological Office 

SHELTERBELTS AND WATER 
BALANCE fN ARID REGION (N) 
Inst, of Agricultural Hydrotech-
nique of Agricultural College. 
Norwegian Meteorological Inst. 
Agricultural Research Council 

Study of «oil water change* using neutron 
gauge in 22 m deep tube* at Karup re
presentative basin. Velocity of watting 
front i* traced in relation to amount of 
precipitation. Information on recharge 
to groundwater and loss through evapo
transpiration ia anticipated 

Monthly measurements of eoil water 
with neutron method yield possibilities 
of studying water balance of the un
saturated son* ia lim-tad area* 

Effect* of sh*lt*rbelts on temperature 
and water balaac* of «oil in an arid 
region, Le*Ja. Also «tudy of plant 
reaction* to "«oil water and tempera
ture variation* • •" 
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CHEMICAL CHANGE OF SOIL 
MOISTURE (N) 
Geologic*! Survey of Norway 

VERTICAL MOVEMENT AND 
STORAGE OF SOIL MOISTURE 
IS) 
Pept oi Pedology of Agricultural 
College 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOIL Study based on statistical analyses 

Study of the chemical . «ituingee in per
colating water through «oil to ground
water at Romerike representativ» 
b a s i n • 

Movement and dissipation of percola
ting water through different (oi l
plant environment* is studied, uaing 
tritium a» a tracer 

MOISTURE AND TEXTURE (S) 
Dept of Land Improvement and 
Drainage of Inst, of Technology 

of long term measurements* of soil 
water in different «oils, of the effect 
of soil texture on the retention and 
exchange of waiter in the unsaturated 
zone 
Study in small basins to get scientific 
basis for the design of drainage 
schemes. Study involves considera
tions to topographic soil vegetation 
and climatic conditions 
Quantitative and qualitative a s s e s s -
menrof nutrients in drainage water 
from different agricultural districts 

RUNOFF FROM SMALL BASINS 
(S) • 
Dept of Agricultural Hydrotech-
nics of Agricultural College 

WATER QUALITY IN AGRICUL
TURAL DISTRICTS (N) 
Inst, of Agricultural Hydrotech-
nique of Agricultural College 

THE EFFECT OF TREE STANDS Study of different kinds of siiv.cultural 
ON SOIL MO'VrURE AND treatments on soil and groundwater in 
GROUND W..TER TABLE (F> drained peal lands. 
Dept of Peatland Forestry of 
University of Helsinki 

OPTIMAL DRAINAGE OF PEAT 
LANDS <F) 
Dept of Peatland Forestry of 
University of Helsinki 

STUDIES ON THE EFFECT OT 
HY DROMETEOROLOGICAL 
FACTORS ON CROP YIELDS (F) 
Lab of Water Resources Engin
eering of Helsinki University of 
Technology, Ounlemi 
THE EFFECT OF URBANIZA
TION ON WATER BALANCE {S) 
Division of Hydraulics of Inst. 
of Technology, Lund 

Relationship is studied between ground 
water tevel and water storage and tree 
growth of peat soils 

Statistical analyses of certain meteoro
logical observations to ascertain respon
se of crop's to different moisture con
ditions 

Study of changes occuring to a small 
virgin.area as a consequence of 
successive urbanisation. Soil water 
is measured with a neutron gauge 
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MOVEMENT OF WATER IN 
THE UNSATURATE» ZONE. 
CUfimfiS, JUTLAND <D) 
Geological Survey of Denmark 
Danish Isotope Centre 

NEUTRON METHOD FOR SOU-
WATER ASSESSMENT (F> 
Dept of Technical Phytic* of 
Technical Univeralty, "Otaniemi 

NEUTRON TECHNIQUES FOR 
DETERMINATION OF WATER 
CONTENT OF SOILS (S) 
Dept of Land Improvement and 
Drainage of Institute of Techno
logy,' Stockholm 

SOIL WATER BALANCE AT 
ULVSUNPA, STOCKHOLM (S) 
Swediah Meteorological and 
Hydrotoglcal Inst. 

HYDROGEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
IN TILL (S) 
Geological Survey of Sweden 

Tritium profile* :,'. water in the un
saturated lone to 22 m depth have 
heen determined with intervals of 
2 years. The result* give Indications 
of the r«te of recharge and evapo-
transpiration 
Sasic principles and application tech
nique* underlying the neutron merood 
for determining water in porous media 
are studied 

Development of sui table routines for 
aVeat determination of water storage 
in the unsaturated lone ai Ing the 

" neutron method 

Water blance studies through inter-»- -
mittent determinations of soil water 
using the neutron method 

Effective porosity of till has been 
studied atLapptrasket And Velen re 
presentative batina. Direct gravl-
metric and indirect gamma-neutron 
measurements have been used 

SOIL WATER DISTRIBUTION AS Relationship between variability in 
A FUNCTION OF LANDSCAPE soil water and landscape attribute» 
STRUCTURE (S) 
Dept of Land Improvement and 
Drainage. Institute of Techno
logy, Stockholm 

STUDY OF THE PRECIPITA
TION - GROUNDWATER RE
SPONSE IN AQUIFERS OF 
VARIOUS GEOLOGIC COMPO
SITION (S) 
Geologic Survey of Sweden 

INFILTRATION AND PERCO
LATION OF WATER IN SOIL(S) 
Hydrological Division. Untver- . 
sity of Uppsala 
STUDIES ON SOIL WATER AND 
GROUNDWATER (S) 
Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute 

such as geology, topography, vege
tation, etc are studied 

Purpose is to cnnrittéViae the preci 
pitation - groundwater relationship 
for different geological features 

Existing information on infiltration•-. 
and percolation in different aoils in --
Norden ba* been! compiled for pur
poses of evaluating'surface runoff 

A detailed study of the infiltration 
and percolation process under natural 
conditions in a subba sin of Kassjain 
rrpresenutive basin 



APPENDIX I 

T e x t u r a l C ^ i i i l i h c t t l b n o f S o i l » , , 

There i* at preaent n» interiiational agreement regarding the textural 
classification of soils. Probably the moat well-known classification 
system ia the American ay stem (USDA Soil Survey Manual, handbook 
No 18), which haa also bee» reconunendsd'by the FAO lor use in 
developing countriea (Guideline» for Soil profile description - FAO 
publ. 1970). It will be presented here together with systems in use 
in the Nordic countries as a reference. 

The textural classification ia baaed on the relative prspbrtiosa of 
various particle aire fractions that make up the aoll. /These friction» 
have been defined in various ways as shown in Table A: 1 below. The 
moet systematic division of particle sixe fractions is probably that of the 
International Society of Soil Science flSSS) alao called the Atterberg 
system. For many purposes it is too detailed and in the more applied 
sciences, e g soil mechanics (geotechnlcal fleld) it has been simplified. 
The U S Department of Agriculture (USDA) has a separate system. It 
is important when comparing soil textures to know according to which 
system they have been defined and named. 

i. Systems used in the Nordic countries 

All the Nordi,c countries ha^e acknowledged the iSSS-system tor 
particle size classification. The classification used for soil texture 
varies, however. * 

In Denmark a atriet system of textural classification ha» not been 
established. The nomenclature most commonly used is closely 
related to the USDA system with a three fraction division. The. word 
"muld" is used here as a translation of the American term "loam", 

Sweden and Norway have essentially the same system, which.' is 
'based on the content of clay, while Finland has a separate system. 
The relationships between the systems used in Norden to denote the 
texture of soils is shown below: 

Country Clay content Soil name 

Finland 

below ca 25 % 
ca 25 - 40 % 
above ca 40 % 

below 
30 

above 

30% 
60% 
60% 

rands, silts and loams 
clay loams 
clays 

saiuie, fine sands and silts 
fine (and clays and silty clays 
very fine (heavy)clays 

Norway and below 5.% non~clayev: soils 
Sweden 5 - 25 % coarse textured clays 

above 25 % fine textured ciaya 
For a more detailed subdivision of the soil textural types used in 
Norway arid Sweden see Table 3:2 
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Table 1:1. Compariaon between different ayetema of claaaifying aoil Cj 
particle fractiona 

file:///Particle


2. The American system (USDA-system) 
The American nomenclature adopted to express thsj texture (i * the rala-, 
tivc proportions of sand, «ill and clay) of a Soil i» bated on a subdivision 
by means of a triangular diagram. The c l a n name» consist basically of 
the terms sand, silt, clay and loam used cithv'r as nouns or adjectives 
or both, see 1:2. 

a. Loamy sandi: Loamu coane tand—25% or more very 
coarse nnd coarse sand, and lew thau 50% any other ooe 
grade of sand. Loamy «md-—25% or mon* very coarse, 
coarse, and in «Horn, and les» dun 50% fine or very fine 
sand. Loamy fine Mnd—50% or more fine Mod (or) lest 
than 25% vary coarse, coarse, and medium sand and less 
than 25% very fine sand. Loamy vary fine «end—50% or 
more very fine sand. 

b. Sands: Coarse mnd—25% or more very coarse and coarse 
sand, and less than 50% of any other material or sand 
separate. Sand—25% o1 more of very coarse, coarse, and 
medium and, and less than 50% of fine or very fine saad. 
Fine tand—50% or more of fine sand or less than 25% 
very coarse, coarse, and medium sand and Ser, than 50% 
very fine sand Very f-** aamd—50% or more very fine 
sand. 

c. Sandy loam: Coar*± tandv loam—25% or more very 
coarse and coarse sand and less than 50% of any other 
one grade of sand. 

F i g u r e 1:2, A m e r i c a n s o i l textural d i a g r a m 
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i. Clarification of the oraanic fraction 

A commonly uaad claaaificallon in Nordan for the organic aoil fraction 
ia the following: 

I. Mineral aoil* < 20 % humul 
*}% humua poor aoila 

3 - 6 % moderately humut containing aoila 
6 - 12 % humul rich aoila 

12 - 2 t % very humu* rich aoila '• 

II. Org*nie aoil* having mineral fraction» 
20 - 40 * humue (Mull) 

III. ' Organic aoila eaaentially devoid of mineral fraction* 
afcov* 40 %humu* (mainly Carex and Sphagnum peate) 

4. Geological aapeeta 

Beaidea diatinguiahing the textural compoaition of aoila, it ia common 
to alao make diattnctiona aa regarde the geological origin in naming 
aoila. The following geological ctaaaiflcation ia then generally 
followed: 

I. Mineral aoil type*: 
Unaaaortcd - glacial tilla (moraine aoila) 

- weathervd material (acree) 

A* sorted - glacifluvial depoalta 
- fluvial depoaite (poat glacial) 
- ahore depoeita 
- deep water aedimenta (varved glacial claye, 

poat glacial clay* and ailta) 
- wind depoalta 

II. Organic «oil typea; 
Mull - humui 
Mor - humu» 
Peat aoila 
Gyttja 
Mire 

(III. Chemical depoaita: bog-ore, ochre, alum, kaolin, etc) 

Concerning the differentiation of peat aoila (organic), floriatic 
compoaition and the nature of the environment are used a* the baei* 
for classification - aee Heikurainen 1971 
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V e g e t a t i o n ae an I n d e x of E n v i r o n m e n t a l F a c t o r » 

1. The major plant reaiona of Norden ^ , -
Within the Nordic region Ave major plant betta may ba differentiated, 
aa ahown in Table 11:2. 

Table 11:2 Plant geographical region» of Norden . 

Plant region Latitude 

I Sub» r tic and . Above 68 .-, North of the timber line. Heath 
Arctic and tundra with scattered dwar

fed birch apeciee. Include* all 
of tcetand and northernmoet 
part of Fennoakandia 

II Alpine-and 59-70 The Scandea Mountain range. 
Subalpine 500-1000 mal Altitude! above timber line. 

Similar to I. 

Boreal 60-66 
coniferoua excluding -
foreat the Scandera 

Moat of Finland and 2/3 of 
Sweden. F^reat dominated by 
Scotch pine and Norway aprueo 
mixed with birch. Alio bog» 
and mire» cover aubatantial 
areaa of the region 

North 56-60 Southern 1/3 of Sweden» aouthern 
European coaat belt of Finland and weat 
mixed foreat . coaat atrip of Norway. Conifara 

< mixed with deeiduoua apecioa, 
but not beech 

North Below 58 Alt of Denmark and aome narrow 
European aouthern and weatern coaatal 
deciduoua belta of Sweden and Norway, 
foreat Natural foreat» dominated by 

beech 

2. Ordination of *he Boreal.coniferoua ioreet ration according to 
foreat eita-typea 

In the Boreal conifaroua foreat regio.l it haa been .found poaaible to 
claaaify the foreat ecoeyetema according to the interrelationahip 
between vegetation and habitat. Syatem» have been developed in both 
Finland and Sweden, where foreat eité-typee have been identified 
and claaaified according to gradient» of moieture and nutrienta of 
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th* habitat. Th* «y*t*m developed by Arnborg 1953 for northarn 
Swadan la «hown in th* (allowing table,. 

Table B:3 Foraat types of northern Sweden, arranged againat theo
retical ordinal»* of moisture and nutrient* {Arnborg 1953). 
Each typ* la defined by it* Vegetation 

Degree of Degree of nutrient» iupply 
moietn*»» • •..,..*;•.•-. 

Poor Good Rich Abundant 
(Dwarf-ehrub (L»»tr«»-dw.\rf- (Forb-dwarf- (S"orb 
eerie») «hrub »erie«> «hrub «erle» aarict) 

V«ry dry Very dry 
dwarf-shrub 
type, 

Dry Dry 
dwarf-shrub 

Dry Last***-
dwarl-ahrub ^ 

Dry fbrb-
dwarf-ahrub 

,rr**h'" Freah 
dwarf-»hrub 
typ* 

Fraah X-aatraa-
dwarf-abrub . 

'typ*; •-':'•. 

Fr*»h-forb-
dwarf-shrub 
tri» •:'•; 

Fr .ab 
forb 
type 

*M*t Moist 
dwarl-ahrub 
typ* 

Moiit Li»trta-
dwarf-shrub ! 

typ* 

Moist forb-
dwarf-ahrub 
typ*" ': 

Moist 
Jbrb 
lyp* 

w*t Wat 
dwarf-shrub , 
typ* 

•' Wei hora«t»il : ' 
dwarf-ahrub i 
;typ« 

/ w * f '.-•'•;. 
(brb-aadg* 
iyp* . 

III 

The indication» uaad to **parat* th* varioua level» of moiaturt and 
nutrition hav* been baaed on th* composition! of th* bottom respectively 
th* field vegetation layer of th* frown forest «tand. !a TabI* A:4 th* 
indication! o f ait* moisture condition* portrayed by the bottom (ground) 
layer of vegetation are given, and in Table A: 5 the reeponte charac
ter l i tic» of th* field layer to different nutri*nt level» ar« shown. 
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Table II:4 Relation between moisture autua of the habitat and the 
character of the bottom layer of the fully grown stand: of 
Nov thern Swedish coniferous forest region 

Bottom layer of grown foreat atand Moiature status of stand site 

Lichens form a complete cover even Very dry 
under t*-e treea 

Lichens form the main cover, Dry 
moaaea occur -nder the treea 

Bottom layer is tacking or charac- Fresh 
terixed by moaaes o'cher than 
Sphagnum 

Sphagnum mosaea occur in Moiat 
scattered cluaters 

Sphagnum moasea form a 
complete cover 

Wet 

Table U:5 Relation between nutrient atatua of habitat and the charac
ter of field layer of the fully grown stand of Northern 
Swedish coniferous forest region 

Field layer of the grown. 
forest stand 

Nutrient status of the 
stand aite 

Dwarf-shrub series 
composed mainly of Vacclniurn special and Poor 
some less demanding herbs. Lastrea, bracken 
is not present ' 
Lastrtsa-dwarf shrub sar lea 
The small Lastrea dryopterie bracken Good 
characterizes the field layer. Vaccihium 
myrtillua dominates the dwarf-shrubs and 
is more thriving here than in the previous 

Forb-dwarf shrub series 
Dominating i s the herb. Geranium ailva- Rich 
ticum. Vaccinium myrtillus is abundant 
and thriving 
Forb-series 
This is the most fertile site type with a Abundant 
dominance of barbs, high growing,bracken 
and graases. The dwarf-shrubs are generally 
set back and lacking 
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3. Ordination of the Worth European mined and deciduous 
' ' 'fay*** regions 

A» progressioni» made from the coniferpus'forest regionto the south 
toward! mixed and deciduous type forests, vegetation classification 
baled on clear envlrsnmental gradient* becomes more complex. 
Theoretically it ia possible to map aynecological or environmental 
ordinate* by entering point valuea on a map and drawing iaolinea on 
a grid baai* However, gradient discontinuities and reversal» win 
generally occur with auch frequency that the roeaningfutness of patterns 
obtained wilt be questionable. Simplified systems of ordination baaed 
on vegetation and environment charaeterietics can of courae be utilized 
to broadly classify landacapea and their componenta. Applications to 
hydrologi*:*! investigations have unfortunately been very lacking, but 
are Its progress, see' 3 .4 , 5. f o r the southern mixed and deciduous 
forest regiona it ia common to look at the complete vegetation stand 
and not only the bottom and field layers. The type of eocioiogical 
aystems that can thus be derived is shown in Table 11:6 below from 
the work by Kielland-Lund. 

Table II: 6 Scandinavian forest vegetation arranged according 
to environmental ordinate*, from 
Kielland-Lund 

Fine-lichen Klxsd pinetpruce Spruce forest Spruce forest 
forest. forest rich in rich in blue rich in low 

' 
cowberries. berries end n a i l 

ferns. 
herbs. 

?in» bog forest 

Spruce tvaan 
forest 

Salix swaap 

log ^"""--J 
forest 

^ • " " " • • ^ . 

Loe fert i l i ty High fert i l i ty 

(lieUaae-Lund) 
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Ai can be i t m . Table 11:6 doe* not include tti* batch and oak forest 
type ecosystem*, which arc «immon in Danmark and the southern* 
most part of Fennoscandia. However, even (or these, classification 
ayalema baaed on environmental ordinate* ara available. 

4. Root survey* 
Root characteriatica, may in (he aarne way a« branch.and.leaf cbajrae-
teristics, reveal important hydrologicat. features of tha landscape. The 
pretence of living root» define* the volume of (oil influenced by tranapl-
ration. Root distribution is affected by variou» environmental factors 
and retarded by Such condition! as texture resistance (compacted 
layers), oxygen deficiency (e. g. high water table), temperatur* «x» 
ceaaea {e.g. permafrost), poor nutrient and moisture statu» (e .g . 
coarae textured droughty soils). Root development aftacts aoil atru*-
ture through increased porosity and .aggregate development and »t*-
bility. The roota of forest atanda have been found lo increase porosity 
by 10-20 '«which implies 40-50 mm of Increased water holding capa
city and aignificant effect» on infiltration and runoff. 

In a cpecial technical publication by UNESCO 1973 - "Root Survey 
Methods for Hydrological JSxperiments" - methods for root survey* 
have been presented. Direct field methoda Include: 

1) Excavation techniques that permit charting the lateral and vertical 
extent of roots. 

2) Removal of soil monoliths for extraction of root patterns by 
washing away the soil matrix. : 

3} Various kinda of core sampling techniques, 
4) Dyes, trace elements and isotopes for indirect detection of root 

distribution. 
5) Repeated soil moisture measurements for estimating the spheres 

of root influence. 
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APPENDIX (II 

G l o e e s r y of S o i l W a t e r T e r m » 

An important and Integral part of editing a state of the art report 
(a to consider terminology. A Uat of term» witsdeflnitions generally 
widen» the a cope and usefulness of such report» very considerably. 
The preparation of a glossary a l io help* t»> check the quality and 
comprehensiveness at the material presented and i* in thi* way a kind 
of maaeure In iteelf of the atate of the art of the field in queetion. 

The gloeeary that la hare presented i» baaed on the Nordic Glossary 
of Hydrology (first draft of term» publiebed 1973) and on a careful 
consideration of the contenta of the report and of development» by 
IASK regarding hydrologien! investigation* of the unsaturated aone. 
The Nordic Glossary of Hydrology i» a muUilingosl liat of terme with 
English, Danlet, Finnish, Icelandic, Norwegian and SwcJlah squiva-
l«nt«, but lack* definition*. The list has been assembled through the 
Joint effort* of several Nordic epecialiat group». Member» of the tH0 
Nordic working group on «oil water (NAG 2} formed each a group and 
compiled 1970 a l ist of about 350 Engiiah terme with Nordic language 
equivalent* concerning «oil water hydrology. The next step i s now 
the preparation of definition* and is a tedioui on». It seems uncertain 
at present whether such work can be completed for: publication before 
1976. The present glossary can In this context be con* ide red to be an 
intermediate step along the way, helping to awaken interest and dis 
cussion for a more refined terminology. 

In addition to definitions, the glossary here contains references to 
pertinent sections of the report, thereby also acting a* an index of 
the contents. '"'• 



Adhesive water - water retained in the «oil against gravity as thin film» 
covering the wall* of the pore* {or surface* of the «oil particle»). 
See 3. Z. 2. 

Aeration «one - see Unsaturated zone, i Z 

Aggregate structure - the. cementing or binding log^wK-r •.' ,*.'! particle* 
into secondary unita, aggregate* or granules Wa" .. i1'3.» aggre* 
gate*, which wilt not disintegrate easily, arc, in t • .'<?•: t to 
single grain structure, ot special importane* w '-•i :>' ucture. 
See Soil structure, 3 .1 . Z. 

A-horizon - see Soil horizon, Eluvlal horizon, 3 .2 .1 , 

Air capacity - commonly considered to be the larger pore» filled with 
air when the «oil i» at Weld capacity. The bulk volume.of pore* 
that are unable to hold water when subjected to tension equivalent 
to free drainage (50-100 cm). See Gravitational porosity, Non-
capillary porosity. Effective porosity, 3 .1 .2 . 

Air-filled porosity - **:•• proportion of the bulk volume of the soil that . 
is filled with ai i . See Air capacity, 3. I. ?. 

Available water - the portion of water in a soi l that can be absorbed 
by plant roots,usually considered to be thai water held in the soi l 
against a tension between field capacity and wilting point. See 
Field capacity, Wilting point, 3.E,?;; 

*E-horizon - horizonaffected by accumulation ([Uuviatlon) of clay. Iron 
and organic matter. See Soil horizon, llluvlal horizon. 

Bulk density (Soil) - t h e mats of dry soil par unit bulk volume expressed 
as g em" , The bulk volome is determined in the natural etate 
before the sample i» dried to constant weight at 1Q5°C, The value 
is dependent oh texturs, waiter content and pressure burden. It 
ranges from 1 , 2 - 1,8 for arable soils; See shrinkage, 3 .1 .2 . 

Capillary fringe zone - zone just above the water table (zero gauge 
pressure) that remains saturated. The extent and tb» degree of 
definition of the capillary fringe depend* upon the size distribution 
of pores. 

Capillary porosity - the small pores or the bulk volume of small pores 
that hold water in soils against a tension usually greater than &0 
cm (2 ft) of water. These pora* ara commonly filled with Water 
when the «oil is at field capacity. Sea Porosity, 3 ,1.2. 

Capillary potential - see Matrix potential, 3 .2 . 2. 

Capillary water - the water held In the "capillary" or small pores of 
a soil, usually with a tension greater than 60 cm (Z ft) of water, 
Much of this water i s considered to be readily available to plants. 
See Field capacity, Unsaturated «one, 3 .2 ,2 , 

C-horizon - the layer of weathered parent-material in a soil profile. 
See Soil horizon. 
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Coir»g texture • the texture exhibited by mi l t containing large pro
portion of fine and coarse «and fractions (particle diamter» 
greater than 0.02 mm). See Soil texture/ Appendix I, 3. i. 1. 

Condensation - transition from the vapour to the liquid phase. See 
Evaporation, Sublimation, Vapour pressure. 

Consistence (Soil) - t: the resistance of a mrterial to deformation or 
rupture. 2: the degree of cohesion or adhesion of the «oil mass. 
Terms used for describing consistence of soil materials at 
various soil moisture contents and degrees :ef cementation are: 
Wet. NoneUckv. slightly sticky, sticky, very sticky, neoplastic, 

slightly plastic, plastic, ind very plastic 
Moist. Loose, very friable, friable, firm, very firm, and 

extremely firm 
Dry. Loose, soft, slightly hard, hard, very hard, and extremely-

hard 
Cementation. Weakly cemented, strongly cemented, and indurated. 
See Plasticity, Appendex 1, 3 .1 . i . 

Consumptive use - the quantity of water used and transpired by vegeta
tion plus that evaporated, See Evapotransplratlon, 3 , 4 . 3 . 

Density - the mass per unit volume materi*; See Bulk density. Particle 
• 'density, 3 .1 .2 . . 

Depth of wat, r table - distance between the surface of soil and upper 
boundary of groundwater. See Un-saturated «one, 2. Z. 

Dew point - the temperature attained upon cooling moist air at which 
its water vapour starts to condensate, I. «. When the actual 
vapour pressure equals the saturation vapour pressure. See 
Condensation, Vapour pressure. 

Drain»s» (Soil) - whan the soil is free of saturation; for example, in 
well-drained soils «ha water is removed readily bat not rapidly: 
in poorly drained soils the root son* is waterlogged for long periods 
unless artificially drained, and the roots of ordinary crop plants 
cannot get enough oxygen; in excestivsly drained toi ls «he water 
is removed so completely that most crop plant* suffer from lack 
of water. Strictly speaking, excessively drained soils are a result 
of excessive runoff due to steep slopes or lo+ available water-
holding capacity due to small amounts Of silt and clay in the soil 
material. See 2. 3, 3. 4. 4. 

Dry stats (Soil) - the condition of a soil after heating at 10S°C during 
at least 24 hours to remove by vapourisation all physically bound 
water. In this state the soil has maximum bulk density due to 
shrinkage. See Dry weight, shrinkage, 3 . 2 . 1 . 

Dry weiabt (Soil) • the equilibrium weight of the solid soil particles after 
the water hat been vapouriaed by heating to 10S°C. See 3 .2 :1 . 

Ecosystem - a community of organisms and its controlling environment. 
Set Appendix II, 3 . 4 . 5 . 
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Eluvial horizon - a «oil horizon formed by the process of eluviation 
(leaching). See Eluviation, Itluvial horizon. Soil horizon,. 

Eluviation - the removal oi soil material in suspension (or in solution) 
from a layer or layer» of a foil. (Usually, the loss of material 
in lolution i« described by Use term "leaching"). See Leaching. 
Soil horiroi». 

Evaporation • p} ysical proce»» which transforms solid or liquid media 
into 'jpour (gae). See Evapotranspiration, Condensation, 
Sublimation, Vapour pressure, 3. 4. 3. 

Evaootranepiration * water transpired by vegetation pluc that evaporated 
from the soil. See Consumptive use, 2 .2 , 2. 3. 3 . 4 . 3 . 

Evaporation zone - the layer of the unsaturated zone between the soil 
surface and thermocline level. See 2. 2. 

Effective porosity - the ratio of the volume oi interconnected pore «space 
available for fluid transmission to bulk volume of the soil. See 
Air capacity, 3 .1 .2 . 

Field capacity • the greatest amount of water that the soil will hold 
'under conditions of free drainage (i e against gravity), usually 
expressed as a percentage of the oven-dry weight of soil. See 
Air capacity. Available water, 3 .2 .2 . 

Fine texture - the texture exhibited by soils containing large preposi
tions of silt and clay (particle diameters smaller than 0,02 mm). 
See Soil texture, Appendix I, 3. 1.1. 

Free water - water not adsorbed to the wall of the pores and therefore 
free to move under the force of gravity. See Gravitational water. 
Saturation, Groundwater zone, 2 .2 , 3 ,2 .2 . 

Gravitational water - water that moves into, through, or out of the soil 
under the influence of gravity. See Free water, 3 ,3 .2 . 

Groundwater - subsurface water in the zone of saturation, having atmos
pheric and hydrostatic pressure. See 2 .2 . 

Groundwater table or Ir vel - the upper surface of vhe groundwater zone, 
where the pressure is atmospheric. See 2 .2 . 

Groundwater zone - zone beneath th* groundwater level (table) where 
water has atmospheric and hydrostatic pressure. See Free water, 
Groundwater, 2 .2 . 

Humus - that more or less stable fraction of the soil organic matter 
remaining after the major portion of added plant and animal, 
residues have decomposed, usually amorphous and dark coloured. 
See Organic matter, Appendix I, 3 .1 .2 . 

Hydraulic conductivity - property of soil to transmit water under pressure 
and in a saturated condition. Generally expressed as the flux through 
a unit section of soil perpendicular to the direction of flow governed 
by a gradient of unity. See Permeability, Transmiasivity, 3 . 3 . 1 . 
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Hygroscopic coefficient . amount of adsorpsd water on the surface ol 
•oil particles Is an atmosphere of 501» relative humidity at 25°C. 
For classifying «oil water condition* la the Held en an ecological 
basis other definition» have been supported, see 3. 2. 2. 

Hygroscopic water . water sotightly held by the attraction of «oil 
particle» that it cannot he removed except a» a vapour by railing 
the temperature above the boiling point of water. It is unavailable 
to plants. See Adhesive water, 3 ,2 . 2. 

Hysteresis - the irreversible effect» ol drying and wetting on the water 
retention properties of a soil. It caussa the wster'retentlon curve 
to describe a loop, where the higher position applies to the drying 
process and ihe tower position to the wetting irocess"; See Moist
ure retention curve. 3 .2 .2 . 

Illuvial horizon - a soil layer or horizon in which material carried from 
an overlying layer has been precipitated from solution or deposited 
from «utpensfon. The layer of accumulation in contrast to eluvial 
horizon. See Soil horizon. 

illi-y'itlon - the process of deposition of «oil material removed from 
one horizon to another in the soil , usually from an upper to a 
lower horizon in the soll profil*. See Soil horizon. 

Impervious soil * a soil through which water, air, or root* cannot 
penetrate.' 

Infiltrability - esse of infiltration. See Infiltration capacity, 3. 3 .2. 

hifiltration - flow of water from the soil surface into the underground. 
See 3. 3. Z, 

infiltration capacity - the maximum rate at which a soli can absorb 
rain or irrigation water during unit time. See Infiltrability, 3 .3 .2 . 

Infiltration coefficient - the ratio of infiltration rate n> rainfall inten
sity. See 3. 3 .2 . 

Infiltromster - a divic» for measuring the rate of entry of fluid into 
a porous body, for example, water into soil . See 3 . 3 . 2 . 

Interception - the process by which precipitation is caught and held by 
foliage, twigs, and branches of trees, shrubs, and other vegetation. 
Often uted for "interception loan" or the amount of water evaporated 
from the intercepted precipitation. See 3. 4 .1 . 

Intermediate jtoi» - that part of the soil water sona that l ies between the 
root and capillary sones. See Unsaturated zone, 2 ,2 . 

Internal soil drainage - t h e downward movement of water through the 
- «oil profile. The rate of movement is determined by the texture, 

•treeture, and other characteristics of the «oil profile and under
lying layers and by the heigth of the water table, either permanent 
or perched, Relative terms for expressing internal drainage are 
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none, very alow, slow, medium, rapid, and very rapid. See 
Drainage, Percolation, 3 .5 .2 . 

Intrinsic permeability - ability of a loll to transmit «njr fluid, irres
pective of the nature of the fluid or the flaw conditions. It is pro-

- portionat to the square of a characteristic length parameter of 
the soil (pore diameter). See Hydraulic conductivity. Permeability, 
3. 3-. 1. -

Irrigation - the artifical application of water to cultivated lir.d. Sea 2. 3. 

Leaching ~ the removal of materials involution from the soil. See 
Bluviation, SoU hcrison. . 

. . . . \ 
Lower plastic limit - s e e Plasticity. 

Lyaimelef - device to'measure the quantity or rate of water movement 
through a.block of soil, usually undisturbed or ii\ situ; or to 
collect such percolated water for analysis. 

Matrix - natural material in which larger particles are embedded. 

'Matrix potential •- the suction caused by adhesion or capillarity ex
pressed as the height of an equivalent water column in relation 
to-the.water (able. See Moisture tension. Capillary potential. 
For more details, see 3,2. Z. 

Moisture (Soil) - water in the unsaturated zone. It has nega live hydro
static .pressure, due to adhesive and capillary forces and occurs 
as thin films covering the pore walls. See Adhesive i atar, 3 .2 .2 , 

Moisture equivalent - water retained in the soil when the Utter is subject 
to a centrifugal force of i 000 times the force of gravity for 30 
minutes. A laboratory equivalent to field ct^acity. £ce Field 
capacity, 3. 2. 2, 

Moisture neofile - a curve representing the distribution of soil moisture 
' versus depth. See 3 .2 .2 , 

Moisture retention curve - a curve representing the relationship between 
suction and moisture volume percentage. 

Moisture tension or suction - the negKuve pressure occuring in soil 
water as a result"..( adhesion or capillarity. See Metric potential. 

Moisiure volume percentage - the ratio of the volume of water to the 
total bulk, volume of the soil. See 3 . 2 , 1 . 

Moisiure weight percentage - the water content expressed as a percent
age of the oven-dry weight of soil. See 3. 2 .1 , 

Neutron moisture gauge - an instrument with a fast-neutron source and 
a slow (thermal or eplthermal) neutron detector which m easures 
the moisture content of soil in terms of the detector count rats, 
after relating this count rate to the moisture content oil the soil 
by calibration. It consists of a probe containing the source and 
detector and an electronic unit indicating the count rate. See 4, 3. 2. 
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Non-capillary porosity - Sa* Air capacity. 3. t. 2. 

Oraanic mattar - Uw organic fraction of tha soil that include» plant 
and animal residues at varloua stage* of decomposition, cell* 
and tiaaaa* of sail organisms, and «ubåtane»» synthesized by 
the »oil population. Commonly determined a* the amount of 
organic material contained in a *oil «rople pa**ed through a 
2 mm aiev*. See Humus. Appendix 1, 3 , 1 . 1 . 3 .1 . Z. 

Organic «oil* - (oil* containing mora than 20%organic matter. See 
Organic mattar. Appendix I , 3.1.2. 

Particle deneitr - t h e ratio of the dry ma** ot t i e toil particle» eollec-
tlvely and their respective volume excluding pore space* between 
the partlcU». See 3 . 1 . 2 . 

Particle »l»e - t h e affective diameter of a particle meaaure by sedi
mentation, sieving, or micromelrlc method». Various particle 
« l ie fraction* have bean defined for the purpoae of grouping 
«oil» into tcxturad c lasses . See Partiet*; «ise distribution. 

• Texture, Appendix I . 3 .1 . i . 

Pedon - t h e smallest volume that can be called "a «oil". It hae three 
dimensions. It extend» downward to the depth of plant root* or to 
the lower limit of the genetic toil hor i ton*. It* lateral cro»* 
section Is roughly hexagonal and range* from i to 10 aquare 
metra* in »U» depending on the variability in the horizons. See 

v Soil cla«»lficiLion. 

Perghed «roundwater - groundwater supported by a zone of impermeable 
material separated from the. main body of groundwater by untatu-
rated material. See Impervipu* soil, Groundwater. 

Percolation (Soil water) - the downward movement of water through 
' soil, especially the downward flow of water in saturated soil 

at hydraulic gradient* of the order of 1,0 or lea*. See Per
meability. 3 . 3 . 1 , 3 . 3 . 2 . 

Permeability ISoil) - ability of soil to transmit fl'uti» (liquid* or gases) 
under preasure, It is the rate at which a fluiu of standard viacosity 
can move through the soil in a given interval of time under a given 
hydraulic gradient. Quantitatively it can be expreased either a s 
intrinsic permeability involving only the characteristic» of the 
•oil ittetf, or a* hydraulic conductivity involving the character
istic* of both the soil and the actual fluid (water). See Trans-
mlsstvity, 3 . 3 . 1 . 

pF - parameter designating the matric potential and equal to the decimal 
logarithm of the potential expressed iA cm of water column. See 
3 . 2 . 2 . 

pF-curve - see Moisture retention curve, 3 .2 .2 , 

Pieaometer - a tube for measuring the pressure of groundwater. 

Ptesjoractric surface - the imaginary surface to which water in a well 
will risr above an aquifer. See Groundwater level, 2 . 2 . 



Plasticity (Soil) - capifcility of a soil to bs moulded or dsformsd. Is 
a property that Is limited to cohesive soils (1 e soil* containing 
more than 10% clay) and to a limited moisture rang». The lower 
plastic limit is the minimum moisture weight percentage that 
permits a soil to be deformed without rupture and the upper 
plastic limit is the minimum moisture weight percentage at which 
the soil will barely flow as a result of stress. The plasticity Index 
is the numerical difference between the moisture weight percen
tages of the upper and lower plastic limits. This index is depen
dent on the clay content and mineralogy of the. soll. : : ; V 

Pore - interstice, void in rock or soil. May be classified into different 
sice c lasses . See Soil structure, 3 . 1 . 2 . 

Pore s i te distribution - the amount of the various soil - pore fractions 
in a soil. Equivalent to the derivative of the moisture relation 
curve. Characterises soil structure. See Soil structure, 3 .1 . 2. 

Pore space or volume - see Porosity (total). 

Porosity (total) - total space not occupied by soil particles in a bulk 
volume of soil, commonly expressed as a volume percentage. 
It may estimated from the bulk and particle densities of the soil 
according to the following expression. 

i00 - B"»fc density , . . 
I U O Particle density x "™ 

See Air-filled porosity. Capillary porosity, Saturation, 3 .1 .2 . 

Potential • specific energy of unit materia In relation to some reference 
state. See Matrix potential, 3 .2 .2 . 

Potential evaporation; - highest possible amount of evaporation permitted 
by the vapour receiving capacity of the atmosphere as determined 
by prevailing meteorological conditions. See Evaporation, Z, 3, 
3 . 4 . 3 . 

Potential evapotranspiration - maximum quantity of water lost to the 
atmosphere from vegetation and soil, where the latter is well 
supplied with vater. See Evaporation, Transpiration. 3 . 4 . 3 . 

Reaction (Soil) - the degree of acidity or alkalinity of a soil usually 
expressed as a pH value. Descriptive terms commonly associated 
with certain ranges in pH are: extremely acid, lass than 4,5; 
very strongly acid, 4 ,5 -5 ,0 ; strongly acid, 5 ,1-5 ,5; medium 
acid, 5 ,6-6 ,0; slightly acid, 6 ,1 -6 ,5 ; neutral, 6 , 6 -7 ,3 ; midly 
alkaline, 7 ,4 -7 ,8 ; moderately alkaline, 7 ,9 -8 ,4 ; strongly alkaline, 
8 ,5-9 ,0; and vary strongly alkaline, more than 9 ,0 . >' 

Recharge (Water) - process by which water is added from the outside 
to the sone of saturation. See Percolation, 3 .3 .2 . 

Regime (Soil water) - seasonal pattern of water distribution and move
ment in the «oil. See 2. 2, 2. 3. 
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Relative humidity - ma Vapour pressure. 

Retention curve - a m Moisture retention curve, 

R-horlicn - atratum underlying the «oil profile. See Soil horizon. 

Root depth - depth to which a foil profila ia penetrated by water ex
tracting roota. See Root ions , 2. 2, 

Root «one - in» upper pert of the toil water sona» whar* the porea -
contain roots that can extract water» The depth 01 the root aooe 
depends on the species of vegetation, the growing phase of the 
pUnu and on the water content *f the «oil. Sea 2 . Z. 

Runoff - outflow of water toward th* streams along or underneath the 
ground surface. . 

Saturated eon» - that part of the iithosphere where the aoil pores are 
completely filled with water at atmospheric and hydrostatic 
preaaure. The aose includes both the groundwater zone and 
the capillary frittge aone. See 2 .2 . 

Saturation - state when all the soil pores are filled with water, and 
the auction it aero. See Groundwater, 2 . 2 , 3 . 2 . 2 . 

Saturation vapour preaaure - see Vapour pressure. 

the alow movement of gravitational water through the aoil. 
ater emerging from the ground along å Une dr surface. See 

Percolation, 3.3.1, 1 . 3 . 2 , 3.4; 4, 

Shrinkage (Soil) • the decrease in porosity of the soil due to decrease 
in water content aa shown in figure below. See Swelling, 
Plasticity, Bulk density, 3 .1 .2 . , figure «1:1. 

txmittTCMcv srAna 
BM* 

VATJClt CONTENT 

Figure 111:1 Shrinkage of clay noil dur Eo successive tosi of water. 
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Single -train structure - physical «tate of soi l c imply tag that there 1» 
no aggregation of primary particlea. Saa Aggragate structure, 
3 .1 .2 . 

Soil - the unconsolidated mineral and organic maUrial on the iromedi-
ate •urfaca of the earth that aervaa • • a natural mediura for the 
growth of land plant*. 2: Tha unconsolidated mineral mattar on 
the surface of the earth that has been subjected to and influenced 
by genetic and environmental factors of parent material, climate 
(including moisture and temperature effecta), macro - and micro -
organisms, and topography, all acting over a period of time and 
producing a product - soi l - that differs from the material (rom 
which it ia derived in many physical, chemical, biological, ånd 
morphological properties and characteristics. 3: A hind of soft 
is the collection of soils that are alike in specified combination* 
of characteristics. Kinds of soil are given names in the system 
of soil classification. The terms "the soil" and ''soil" are collec
tive terms used for all soi ls , equivalent to the word "vegetation" 
for all plants. 

See Pcdon, Soil classification, Soil profile, Appendix I, 3. t. 

Soil air- the gaseous phase of the aoil. See Air-filled porosity, 3. 1, 2. 

S -il auger - a tool for boring into the soil and withdrawing a smalt 
sample for field or laboratory observation. 

Soil classification - the systematic arrangement of soils into classes 
in one or more categories or levels of classification for a 
specific objective. Broad groupings, are made on the basis of 
general characteristics and subdivisions oh the basis of more 
detailed differences in specific properties. See Table 1 beneath. 

Soil-formation factors - the variables that are responsible for the 
formation of soil. The factors ar^ usually grouped as follows: 
parent material, climate, organisms, topography, arid time. 
Many people believe that activities of man in his use und mani
pulation of soil becomes such an important influence on soil . 
formation that he should be added as a sixth variable. Others 
consider man as.an organism. 

Soil horison - a layer of soil material approximately parallel to the 
land surface and differing from adjacent genetically related 
layers in physical, chemical, and biological properties or 
characteristics, such as color, structure, texture, consistence 
amount of organic matter, and degree o i acidity or alkalinity. 
Table 2 lists the designations and descriptions of the major 
soil horizones. Fewr if any soils ; have all of these horisons wel l ' 
developed, but every soil has some of them, see Table' HI:2 
beneath. 
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Tabla tlbiA coaaparlaon «jf tb« nav Unicad Scaca» aoil claaaification ayataa 
adoptad in 1965 with tha approximate «gjuivalanta und*r ch* aoil 
clarification ayacaa i» a n bafora 1»»}. 

Soil Ordar Aayroxiaatai t^ui»alanta 

(Adoatad in I K » (In Ø M aafor. 1965) 

1. Alfiaola Cray Brown Podrolic, Cray Wooded «oil», tloncaUie 
Brown aoil», Dafraded Qiarnoraas, «od aaaociatad 
Plano«ol» and «oa* Half-Boi aoila 

2. Arldiaola O n t r t , Radd i ah Oaaert, Siaroia», Solonchak, aoaw 
Brown and Xaddiah Brown aoila, and asaociated Solo-
nata 

3. Enciaola Azonal aoila and aoc* Low-Hwaic Cley aoila 

4. Hiatdaola Bog folla 

5. Incaptiaola Ando, Sol Brun Ac ida, «oa» Broun Boreac, Low-Huauc 
Glay, ånd Huatic Clay aoila 

6. Hollltol* Chaatnut, Charnoical, Brunixaxi (Prairia), Raodzina, 
• • • aoata Brovn, B r o m Foreti, and alloc ia tad Solonecr 

and Htaaic Glay aoil» 

7. Oxlaola Laceriee aoila, Lacoaola 

S. : Spodoaola Podzol», Brown Podiolic «oil», and Cround-vater 
Podzol» 

9. Oltiaol» »»1 Vellov Podiolic »c:'«. Xt'Jdiih Brovn locaritic 
aoila of tha U.S., and aaaociatad planoiols and 
Ualf-Bda; aoila 

10. Vartiaola Crwusol* 
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Table 111:2 Hypothetical «oil profile, shoving principal horiiol» 

Organic debris o Oj Undecafipoaed fraah debri» (laavaa etc) 1 

0, Partially decMftocad • 1 

The Solua 

<Th*s genetic soil 
developed by soil 
forming C*ctor») 

A 
Eluvlal 
horizon 

A, Darker coloured boriion, -«*»» organic 
•alter I» aiixed with alncral train» 

A, tighter coloured horiton vich «aKieuet 
eluviatien 

A. Traafitiosal so B, The Solua 

<Th*s genetic soil 
developed by soil 
forming C*ctor») 

B 
llluvial 
horizon 

Bj Tram it tona I to A. i 
! 

», Maxima accumulation (illuviacion) of j 
clay, iron nod organic setter ! 

B, Traditional to C. i 
1 

The weathered parent 
material C 

Parent nacertal. [ 
Can contain gleyed layer», accumulation» j 
of catcian carbaoata and aulphate. 

Underlying stratua 
(bedrock or soiJ) R 

Materiel fro*, «fcicj»'.»'* bverlyinr horizonjl 
vos forced or rwtoriiU. unrelated to til is 1 
nltoec"!" (litholcfic iincontinvity) i 
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Soll map - a map allowing tb* distribution of «oil typa* or other (oil 
mapping unit» in reUtton to the prominent physical and cultural 
failure* of the earth'* surface. The following kind» of «oil map* 
are recognised In the U .S . : detailed, detailed reconnaissance. 
racoriMiiaanc». generalized, and schematic. 

Soil monolith - a vertical section of a «oil profit* removed and 
\ . mounted for display or «tudy. Sa* Sott horizon. 

Soil morphology - the constitution of the «oil. including the texture, 
structure-consistence, color, and other physical, chemical, 
and biological properties of th« variou» toil horizon* that make 
up the «oil profile. See 3 . 1 . 

Soll oreanlc mattar - : • • * organicjnettar." 

Soil profile - a vertical (action of the toll from the lurfaca through 
al l ite horizons. Including the C-horizon*. See Soil horizon. 

Soil ««parate» - mineral particle* ranging between specified size 
limit*. See Soil texture. Appendix I, 1, i . 1. 

Soil solution - «oil water with It* diasolved material*. 

Soil structure - the combination or arrangement of primary «oil 
particle» into secondary particle*, units, or ped». The «econ-
dary unit» are characterized and classified on the ba»i« of 
s ize , ehape, and degree of distinctnes* into cl««»e». type», 

" and grades, respectively. See Aggregate structure, Single-
•• grain atructure. S.'l. Z. '"'•-•) 

Soil texture w an *xprc»*ion of the relative proportion» of «oil separa
ta* - clay, «ilt, «and. etc - that compoae the «oil material. 
See Appendix I , 3 . 1 . 1 . 

Soil water - «ea Moi» ture, 

Soil water potential - aee Matrix potential. 

Soil water «one - that part of the Uthoaphare between the «urface and 
the water table where the water is under negative presaure 
{!«»* than atmospheric). It con«i»t of the unsaturated zone 
(pares contain air and water) and the capillary fringe zone 
(pore* contain only water). See Z. I, 2. 2. 

Solum - the upper part of a «oil profile, above the parent material, 
in which the proceaaaa of «oil formation are active. The solum 
in mature «oil* includes the A and B horizons. Usually the 
characteristic* of the material in these horimon» are quite un
like those of the underlying parent material. The living roots 
and other plant and animal life characteristic* of the aoil are 
largely confined to the solum. Sec Soil. Soil classification. 
Soil hoTlson. 



Storage capacity (of Soil water zone) . the amount of (oil water which 
can be stored between the aurfaca and the water table. A dynamic 
concept dependent on Ute characteristic* of climate and toil and 
on time dependent variable* such a» moisture content and depth 
of water table. Complexity is increased by hysteresis. See Field 
capacity. Z.Z.I. 3. 3 . 2 . 

Sublimation - direct transfer of water from the vapour phase to the 
aolid phase, or vice versa. See Condensation. Evaporation, 
Vapour pressure. 

Subsoil - the B horizons of soil* with distinct profiles. In soils with 
weak profile development, the subsoil' can be defined a* the soil 
below the plowed layer (or its equivalent of surface soil), in 
which roota normally grow. Althonsh a common term, it cannot 
be defined accurately. It has been carried over from early daya 
when "soil" was conceived only a* the plowed soil and that under 
it as the "subsoil". See Soil horizon. 

Substratum - any layer lying beneath the solum. See R-hori«on, Soil 
horifton. 

Subsurface water - water (hat occur* beneath the surface of the earth, 
see Soil water, Groundwater, 2 . 1 , 2 .2 . 

Surface soil - the uppermost part of the «oil ordinarily moved in tillage 
or its equivalent in uncultivated soUs, ranging in depth from about 
10 to 30 cm. Frequently designated as the plow layer, the Ap-
horizon, see Soil horison, Topsoil . 

Surface water - water which flow* over or i s stored on the earth sur
face. 

Swelling (Soil) - the Increase in porosity and thereby bulk volume of 
the soil due to the uptake of water. I» particularly marked in 
soils containing sodium (alkali soils). See Shrinkage (opposite 
concept). Bulk density. Plasticity. 

Tensiometer - instrument used for measuring the suction or negative 
pressure of soil water. Generally a porous device filled with water 
that is made to reach suction equilibrium in-situ with the desired 
soil horizon. The suction is registered on soma type of vacuu-
meter and ia limited to a maximum tension of about 0,85 bar. 
See 4 . 4 . 1 . 

Tension - see Moisture tenaion or auction, 3.2. Z. 

Texture - aee Soil texture. Appendix I , 3. 1.1. 

Throughfall - that part of the precipitation which falla to the ground in 
a vegetated area. See Interception (opposite term), 3. 4 .1 . 

Topsoil - the aurface plow layer of a aoil, the original or present dark-
colored upper soil or the present A horizon, varying widely in 
depth and nature among different kinds of soil. See Soil horizon. 

Total porosity - see Porosity (total). 
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Transmissivlly - product of hydraulic conductivity and the c r o s s -
soctlonal araa of flow. Tba hydraulic conductivity decrease» 
In accordance with Uta degree of «Maturation of tba aoii. See 
Hydraulic conductivity, Parmaabllity and Unsaturated conductivity. 

Transpiration - procaaa by which water ia trana/arrad from vacation 
to atmosphere ia the form of vapour. See £*apotrsn»pir»tion, 

Transpiration agna - larger of soil between the thermocline and root 
depth level*. See Root depth, 2 .2 , 

Unsaturated conductivity - ability of unsaturated «oil to transmit water. 
Decree*** in accordance with decree of unaaturatlon. See Perme-
ability, 3 , 3 . 1 . 3 . 3 . 2 . 

Unaaturatad Ilow . water flow through the «Maturated aoil. See 3. 3 . 1 , 
J. 3 .2 . 

Unsaturated «one • upper part of «oil water «one where water ia held 
under negative pre»*ure and where the pore* contain u n a air. 
Se* An ration sone, Soil water zone, Z. 2. 

Upper oUatic limit - see Plasticity. 

Vadoao water - s e e Gravitational « l U r . 

Vapour pressure-.- that part of the «tmorpheric pressure that ia ex
cepted by the, water vapour. The maximum vapour preaaure at 
a given temperatur* i* the saturation vapour pressure over 
water. The saturation vapour pressure with respect to ice is 
lees than that with raepect to water. The percentage of actual 
vapour pressure to saturation vapour pressure >« by definition 
the rel»t_iv»_hurmdlty: See figure 3;2, 

Viscosity * that property of a fluid, due to the coheslveness of its 
Molecule*, which resist* relative motion and deformation in 
real'fluid*. It create» shear torce» between fluid element» and 
gives rise to fluid friction. Under ordinary conditions of pressure, 

i - v iscosityhas been found to vary only with temperature. See 
> •::'•'••' Permeability». 

Volume weight - see Bulk density. 

Water content - see Moisture, Moisture volume percentage. Moisture 
weight percentage, 3 , 2 . 1 . 

Water film - thin layer of water held by pore wall* through the force 
of adhesion. See Adhesive water, 3 . 2 . 2 . 

Water holding capacity (Soil) - ace Storage capacity. Available water, 
Field capacity, 3 . 2 . 2 . 



TpO 
Temperature |, 

Figure 111:2 Schematic phase diagramrne for water vapour 
in the neighbourhood of the triple point (T), 
where three phase» may exist in equilibrium -
gasouS, liquid and SoliO. The triple point 
occurs here at a pressure of 6,1 i mb and al 
a temperature of +0, 0098°C. 
The curves, represent sublimation (AT), eva
poration-: condensation (TD) and metting-freesing 
(CT) respectively. The sectors represent ice 
(ATC), water (CTD) and. vapour (DTA). Along 
the evaporation curve TD there exists equilibrium 
between water and vapour» along the sublimation -
curve AT equilibrium between ice and vapour. 
It is seen that saturation with respect to super * 
cooled water means superslaturation with respect 
to ice. 
See Vapour pressure, Sublimation, Evaporation, 
Condensation. 
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Water logged «oil - foil aasurated with water. See Saturation. 

Water table or level - eee Groundwater table, 2. 2. 

Water table, Perched - See Perched groundwater. 

Water year • Instead of calender year, a period starting with the un
saturated xone at its maximum extent, and consequently other 
storages of water (surface and groundwater) reduced to a mini
mum. ' 

Weathering - the group of processes such as chemical action of air 
awf rainwater and of plants and bacteria, and the mechanical 
action of changes in temperature, whereby rocks, on exposure 
to the weather, change in chat ̂ cter, disintegrate, decay, and 
finally crumble in the process of making parent material of 
soi ls . See Soil. 

Wetting front - the air-water interface in wetting. See 3. 3. 2. 

Wilting point » the water content of soil on an oven-dry basis at which 
plants, specifically sunflower plants, wilt and fail to recover 
their turgidity when placed in a dark humid atmosphere, it is 
approximately the moisture contest at tS-har tension. See 
Available water,: 3 .2 .2 . 

Zero f lux plane— the level which separates upward and downward 
~ movement «£-water. 

Zone (Soil water) - see Soil water rone. 
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